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INTRODUCTION

I

reCent yeatS, a fair amount of Chinesepoetqr has been trans
lated into &.glish, and there have even been a feW English bio
graphies of individual Chinese poets, but little has been written in
English in the way of criticism. This is not surprising in view of
the obvious difficulties of criticizing poetry in a language far re
moved from the one in which it is written. Nevertheless, the
English-speaking reader who has acquired some knowledge of
and taste for Chinese poetry through ttanslations might well won
der at times: How should one approach Chinese poetry critically?
Could one apply to it the technique of verM1 analysis now pre
vailing in Bo.glish and American literary uiticism? What critical
standards did Chinese critics in the past a!opt? And what does
OUnese poetry sound 1,ik.e? What are the principles ofversification
and the major verse forms and poetic devices? Difficult as -some of
these questions admittedly are, the fact that most &.glish-speaking
readers interested in OUnese poetry. of whom there appear to be
quite a few apart from professional sinologues, cannot de:vote
yeatS to the study of the Chinese language, seems to justify an
attempt, quixotic perhaps, but much needed, to answer them, if
only pattially and tentatively.
Since no serious criticism of poetry is possible without dis
cussing various aspectS Of language, no more than serious criti
cism of painting is possible without discussing colour, line, and
form, out enquity must begin with a CQD.sideration of the Chinese
language as a medium of poetic expression, as compared with
English. We have to become aware of the simllarlties, and even
more of the differences, between the two languages, and beware
N

h
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of the dangers of misapprehension that may ens~ from the latter.
Differences between Chinese and English exist" on several1evels.
First ofall, some clliferences lie in the nature of the two languages
themselves, such as phonetic and gfaDltDatical ones. Then there
are differences due to unique concepts or divergent ways of think~
ing and modes offeeling. For inst'atlCe, there are no exact Chinese

Of course, ctiticism should go beyond an examination of lan
guage. Such basic questions as what poetry is or should be and
how one should write poetry are bound· to arise sooner or later.
In Part n, I shall attempt to demonsttate how.Chinese critics of
the past would have answered these questions, thereby providiog
our own enquiry with 'a ttaditiooal back.gtound.
Itt Put m" I shall endeavour to achieve a synthesis among
various schools of Chinese ctiticism and evolve a view ofmy own,
from which critical standards for Chinese poetry can be detived~
In applying these stattdatds, I sha.ll attempt a further synthesis
one between this mainly traditional Chinese view of poetry·and
the modern Western technique ofverbal analysis. Naturally Chin
ese critics have carried out analyses of a sort, but they have usually
been content with dtawiog attention to the felicity or clumsiness
of particular words and phrases, seldom trying to probe ioto un.,.
conscious associations of ideas or to analyse systematica.lly and
critica.lly the use of imagery and symbolism. Our own analysis of
various poetic devices will be undertaken with a view to critical
evaluation, for we should not forget that verbal analysis is' after
a.ll 11. means and not an end, and that no analysis, however subtle
and ingeoious, is justified unless it deepens our understandiog
of poetry or makes us aware of the nature of our response
to it.
From the above remarks it will be seen ¢.at Part I of this bOok
consists mainly of infQrmation, Part n.of in'terpretittion, and Part
m of criticism. Such beiog the case, the first part, intended to give
the general reader the amount of knowledge about the Chinese
1angua.ge and Chinese· versification needed to follow the critical
discussions in the later parts, may prove rather dull readiog. The
reader is therefore asked to be patient while rea.diogPut 11 or, if
he has no taste for linguistic discussions, start with Part II and
only turn back to Put I when the need for information on specific
points arises. The ~ytical tab~e of contents, together with
cross-references, should enable him to do so.
Throughout the book, examples of Chinese poetry are chosen
from works raoging -in time from about 600 B.C. to about A.D.
I ~ ,0. Poems in traditional forms written since the latter. date have
been largely imitative and seldom of prime importance. As for
poetry in modem colloquial Chinese, since it is in· the main a de
liberate -attempt to break away from tradition and in maay cases
xi

equivalents for 'humour' and 'snobbery', for the concepts ex
pressed by these words do not exist in the Chinese mind. This is
not to say that the Otinese have. no seJlSe of humour and are en
tirely free from snobbery, only that their conceptions of these are
not identical with the English 0.DeS. On the other hand, such a
Cbjoese concept IS !Jsiao, usually inadequately translated IS 'filial
piety'.1 has no pteclsecountetpa.rt in English thioking, and hence
no English word for it. Again, dUI'etences may arise out of dis
simiIa.t social and cultural environments or even physical objects.
.An. English 'gentleman' is not exactly the same as a Chinese thlln
ttR; the word 'house' conjures up a mental picture very d.Uferent
from that evoked by the Chinese wordflJlll,. which is usually taken
as its equivalent. Such diffetences are inevitable, for after a.lllan
guage is a teflection of the mcotality and culture of a people, and
it in turn .influences the way ofthiokiog and cultural charactetistics
ofthepeoplewho speak it astheirmothertongue. In ourdiscussions
on the Olinese language as a poetic medium in Part I, differences
between llinese and English will be constantly bome in mind.
Meanwhile, honesty compels me to cladfy my own position as
an intetpl'Ctetof Chinese poetry to English-speaking readers (for
intetpreta.tion is
fust part of a edtic's task). The &ct that I am
writing io Englishfor non-specialist readers willn.ecessitate a great
deal of t:mnslation, yet problems of translation will arise out of the
very dUI'etences between the two Iao.guages that I sha.ll be discuss
ing. I sha.ll thus find myself in the paradoxical position of haviog
to find all-hoc solutions to certain problems in the process of dis
cussing them or even before I can stut to discusB them.J.h,is,
however, will have its own rewud: though we shall be pt:4natily
concemed with such clliferences only. in so.far as they affect poetic
purpose and effect, our discussions caonot help being to some
exteot discussions on problems oftranslation at the same time, and
would therefore possess not merely a theoretical interest but some
ptactical value as well
lace below, p. 10.
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influenced by Western poetry~ it requires no special intc.rpretation
to Western. readers and is not discussed in this book•
. SomeOrlnese cbatactets are giv~ in the text, either to illustrate
the nature of the Chinese script~ or simply to show what a poem
looks like in the original. Furthetmore, though this book is chiefly
intended for the general.reader, students of Chinese liteuture may
also find it useful, and it is partly for them that the Chinese chatac·
tetS are included. For their further convenience, I have provided a
list of references and an index of Orlnese names and book titles.
Finally, a few words about my tmnslations of poems in this
volume. Since they are prlmarily meant to illustrate various
aspects of poetic lsnguage, they have to be as close ,to the original
as possible, though I have tried to make them readable as well.
Where possible, I have followed the original verse form and rime
scheme, and my reasons for d~ so will be found on p. %I. I am
aware of the uneven quality of my translations, but the inferior
nature of some of them is due to the necessity of being literal or
using an awkward expression, in order to show some particular
feature of the origin1ll language or versification.

PART I
The Chinese Language as a Medium
of Poetic Expression

A PEW of the translations of Chinese poems in this volume have
been published in Orimla! .Art (Oxford, 19'1) and TIN AMlpbi
(London, 19'3), while some ofthe material in Part n and Part m,
Chapter J, has previously appeared in articles in the Jo1lt'1ltll of
Orimta! ShiJiu (Hong Kong University, 19,6) and the PrtJtHtlingl
of tIN XXIVth 1"ImI4IitJnaIOmI/'UI ofOrillltaliltl (Munich, 1977).
I am indebted to the editors and publishers concerned for per.
mission to reprint these.
I am grateful to the Yale-in·China Association, New Haven,
Conn., U.S.A., for a grant towards the cost ofpririting the Chinese
cbatacters in this book.
].].Y.L.
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THE STRUCTURE OF
CHINESE CHARACTERS

I

T is generally realized that Chinese is written with charactcts in
. stead of an alphabet-a feature which is the ultimate sow:ce of
many of the characteristics of Chinese poetry. However, there is a
fallacy still common amo.ng Westem readers outside sinologica1
circles, namely, that all Chinese characters ate pictograms or ideo
gc:a.ms. This fallacy 0.0 the part of some Western enthusiasts for
Chinese poetr:y has had some curious results. Ernest Fenollosa in
his essay; 'The Chinese Charactct as a Medium for Poetr:y',
stressed this misco.nception and a.dmitec'l'(:hinese characters for
their a.lleged pictorial qualities. While o.ne can understand his
enthusiasm for a language that he imagined to be free from the
tendencies towards jejune logicality of modem English, a.nd
while o.ne is Battered by his attributio.n of superior poetic qualities
to o.ne's mother tongue, o.ne has to admit that his conclusions are
often incorrect, largely due to his tefusal to recognize the phonetic
element of Chinese characters. Yet this essa.y, through Ezra
Pound, has exerted co.nsiderable i.nfIuence 0.0 some English and
American poets and critics. This may be a happy example of the
so-called catalytic effect of schola.rship, but as an introduction
to Chinese poetry, the Fenollosa approa.ch is, to say the least,
seriously misleading.
To clear a.way this basic misco.nception, we have to examine the
principles underlying the structure of the characters. Traditional
Chinese etymology postulates six principles mow.n as the Liu

,
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(ancient fonn '), which consists of 'tteld' and'sttength'. Such
characters may be called Composite Ideograms and represented. by
the letter C. Each component part of a Composite Ideogmm may
be a Simple Pictogram, Simple ldeogt:am, or another ·Composite
Ideogmm, as the case may he. (C = P
P'; C = P
I;C =

Shu. This tes:m bas been translated as 'The Six Scripts', though in
fact it does not :refer to six litnns of characters but six prilldp"s
regudi:ng the fottnAtion of cbarac:ters. and may therefore be
n::nden:d 'The Six Gmphic Pri:nciples'. The definition and cortect
ordet of the six principles have been. subjects of controversy
among Olin.ese scholats for centuries. and we cannot enter here
into intticate a.rgume:nts about them.. I shall simply describe each
ptin.ciple in the way that seems to me to be most reasonable,
without quoting sources and authorities to support my intetpreta
tiom. If any si:nologue should object to this, I can o:o1y .forestall
his objection by pointing out that I am writing on Chinese poetry
for a non-specialist public. not on Chinese philology for experts.
The First Gtapbic Principle is Htiallg-hsillg It ~, or 'Imitating
the Form', For instance, the chamcter fotjih ('sun') is a (ancient
form 0); that for:Jlllo ('moon') is J3 (ancient form J); that for
jm ('person') is A (ancient form ~); that for 1IIfI ('tree') is
(ancient form at); that for .JaIIg ('sheep') is .. (ancient form ,).
These characters based on the First Ptin.ciple may be called Simple
Pictogums and represented by the letter P.
The Second Gr:aphic Principle is C/Jih-s/Jio ~
or 'Pointing at
the Thing'. Characters based on this 'principle ate symbols of
abstract notions, not pictures of concrete objects. For example,
the numbers .Ji, "'0, san ('one, two, three') ate ~resented by
cotresponding numbers of strokes: -, .::. E. Such characters may
be called Simple Ideograms and reptesented by the letter I. Some
times a Simple Ideogram may consist of an already existing Simple
Pictogr:am with an additional indicator. e.g. the character for 'tree'
with a stroke across its top becomes the chamcter for 1110 ('tree
top'): (ancient form I). and the same chua.cter with a stroke
across its base becomes thecha.tacter for pm ('tree root'); (ancient
form I). These characters may be represented by the formula
i, where i means indicator.
I =P
The Thitd Pti:ociple is FIRIi-Ji .. 11 or 'Undentandiilg the·
Meaning'.1 This concems the combination oftwo pr mote simple
cbatacters to form a new character in such a way as to suggest
the meaning of the new one. For instance, the chanu:ter for l1Iillg
('bright') is P)J (ancient form I»), which consists of a window and
a moon (llot sun and moon); the character for IIIJII ('man') is M

+

part ofanother to indicate the sound ofthe latter. When thus used
it is known in Bngllshas a 'phonetic'. At the same time, the other
part of the composite cbMacter, which signifies the meaning, is
called the 'mdical' or 'significant'. Thus, if we use the letter N to
represent a Composite Phonogram, it usually conBi;sts of a
phonetic (P) .and a significant (s), while the phonetic and the
significant in themselves could be Simple Pictograms, Simple
Ideograms, Composite Ideograms,· or other Composite P.hono
grams. (N == p
s; P = P, I, C, N'j s = P', 1', C', Nil.) Thus,
the Composite Phonogram for thtmg ('loyalty') is .'§., which con
sists of a phonetic thll1lg ~ and a significant Mil It} ('heart'). The
phonetic t/Jlmg in itself means 'middle', and is a Simple PiC1:O
gram, showing a line cutting through the middle of a sqU9.tC: ~
(p = 1); while the significant hsis Ie, (ancient fotnl lIP) is a Simple
Pictogram of the heart. which here signifies that 'loyalty' has
something to do with the heart (s = PJ. Occasionally we find
a Composite Phonogram with one phonetic and more than one
significant. For example, the chamcter fot paD (Archaic 1 pro
nunciation pog; 'treasure') is .) which consists of a phonetic If)
iii (Archaic1pronunciation piog), and three signifiamts: 'roof' ....,
'jade' ::It, and 'mother-of-pearl' 1(. (N = p
s
s'
s".)
The Fifth Principle is C!JNan..tlm ~ or 'Mutually De6ning',
which is concerned with the use of synonymous char:actets.
The Sixth Principle is Chill-thieh III ft, ot 'Borrowing', which
.concerns the loan of homophones.
It will be seen that the last two ptin.ciples ate concerned with the
extended l1li of already existing cbata.cters and not with the
forllllltiD'll of new ones. Thus in fact there ate o:o1y four basic
principles underlying the stru.cture of the chamctets, and conse
quently four main categories of them: Simple Pictogr:ams..

*

+

*"

*

+

I + I'; C = C' + Pj C = C' + C".)
The Fourth Principle is Hti,/J-shmg It _, or 'Harmo.o.izing the
Sound'. This refers to the use of one cbaract:er as a component

*

'*

+

+ + +

1 This is the usual cxplaoation, although I strongly suspect that bwi hete
means 'jo1o·. and the whole phrase mean.a 'joining the meaningtl'.

l.Archaic Chinese is the term used by the Swedish sinologue Bemhud
Kulgren fot the language of early Chou (clr. 1100-600 'B.c.).
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Simple Ideograms, Composite Idcogtams~ and Composite Phono
gmms. The ~t two foan only a small minorlty, but since they
ate the cbuactets for the most common objects (e.g. sun, moon,
t.tee) ortb.e most essential concepts (e.g. number, above, below,
middle), they tend to disguise the fact they ate only a minority.
The majority of Chinese cbatactets belong to the last category and
contain a phonetic clement. Moreover, even those characters
whicll wCte otiginally formed on a pictographic principle have
lost much of their pictorial quality, and in their modem foans beat
little tesemblance to the objects they are supposed to depict. (A
comparison of the a.ncie.o.t roans with the modem forms of the
Simple Pictograms given above will prove this.) The fallacy of
Fenollosa and his followers should nQw be evident.
Another popular fallacy about w:rltten Chinese if the confusion
between cword' and ccbata.ctcr', with the.consequent fallacy that
Chinese is a monosyllabic language. A 'word' in Chinese, as in
any other language, is a unit of speech, which may be of one or
more syllables, and hence written with one or more cha.racte:aJ. A
'chamctcr' is a written symbol which cotresponds to oae syllable
and bly form one word or part of a word. Theoretic:al1y each
character has a meaning, but in actual usage some characters do
not occu.r independently but only together with other cbaractem,
e.g. flng-11III .... ('parrot'), hli-shttai • " (Ccdcket'-the insect,
notthe game, ofcourse I), 1IIi4tJ..1'iafJ1 1J 5l ('gra.ceful'), andp'N-f'lJ()
II" ('grapes'). These are to all intents and purposes disyllabic
'JII(Jni.r, each written with two cbatacte.rs. Words of mote than two
syllables are tate, except for ttansliten.tiOtlS offoreign words, e.g.
Ah-mi-t'o Fo PI II Jt .. (Amitabha Buddha). Sometimes a chatac
ter may either OCcur independently or together with another
character to form a 'compound'. The character IuUn ~ ('£rat') and
the cbamctct shlllg §i ('to be born') can eac:J:t occur by itself. but
togetb.et they form a compound. hsilll-J/Jmg ('sir, gentJeman ,
teacher'). A disyllabic m1llJKltlllll differs froai a disyllabic I19f'd in
that each constituent part of a compound can. 0Ccut separately,
though not necessdy in the same sense as in the compound.
Usually the meaning of a compound is derived from those of its
-constituent parts, though this may not be obvious. The meanings
of hJien~Jhmg, 'sir, gentleman, teacher', are der.ived from the litetal

senses of Men and shmg: '£rat bom'., hence, senior, to be respected,
etc. A· special case must be made of. compounds containing
allusions, whose meanings differ &om the litetal senses of their
constituent parts put together. Forinstance, ehib-hsihh m;., litem11y
cwish to study', is an allusion to Confucius's remark, 'At fifteen
I set my mind on studying', and the compound is therefore not to
be taken literally but as a conventional way of saying 'fifteen years'
of age'. Such allusive compounds ate numerous in Chinese and set
a constant trap for the unwary.

1 Moat dictionarlcs give 1IIiIuJ..fitItJ and ytJIJ--J'imJ as alternative pronuncla
tiona of thiB word.. though I have never heard any Chineae u q the latter.
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IMPLICATIONS AND
ASSOCIATIONS OF WORDS
AND CHARACTERS

As

in English, and to an even greater degree, a word in
£l.QUnese does not always have one cleat-cut, med meaning,
but often covers dilfe.rent meanings, some of which, may be
mutually exclusive. Take a simple example: Ihmg; this word, used
as a verb, could mean: to live, to give birth to, to be bom; as a
noun: life, young mao., student; as an adjective: alive, mw,
strange, .innate, natuml, lively. The IlIIbatTas tk &bobt presented by
such words in QUncsc has been dem01lBtmted by Professor I. A.
Richatds in his MmtiIlS DIllIN MiIIIJ, and may become a soUtte of
constant obscurity. While this may be a serious dmwback. in
expository prose, it cat'I. be an advantage in poetry, for it makes
possible the expression of thought and emotion with the greatest
economy of words. The poet C8tl compress several meanings into
one word, and the reader has to choose the meaning that seems
most likely to be uppennost in the poet's mind, as well as probable
subsidiary meanings, while excluding itte1evant meanings of
which the word is capable in other conte:m. This of course also
happens in English, but not, I believe, to the same extent as in
Chinese. In this reSpect, QUnese is a better <language for writing
poetry. Comparing the language of poetry with that of prose,
Professor William Empson remarked, 'The demands of metre
allow the poet to say something which is not normal colloquial
8

~

English, so that the reader thinks of the various colloquial folDlS
which are neat to it, and puts them togethet; weighing their
probabilities in proportion to their nearness. It is for such reasons
as this that poetry can be more compact, while seeming to be less
precise, than prose.' 1 We may add that it is for similat reasons that
QUnese can be more compact, while seeming to be less precise,
than English.
As the above example shows, some of the different possible
meanings of a word may be mutually incompatible, while othets
. may be coc:dstent at the same time, with one of them pre
dominating. It seems to me that only when the choice be~
alternative meanings is in doubt do we get a genuine case of
'ambiguity'; when several meanings of a word are present
simultaneously, to a gieatet or lesser extent, we may regard one of
them as its predominant meaning; and the others as its 'implica
tions~. Thus I am using the word 'ambiguity' in its
ordinary sense, not to covet all the seven .Empsonian types. In
fact, Professor Empson himself seems to have adopted 'implica
tions' in his StrllGlIIfI'f oj Compux Wordr for certain cases he had
called 'ambiguities' in his earlier book.
Also, I think we should distinguish 'implications' froel 'asso
ciations'. An 'association' is something connected in our mind
with a word, not part of its meaning or one of its possible mean
ings. Por instance, 'table' is associated with cdinner' but does not
imply the latter, as it implies, for examp)e; 'flat sutface'. Only in
phrases like 'table manners' does 'dinner' become an implication
instead of an association, for it is now an essential part of the
definition of the phmse, though not explicitly sta.ted~ It will be
noticed that my use of the word 'association' differs frQm Pro
fessor Empson's: he regards only private fancies as associations,
while I exclude all private fancies from our discussion as being
too intractable, but only deal with associations which may be
presumed to be. common among ~ost readers. How such com
mon associations arise I shall endeavour to show later on.
InQUnese, further complications ariseout oftheuse ofchamcters,
with implications and associations of their own. I shall first con
sider the implications and associations of words fJIkI words, then
those of chamctets, and describe the intemction between them.
To bc:gin witll· the implications of words. As I have already
1 S"", T.JPII If Ambigtdtl (revised edition. 1947).< p. 28.
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observed. a word may possess a predominant ~g and

Sometimes, an. implication, instead of adding subsidiary mean
ings .to the predominant one, may further .define or qualify it,
thereby limiting its applicability rather than ~diog it. For
example. the word cHi. ('flourishing') is only applied to grass.
Thus, 'grass' becomes an implication of the word, and may be
.wrltten in brackets after the meaning: cHi = flourishing (grass).
10 English, we Bud similar cases with words like 'contrapuntal',
which implies 'music'. This is a different case from 'Honest-of
women: chaste' discussed by Professor EmpSOn,l for. a word like
cb'i or 'contrapuntal' can only be legitimately applied to one
object, whereas 'honest' can be applied to objects other than
women,. though in different senses. Aod if w~ do apply a word to
things other than the one for which it is intended, it becomes a
metaphor, as when we speak of 'contrapuntal prose'.
Next, let us consider the associations of words. There· are
several kinds, apart from thosc; induced purely by penonal
fancy:
(I) Notional associations: those aroused by the object the word
denotes (or its 'referent'), not by the sound, visual fo~ or
etymology of the ·word itself. Such associations ·may be due to
some common belief or custoDl, or due to some legend or myth.
In Chinese poetry, the willow is often associated with pa.rtiog be
cause in T'ang times it was a custom to break a willow twig and
p~t it to a departing friend. Such assa.ciations are closely con..;
netted with the use ofconventional symbols, which I shall discuss
in a later chapter (part m, Chapter 2). This kind of association
also occutS in English, e.g. the BSsociation of the moon with
chastity beCause of its identification with the goddess Diana, or
that of the mistletoe with Ouistmas.
(2) Auditoty associations: those aroused by the souod of the
word. All conscious and unconscious puns are based on them.
For instance, in a poem by the T'ang poet Liu Yd.hsi, written in
the style of a folk song, the poet puns on the word cHili/, IW
('SUDny), which has the same sound as the word ch~ill/, fiI1('love):

several subsidiary ones as its implications at the same time. For
instance, the word bsiilO, commonly translated as "filial piety', in
fact c:ovet8 a whole.range of meanings: to love, obey, honour,
serve, and look after, one's patents, without necessarily pulling a
long face, as the English word 'piety' rather suggests. Ally of
these meanings may be the predominant one, according to the
context. When we apply the wotd to someone, we may mean he
never goes against his patents' wishes, or simply he takes good
care of them, with the'ideas of 'love, honour, respect' as implica
tions. 'He is devoted to his parents' might be a passable'tmnsla.
tion. A simiIa.r:case in English would be some word like 'gentle_
man', which means 'a man entitled to bear arms but not included
in the nobility', but usuallY' cames the ideas of 'honour, gallantry,
courtesy' etc. as implications. If we bottow Professor Empson's
sytnbols, we can write these words with implications as A/I, 2, "
etc.: e.g. hsiao = love one's patentJhonour, obey, etc.
I have used the word 'predominant' to designate the meaning
that seems uppermost in the mind of the user in a puticu1at
context. I should like to point out that this 'pfedominant'
meaning is not necessarily the same as the one the word was given
at the time of its invention, which I shall call its 'original'mean
ing; nor is the 'predominant' meaning necessarily the same as the
orie in which the word is most frequendy used, which I shall call
its 'usual' meaning. For instance, the 'origical' meaning of the
word imI is 'tree', but its 'usual' meariing in modem usage is
'wood', while its 'predominant'meaning is such compounds as
mu-no 1':1 orilla-filii .. is "'stUr. The distiriction between
original, usual, and ptedominant meanings also exist in English.
and we need only think of words like 'gendema.n' and 'chamber
lain' to realize this. In fact, what I CalI 'predominant' meaning
is the same BS ProfeSsor EtDpson's 'chief' meaning, and my
coriginal' and 'usual' meanings a.ie both covered by what he
calls 'head' meaning.1 If anyone ,should doubt the necessity of
pointing out such Bue distinctions of meaniog, I would answer
that these distinctions, though geneully taken. for granted by
native speakets of a Iaoguage, may present real difficulties to
foreign students of the Ia.oguage and to translators, an~ are for
this teason alone worth discussing.

*

*

*
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The sun comes out in'the east; it rit.irudn the west:
You'll say it's not sunny (love), yet it is.

Sometimes a pun. may not be intended by the poet, but the effect
of a word can be enhanced if we associate it with another word or
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compound connected with it in sound. In·a love poem by another
T'ang poet; Li Shang-yin, this line occw:s:.

still calls someone who has lost one of his parents lnillfl-ltt1
(literally 'devoted son'), in the same way as one speaks of some
one's 'beteavemen~. even if he may not feel it to be one. In
English, 'gentleman' (fascinating wordl) may again furnish us
with analogous: examples. Consider the .varying implications of
this word in the following contexts: in 'gentleman's agteemea.t',
the implications are mainly moral; in 'Gentlemenp:r:efer blondes',
they ate social; in 'gentleman's gentleman', the maio. implication
of the .first 'gentleman' is social standing and that of the second Is
superior manners; 'gentlemen' used as a. euphemism for 'men's
lavatory', though the motive behind sUch a usage is a snobbish
one, is ptaetically devoid of the usual implications of the word. To
:move on to a higher plane, when Shakespea.te in the Prologue to
Hmry V wishes for 'a Muse of fin, that would ascend I The
brightest heaven of invention', the ~ implication of 'me' is
its upward-going nature as one of the four ele:ments, while its
usual implication of 1mmiag', with its association of. 'destruc
tion', is i:rrclevant here. Even when Oe6patm· says before her
death, 'I am fin and air, my other element I I give to baser life', the
implication of 'fire' is still its upward-going attribute as a noble
ele:ment, in contrast to the 'baser' elements earth and water that
would sink down, though a modem audience might easily assume
that the implication of 'fire' is 'passion'. The same implication is
present when Donne writes, 'Pin for ~er doth aspire I And
makes all like itself, tums all to fire', and"lllrhen Michael Dmyton
writes. of Marlowe, 'his rap~ were I All air and fin, which
made his verses clerc'.
In ccrtairi. contexts, not "nly the .im.pli~tiOns and associations
but even the meaning i~ may be dissociated from a word. For
conveaiea.ce' sake I shall discuss this below, together with the
dissociation of meaning from chartltl".S'.
We can now proceed to consider the implications and associa
tions of cbartltMI. In so far as a character represents a word or
part of a word, its implications and associations will be the same
as those of the word. Some of these, though by no means all,
ate indicated by the visual form. of the character, or part of it.
But in addition, a character may have its own implications due
to its etymology. Such implications mayor may not be relevant
to the usual meaning or predomiaant meaning of the word, even
though they were relevant to the original meaning. when th~ .
on~

teati Wltil it tw:ns to ashes gtey.
What I have ttanslated as 'ashes grey' is in fact one single word
The candle will chip with

. . 'II<., which can be used as a noun, 'ashes', or an adjective,
'gtey'. I think hete it has the predominant meaning 'ashes', with
'gtey' as an implication '(ashes/grey)~ Fu.rthet, the compound

_-!»i"

tJ;..1J} ('ash-heartedj means 'despair', and I do not think
it is just my &ncy to link. 'ashes' here with cash-hearted', because
the poet is deSClloing a hopeiess··passion.
Puns, intended or otherwise, based on auditory associations, of
colitse also occur in English poetry, and no examples need be
given here.
Contextual associations: words COJlJlected in a reader's
mind because of some familiar liteta.ty context, not because of any
iahereat relation between them. For instance, I think most
Chinese readers wru. associate the word lllillfl-"iaD ('gucefulj with·
the words 11m
-11: ('virtuous ladyj, as they occur together in
the very fit:st SOJlg-!n TIH Book of PDlRy (Shih ClJiIlg)~ the earliest
mown anthology of Chinese verse, just as English readers may
easily associate theword 'multitudinous' with 'incarnadine' because
of their famiJiar context, though there is no logical relation be
tween the words themselves. This kind of association dilfers from
the .first kiad in that the words a.te arbit:ra:riIy COJlJlected, not con
nected by some real or imagined re1ation~p.
The above kiads of associations may be presumed to be com
mon amOhg readers with si:m.ilU education, reading cr:petience,
and sensibility, though it is ofcourse impossible to say whether
such associations wiD inevitably occur, or to draw a hard and
fiut line betwee.n.ptivate &ncles and common associations.
However~ a critic is within his rights to point out any such
associations as· may enrich the meaning of a word in a givet1
context.
Just as the predominant meaning of a word may change from
context to context, so may its implications and associations vary
accordingly, to the c:xtent that they may disappear'altogether at
times. The word hsimJ, when applied to sotnc:One in 'moumiag for
one of his parents, need not catty its usual implications of 'love,
obey, honour', etc. In fact the opposite may have beeri' true, but
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dw:actet was first invented for the word. (It is safe to assume that
rvortIt existed before thara&hrs: the ancient Chinese must have had
words for sun, moon, man, etc., and then.invented written chara~
tets for them, not ,litl ,,"S.l1 as some Chinese scholatssuggested.
This can be proved by the Sixth Gmphic Principle-that of
phonetic 1oans, for unless a word had alteady existed with a sound
of its own, how.couId one have bol'tOwed the chara.cte.r for it for
another word which had the same sound iI) There is another
possibility: the implications may be st:iJlrelevant to the meaning
of the word but no longer form part of the meaning, and are thus
reduced to the status of arsodaJiOlU. Let us consider the four
categories of chatactets one by one.
In the case of Simple Pictograms, the visual form. of the
character makes vivid the meaning of the word it represents,
without adding further implications. However, the forms of the
chara.cters have changed much since they were mat inven.~ and
the forms in which cha.q.cte.rs are now written, and have been for
the past two thousand yeats or so,. are highly styliRd and have
loSt a great deal of their original pictorial quality. For instance,
the ancient fo~ ofjih ('sun') is <:), while its modem form is a;
the ancient form of shtui ('water) is ". its modem form.7.K. The
loss of visual appeal is obvious.
.
'.
In the .case of Simple Ideograms, if tI:\e cha.ractet is a simple
sign, no implications are added to the meaning. But if it
consists of a Simple Pictogramwithan indicator (I = P
i),
implications may be involved. Such implications may be still
fully retained in the usual meaning of the word, e.g. the chatactcr
for jill ('knif'e-edge'): !IJ, which consilts of a Simple Pictogtam
for 'kDif'e' with a dot pointing to i,ts edge. It is obvious that
'knife' is an implication of 'knif'e-edge'. But sometimes ety
mo1ogical implications may cease to be relevant altogether. Fot
instance, as we have seen, the cha.racter for 1IIfJ (original meaning:
'ttee top) is*, which consists of the Simple Pictogram for 'tree'
with a line aaoss its top. But the usual meaning of the word
is simply 'tip' or 'end', and can be applied to anything. The im
plication 'tree' thus becomes quite irrelevant. The same is true of
the cha.q.cter for pm (original meaning: ~tree rooti, whlch con
sists of 'tree' with a line aaoss its bottom:
The usual meaning
of the word is simply 'basis', without the implication of 'ttet;'.
Such dissociation of implications from characters is comparable to
14
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the virtual disappearance of the original metaphorical implica
tions from English words like 'root' or 'source'.
With Composite Ideograms, the etymological implications may
be fully retained, partially los~ or totally lost. Fot instance, the
character for
('of trees, luxuriant), . , consists of three
'trees', where the implication is fully retained. But when the same
cbatactet is used to mean 'dark', the implication becomes merely
an association. We may .represent the seco.o.d meaning thus:
l1li = dark~. trees, where the arrow represents an association 'of
ideas. Sometimes the implication may become entirely ittelevant,
such as in the cha.q.cter for lhi. ('home'). which consists of a
'roof' with a 'pig' under it: (ancient form 1'). We may put a
'not equal to' mark (=#) before such a dissociated implication :
lhi. = home ( =# pig under roof).
Paradoxically, while implications based on genuine etymology
may become i.r.re1evan~ those based on pseudo-etymology can be
relevant. For example, the character for lllillg ('bright')in its ancient
form consists of a 'window' and a 'moon', but' in its modem
form it is written with a 'sun' and a 'moon',l 'Most readers fail
to reaIi%e the true etymology of the character and may associate it
with sun and moon-an association quite relevant to its meaning.
With Composite Phonogmms, the· meaning of the part used as
the significant can be fully retairied as an implication. or reduced
to the status of an association. To give\two examples we have
already seen, the character for thflng ('loyahy') has the 'heart' sig
nificant; the ~cter for tlli r:8ourlshing (grass)'] has the 'grass'
sIgnificant. In both cases the mea.ning ofthe signifi~t is kept as an
implication of the composite character. Sometimes implications
may become only associations. For instance, in the character for
fI'tlIIg ('dark green), If, the 'grass' significant is only an associa
tion, for the colour does not necessarily imply 'grass', though it
may suggest this. Si~jJ9r1y, in the disyllabic word tb';-tb'/J".
('rugged'), both characters have the 'mountain' significant. Hetet
'mountain'is not an implication of the usual meaning 'of the word,
butforms a relevant association: tb'i-tll/J = rugged---+: mountain.
Another example is Wtmg:)IfJIIg lE if! ('vast'), which coritains the
.'water' significant. Since the compound 'is not applied to water
only. 'water' here is an association rather than an implication:
"'aIIg-.JtIIIg = vast ---+: water.
1 See above. p. 4.
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As may be expected, the part used. as the phonetic in a Com
posite Phonogmm is ususlly dissociated &om its own meaning.
Thus, . , the phonetic in d/; •• is dissoc.iated from its own mean
ing 'wife'; and . , the phonet:icin'II'lIIIg*, from its own meaning
'g:ra.n.art; i1f and JI[, the phonetics in tll;-tllll. 'II, ate dissociated
from 'their own meanings 'strange' and 'distti.ct'; EE and ., the
phonetics inlPlIIIg-,JIIIIgiE 'I1F, hom their meanings 'king' and 'sheep'.
We may .represent such phonograms thus: ell; = flourishing
(grass) = grass tb'i (=p wife); Is'lltIg dark green ~ grass =
grass + Is'lIIIg (=p gtanaty); d/i4Uil:;::: rugged ~ mountain ==
[mountain cUi (=p strange)] + [mountain eUil (=p district)];
2Jlrmg-.Jemg = vast~ water = [water 1P1ltIg(=P king)] [water
+ yemg (=p sheep)J.
Complicated as this may look on paper, in fa.c:t the process of
dissociation takes place quite simply in the mind of the reader.
As soon as he rea.1i%es a cha.tac:tct, is being used as the phonetic
of a Composite }>hono~ he automatically dissociates it from
its original meaning, much in the same way as an English reader
will dissociate from 'ladybird' and 'buttedly' the.literal meanings
of their component parts.
In.rare cases, the meaning of the phonetic may be relevant to
the meaning of the whole character. For instaoce, the phonetic of
c_g ('loyalty') is c_g. tfI. which by itself means 'middle'. It
would not be out of place to think of 'loyalty' as 'having one's
heart in the middle', though this is etymologically unsound.
.A:!1othet example is cb'011 . . ('sorrow'), which has a phonetic
ell;' it and a significant 'heart' I~. As autumn is regarded as a
sad season in ~ it would not be itte1evant to think of
'sorrow' as 'autumn~hearted'. However, such cases ate tare, and
one should not indulge in this kind of pseudo-etymology, no
matter how poetic and interesting the result may seem to be.
Not only can meanings be dissociated &om parts of a chatactcr,
but they can be dissociated from whole cbatactets reptesenting
different words. I have already 'suggested, in :fact, that meanings
may be dissociated from words, and as ~ ate now conccmed
with cha.racten used as words, there is no need to differentiate
~ the two .in the present instance. There are sevemJ.
situations in which meaning may,be dissociated from a word (or,
the character which represents it):
(1) When a cbaractct is used as part of a compound, the meaning
16
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of which is diiferent from the sum total of its constituent parts.
For io.Stance, in the compound I'im-Ima 7e
which means
'small-pox', the cham.ctets I'im ('heaven') and blla rHower') lose
their otiginal meanings. Or take an allusive compound like tbib
bslilh, which, as I have pointed out once before, is a conventional
way of saying 'fifteen years old' and does not mean 'wish to
study' (p. 7). Such compounds may be written thus: t'im~1JIIa =
small-pox (=p heavenly flower); dlil.HJsiJJJ = fifteen years. old
(=p wish to study). These ate like idiomatic phrases in English
such as 'red herring', 'brown study', or. 'white elephant'. Som~
times the meaning of the individual character may be remotely
connecte4 with that of the compound, such as in hsim-sbmg ('sir.
gentleman, teacher'), where the meanings of /nien ('first') and
sbmg ('born') are still remotely connected with the whole com
pound. We may write such a compound like this: bsim-sbmg =
sir, gentleman, teacher ('first born'). Such words are like 'sky
semper', 'curtain~raiser', etc., in English. .
.
(2) When a chatacter is used for transUteratingforeign words.
It is obvious that when used for tmnslitcration, charactets lose
their mean;ngs. However, the meanings of the characters can
easily remain as arsoaaliOllS. That is pr~bably why early Chinese
ttanslators of' Sanskrit sutras deliberately chose unco.tQmon
chatacters with few, if any, associations of their own for ttans
litcration, such as nub-p'lIII iI III for 'nlrvana', where .the two
cha1actets, meaning 'black mud' and 'platt' respectively, do not
occur often elsewhere. On the other hand, a translator can .intto~
duce flattering associations by using. characters with nice mean
ings, such as the usual tra:nslite:ration for 'English', yin~-Ii
3t "J, literally 'heroic, lucky, profitable'.
(~) When characters are used as proper names. When used as a
surnAme, the meaning of a character is dissoCiated from it. No one
th.inks of a man whose surname is Chang as 'Mr. Open' or one
whose surname is Li as 'Mr. Plum', any more than one would
think of Shakespeare 'as someone brandishing a weapon or Smith
as someone beating iron. As for personal names in Chinese, they
ate made llP for each occasion, unlike English Ottistian names
which are chosen from a number of existing ones. Hence Chinese
petBonafruunes are more meaningful. Nevertheless, as soon as one
recognizes a name as such, one need no longer think of its literal
meaning. which may bear no relation to the character ofthe person
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so named. Thus, one need not be more conscious of the literal
meaning of a Chinese name like, say,· Shu-Ian \.Virtuous Orchid')
than. one is of the literal meanings of English names like· Ro~
mary, Hope, ot Patience. It is therefore misleading to translate
Chinese names, unJess one is delibemtely trying to cater for the
taste of some English-speaking tcaders for quaint thifI(Jiimlof:the
Lady Precious Stteam variety. The same is true of place nam.cs.
One need no more think of Shantung as 'East of the Mountain'
than. one would of Oxford as a rivet crossing for cattle. Dynastic
names such as Ming ('Brlght') and reign titles such as Tien Pao
('Heavenly Treasure') are usually regarded as just designations of
certain pcrlods in history, largely dissociAted from the meanings
of the characters.· Exccptiona to the above observations occur
when a play on: words is intended, such as in satirical verse, where
a name can be seized on as a vuln.etable target.
(4) In conventional polite phrases. Words 80 used are not to be
taken literally. For instance,p'." ('servant') and Ih'i,h ~ ('hand
maid') were, fot all practical purposes, simply conventional
ways of saying 'I', and it would be wrong to attribute undue
humility to the UBCt, just as in English it would be misleading
to take literally such phrases as 'Dear Sir' or cyour obedient

c:haracters.is not a mere sequence·of images like a film. in slow
motion, as Fenollosa thought, but a highly complex organic de
velopment of sense and sound (like poetry jn. any other language),
with not a little suggestion~ but little more than a mggestiOll, of the
visual aspect of what is being described.

setvant'.

From all that has been said above it should be clear now that
the pictorial qualities and etymological associations of Chinese
cbaractets can be greatly exaggerated, as indeed they have been by
Fenollosa, Pound, and Florence Ayscough. The typical method
of these worthies is to split a chamc:tei into several parts and
explain its meaning according to its tC:al or imagined etymology.
Some of the absurd .results of this method have been demon
strated in Professor WJ.1J.Wn Hung's T. P.: ChiN"" Gn,,/lst PlJlt 1
and in Mr. Achilles Fang's article 'Fenollosa and Pound',· and 0.0
further examples are n.ecessary. Suffice it to say that this split
cluu:acter method is at best like insisting that one must always
think of 'philosophy' and 'telephone' as, respectively, 'love of
wisdom' and 'far sound'; and that at worst it is like explaining
'Hamlet' as mcanin.g 'small ham' and 'Swansea' as 'la mer des
cygnes'. While one has no wish to deny the· additional aesthetic
enjoyment aifotded by the form of the characters in Chinese
•
1 Harvatd University Press, (19'.1).
I Hilnartl jallmlll oj AsiaIU ShlJI", VoL XX;. Nos. t and a (1:9'1)'
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line, IJld by following the original.rime scheme.1 I am. not.unaware
of the risks that riming entails, nor am I suggesting it is always
possible to follow the original rime scheme. Still, I tb.ink this is
worth attempting, if only to correct the impression smong some
English-speaking readers that all Orlnese poetry is written in a
kind of rime1ess verse, an impression based on tmnslations and
contrary to the truth. I realb!e that the use of rime in ttanslations
of Chinese poetry is regarded as a sin in certait:t quartets, but it
seems to me unfair to the reader to tell him that a poem is written
in such IJld such a metre, with such IJld such a rime scheme, and
then give him a free verse tmnslation. To draw IJl analogy with
. Eutopean poetry, it is one thing to say that the
is in
l"ttt riflltt; it is another to
an English version in· t"ttt
riflltt, as Miss Dorothy Sayers and others have done.
Two charactedstic auditory qualities of Chinese ate the mono
syllabic natUre of the chamctets and their possession of fixed
'tones'. Whereas a IIIOra may consist ofmore than one syllable, as I
pointed out before (p..6), a chatacter is mvariably monosyllabic.
Thus, in Chinese poetry, the number of syllables in each line is
identical with that of cb.a.tacters, and it is immatedal whether we
·call • line II. 'B.ve-character line' or a ~B.ve-syllabic line', though
personally I shall use the latter in discussing versitication, as it
refers to the sound of the words. while the former .refets to the
written forms. In. Orlnese poem, the nU1\lber of syllables in each
line natu:rally decides its basic rhythm. In )ome kinds of Chinese
verse, all the lines have the same number of syllables; in others,
the number varies, a.s we shall see below.
Next to the regu1adty or variation in the number of syllables,
variation in tone also plays an important part in Orlnese versUica
tion. Each syllable in CbiO.ese is pronounced in a fixed tone. In
Classical Chinese, there are four tones: p';"g or 'Level', ~lJtIJIg or
'Rising', th'/I or 'Falling', and jll or· 'Entering'. For metrical
purposes, the first tone is regarded as Level, while the other three
tones are reguded as Deflected (lsi). These tones differ from each
other not only in pitch but in 1eoJth and movement. The first
tone is relatively long and keeps to the same pitch; the other three
are relatively short, and, as their respecti:venames indicate, move
upward or downward in pitch, or stop suddenly. Thus, varia.tion
in tone involves not only modulation in pitch but contmst be
l Occa$ionally usonance will be used in lieu of rime.
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AUDITORY EFFECTS OF
CHINESE AND THE BASES
'OF VERSIFICATION

pro_,

J

UST as the visUll eifects of Chinese cbaractets in poetry have
been exaggerated, so have the auditory eifects of Chinese

poetry been relatively neglected by Westem tmnslatots ~d
students. Adtttittedly, the music of poetry can nevet be fully
produced in ttaas1ation, even with two related languages like, say,
Freb.ch and Italian, let alone two widely cllifetent ones like
Chinese and RagIish. Nevertheless, sssuming that one inevitably
misses something in ttanslation, it.may be just as well to know
what one bas missed. Reading a poem. in traas1ation is like look
ing at a beautif'ul woman through a veil, or a landscape through a
mist, of varying degrees of thickness according to the tmns
lator's skill and .faitb£ulness to the original; and while I do not
claim. to possess the magic power of lifting the veil and dis
persing the mist, I can at least point at the tantalizing features of
the beauty and the f'alnt contours of the ttlountains. With this in
mind, I shall proceed ~ descdbe the most important and
chatactedstic auditory qualities of Chinese poetry IJld the bases of
vetsi6.cation, as applied to the major verse forms in Orlnese. In
my traas1ationsof the poems given as examples below, I shall try
to keep as closely as possible to the odginal verse form, by giving
as mIlly stresses in English as there ate syllables in Qdnesein each

re
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tween long and short syllables. In the latter respect:,

Olincse verse
resembles Latin quantitative verse, while the modulation in pitch
plays a role in Chinese verse compuable to that of variation .in
stress in &gJi&h verse. Variation in tone occurs in all Chinese
verse: in early verse, there is no prescribed tone pattern., only
natuml modulation of tones; in later poetty, the tone pattern is
fixed. (See below.)
.
Another important element of versification is rime. End-rime
occurs in allOlincse verse. Other devices such as alliteration
and onomatopoeia are also used occasionally. We can now pro
ceed to sec how the various elements of versiJication play their
parts in different verse forms.
FtJIII'l-gllabit V".n. This is the earliest verse foan in 0Unese.
The poems in TIM BotI.i of PfJlhy (dr. 12th-7th centuries B.C.) are
for the most part in fouz-syllabic lines~ with occasional lines of
more or fewer syllables.' The lines are usually in short stanzas,
with fairly complk:ated rime schemes. The following example
from TIM BotIk of POI/ry is called 'The Gesltle Maiden', I shall first
give the text in Chinese cbatacters; then a transcription according
to the modem Pekinese p%onunciation, together with the Archaic 1
pronunciations of the .timing syllables according to Professor
Bembard Karlg.ten's reconstruction, and accompanied by a word
for-word English version; finally a verse translation, using rime
or assonance where rime is used in the original.

CbiIIg Nii
Gende Girl

CbiIIg llii tlli IbN (t'iu)
Gende girl how beautiful
SI41110 yil th'mgyii (ngiu)
Await me at city comer-tower
.Ai II'h JIll chim
Love out not see
SIJI) shoN th'iJJ..tllll (d'iu)
Sctatch head pace to-ai.ld-fro
ChillI. iii tlli IIIan (bliwan)
Gentle girl how pretty
Yi 1110 1'lIfIl. htaII (lcwan)
Give me red pipe
T'1IfIl. htaIIy* 111'; (gi\vBr)
Red pipe has bri~htness .
YIllJi:.pjlllll,i (JDl8r)
Delight your beauty

Tf(411111 hili I'i (di8r)
From pasttue send shoot

Hsiin IIId tlli,h yi (siBg)
Truly beautiful and rare
P,ijll chih Hi lII,i (war)
Not your b~ beautiful

Meijm chihyi (di8g)
Beautiful penon's gift

Thl Gml" M4it1m

fI*
fI*;ttj$

How pretty is the gentle ma.idCnr
At the tower of the city wall she should be waiting.
I love her but I cannot see her;
I scratch my head while anxiously pacing.

.*t~.m

•

jj'jj~.I.

8: .. l1li •

The ptle maiden: how lovely is shel
This red. pipe she gave to me.

.*~,

lItalJ1f

o red pipe, with lustre bright,
. Your beauty gives me gteatdelight.

IJtr'ff.

It"*_
Iii 4Jc • •
~ " .Ii A
-I" 11: it. 11
~Ait.M

1

From the pasture she sent me her plight
A tender snoot, beautiful and tare.
Yet it's not your beauty that gives me delight,
But she who sent you, so true and fait 1

*

As we are only concerned with verse foan at present, I shall
withhold comment on this poem till a later chapter (part m,

See footnote on p. , and Appcodix.
2.2.
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Chapter 2.). For the time being, I shall merely point out the chief
metrical features of the poem. As will be seen &om the above text
and tmnscriptioo, the poem. is mainly in four-syllabic Iio.es, with
an occasional extm syllable (in stanza. I, line 1, and stanza " line
3). The rime scheme is: MOA, BBCC, COCO.
Atidlfll Verst (Ktl-slJih i!i If; Five-syllabic or seven-syllabic).
Poems in lines of five or seven syllables came into being
in the Han dynasty (t06 B.C.-A..D. ZI9). Later, these poems
wrlttcn in lines of five or seven syllables, without a fixed tone
pat:tem, came to be known as Ancient Verse, in contrast to the
Regulated Verse to be described below. In Ancient Verse, the
number of lines in a poem is indefinite, but the number of syl
lables in each line is limited to five or seven, though occasional
liberty is allowed. Rime usually occurs at the end of the even
numbered Iio.es, and one can either use one rime throughout or
change the rime as one wishes. The fonowing example is :II. five
syllable poem by Li Po (A.D. 701-762). The transcription is given
according to the modem Pekinese pronunciation, with the
riming syllables also in Karlgten's teconstmcted pronunciation of
Ancient Cbincsc.1

Y.wh fLtitJ TN Cho .

,M
~

Moon-beneath Alone Drink

HNa thim yi bIr tbiJI
Flowers-among one pot wine
TN dxJ IIlIIlmllllg tlli" (ts'ien)
Alone d.tiok no mutual dear

ChN PliJIIIh 1lli1lg.Jlllh
Lift cup invite bright moon

Tlllifog'tllltlg sanjltl (nzien)
Face s1w:low become three men
Y/IIh thi ptI &hi,h yill
Moon not-only not understand drink
Yi"g I'll StIli III' shin (aien)
S1w:low in-vain follow my body
Chan pan.Jlllh thiangfog

W, hJYlllh p.1Ii-htItzi

I sing moon linger-to-and-fro
W, IIlIIfog Ii"g _ (tuan)
I d.a,nce shadow scatter disorderly

HsiIIg shih t'lIIIg thitl() htIatt
Wake time' together exchange joy
Tnti htnt hJ jltlsan (san)
Rapt-after each separate disperse
YlIIIg thith wlHllitIg)'"

r _ 119
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Jt.

Mt#l til

Always tie no-pa,sBlon frlen~bip

1Viang "'i ",;tI().JIIII-han (xan)
Mutual expect distant Ooud-river

_:t:fltlf,ij,M

Rt.=: A

J!.;;f'M~

Dri"JU"g .A.IMu Bm,lIIh tlH M()(JII

• • llaA'
.. fI! JJ !If •
fj •
•
71. •

A pot of wine befoJ:e me amidst the flowers:
I diink alonO-there'a none to d.tiok with me.
Lifting my cup to invite 'the bdlliant moon, .
I find that with my shadow we are thtee.
Though the moon does not know how to drink,
And my shadow in vain follows me,
Let me have their company for the moment,
For while it'a spring one should be care-free.
As I sing, the moon lingers about;
As I dance, my shadow seems to fly.
'
When still sober we enjoy ourselves together;
When !apt with wine we bid each other good-bye.
Let us foJ:m a friendship free &om pa!!sions
And meet again in yonder distant skyl

~.J!t;f~mJ

~.~".

•

~Ifi1~.

.fl~~.

tkM1Im.
#l M II II II
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This refers to Chinese of cir.

A.D.

600. CE. footnote on p. 5 and Appendix.
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Tempt?mrily accompanz moon with shadow
lViIIg Jq inN thi tllllll (ta iuen)
Practise pleasuJ:e must catch spring

, oJ
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Five-syllabic Regulated Verse, second form:

In the above poem two rimes are used, the first at the end of the
2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th lines, the second at the end of the 10th,
12th, and 14th lines. Thejiilat the end ofline ,and thehmm at the
end of line 11 are fl()1 riming syllables, as they do not have the same
kind of tone as the riming ones. The resemblance to a sonnet is a

+ + 1- - + (or, + + 1+  --/++-R
--/-++
++I+--R
++/--+

coincidence.

RlgNhtld V Irl' (Ui-lhih fill: ,,; FitJI- (JI' IlfIIII-sylltJbit). The Regu
lated Verse became an established verse form at the beginning of
the T'ang dynasty (6I8-907). It was also known as the Modem
Style (thi. I'; it .) in contrast to the Ancient Verse, also Called
Anci.ent Style (hll'i i!i' .). The metrical rules of Regulated
Verse are as follows:

--I++-R
--1-++
++I+--R

Scven-syllabic Regulated Verse, first form:

- - 1+ + 1+ - - R (or, - - 1+ + 1- - +;
rime is omitted)
++/--I++-R
++/--1-++
--I++I+--R
--1++/--+
++I--I++-R
++1--/-++ R
--I++l+--

(I) A poem should consist of eight lines.
(2) The lines must be either all five-syl1abic 01' all seven
svllabic.
,,)The same rime is used throughout a poem. In a five
syllabic poem, rime, is used at the end of the 2nd, 4th, 6th, and
8th lines; riming at the end of the first line being optional. In a
seven-syl1abic poem, rime occw:s at the end of the 1st, 2.nd,
4th, 6th, and 8th lines; that ~ the end of the zst line being
omitted sometimes.
(4) The four lines in the middle must form two antithetical
couplets (cE. Part m, Chapter 4).
, (n There is a fixed tone patfcm, though some liberty is
allowed to syllables occupying less important positions (usually ,
the 1st and "rd syl1ables in a five-syl1abic line; the 1st, "rd,
and ,th syl1ables in a seven-syl1abic line). The standard tone
pattems are given below: (- represents a Level Tone,
re
presents a Deftected Tone, 1represents a pause, R represents a
rime).
#

+ + 1- - 1+ + . . ., R (or, + + 'b~  1- + +, if rime

---/++I+--R
--1++1--+
++/--I++-R
++/--1-++
--I++I+--R
--1++/--+
++/--I++-R

Five-syl1abic Regulated Verse, first fOrM:

- - 1- + + (or, -

-

1+ + - R, if rime is desired)
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Seven-syllabic Regulated Verse, second form:

+

++I+--:R
++1--+
--I++-R
--1-++
++I+--R
++1--+
--I++-R

R, if rime is desired)

,o-~

is omitted)

From the above patterns one can clearly perceive the principles ,
of variation of tones within the line, and repetition and contrast
of tone-sequences in the whole poem. It is naturally impossible to
convey the actual qualities of the tones on paper; however, if
an English-spea.king reader would read the patterns aloud, using
the word 'long' for Level Tones while keeping at an even
pitch, and 'short' for Deflected Tones whi1e dropping the pitch
J.7
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he would get II tough idea of the rhythm and tonal varia.
tions of Chinese RegaJated Vene.
The following is an exampJe of Seven-syllabic: Regulated
Verse by U Shang-yin (81.5-8,8):

I .hall have oc:casiOl1 to comment on this poem later (p. 1.57).
For the time being, I shall metely point out that it follows the
\ metrical tules described above, using one rime throughout and
observing the tone pattcm required.
Sometimes the middJe couplets of a poem. in Regulated V crse
can ,be multiplied ad injimhlm to form a kind of sequence known
as P'ai Lit • • CRegulated Verses in a Row'). On the other
hand, four lines of Regulated Verse can form a poem in itself,
called Cbiich Cha II .fij, which ·issometimes translated as
'Stop-~hort Unes', but whi~ I shall simply call a Quattain, as
the exact meaning of this term is not above dispute. Metrically,
a Quatrain c:ouesponds to half,of an eight-line poem. in Regu
lated Verse, but it must be emphasized that each Quatrain is a
self-contained piece of writing and in no sense a truncated
poem.. The following is a seven-syllabic Quatrain by Wang Wei

II little,

.
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:fM Jt . . . JU ~ •
*.I1.M:hi§'ma
• • flJJE.;1j.
jJGi'*jtat/tft
• • .m • • • at:
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.llIlt* ....
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(699-7H~):

No Title
Mutall see time haia part also hatd
TlIIIgflllg II1II Ii pai _ trtlll
East wind no powet hundred Bowen wither

$~W'Pf"!r..

.!ltJ!:.-*F_
W ill III II •
A

CllIIIII.t'tIIIlllD 114 nAfllllg _
'
Sprli:ijr silkworm reach death aUk only end

Lz tIiI uJ'

=

Ii it
of! 'R'W
(1111l1li)
II M tiM !\ • •

!biIIII8 tIJiItIlbiIJ I11III piI/J.Ii I11III

_

tit

In dJib _
Wu ton::b."t:mc ashes tears only dry
FltitlD &bitIg ItIII &11l1liJIIII pill hzi
M~ mittor but grieve cloudy hair change
Yt6 • M tbiIIb.Jlllb - . btiM
Nig"tecitc should feel moon light cold

SNllg YIItIII &b Shib ~n
Send-off Yuan Second Mission An-hsi
w,; d/1IIg tbllD.JiI.J; d/;"g &b'", (d'ien)
Wei town morning rain wet light duat
X'D IhI &11';"g tb';"g liN sI brill (sien)
Guest house green green willow colour fresh '
Cb'iItIII &billl hIIg &M.IiJ>!i &biN
Persuade you again finish a cup wine
Hsi &b'N Y""l KNan lllfllul-j", (mien)
West out Yang Gate no old-mend

P'~ t(A &llii II1II10 IN
P'~ Mountain here &om not much way
Cit:
'.JitHII;" .,; 1'"" Iitill
diligently fot co.quirc: see

DIu:

Win.tTil.
Hard it.is fot us to meet and hatd to go away;
Powerless lingers the eastern wind as all the Bowen decay.
The
silkworm will only end his thread when death befalls;
The
will drlp with tears until it tums to ashes grey.
Pacl.ttg the morning minot, she fears her cloudy hair will fade;
~ poems br night, she should be chilled by the,moon', ray.
The fa.iij mountain P'eng lies at no gteat distance:
Maya Blue Bird By to her and my tender cues c:omreyl

SHillg Off YIttIII S,&fJfIIJ (}fI II MisnOlJ ItJ A.8-IJsi
(Also known as Song of the Yang Gate)

2

The ligJ;lt dust in the town o!Wei is wet with moming rain;
Green, green, the ~ws by the guest house their yeady

£resbuless ~.
.
Be SlUC to :finish yet anothet cup of wine, my £den.d,
West of the Yang Gate no old ac::quaintance will you meet again I

:&8
£/0
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The ChineSI Lanp!! as a MlJiIlllJ of POItif Exprlssi()fJ
L:1rit M,1r1S (Ttt41iiJ). The 1('4 is a genre of poetry which
came into existencc in Tang times, and became an important
vehicle for lyric poetry during the Five Dynasties (907-960)
and the Sung dynasty (960-12.78). The word 1('4 means no
more than 'words (for singing)', and it is used to designate
poetry written to existing music, in lines of unequal length, in
contra-distinction to poetry in lines of equal length known as
mh, such as the e:wnples given above. To avoid using the rather
awkward transliteration, I propose to translate 1('4 as Lyric
Metres.
In writing poetry in Lyric Metres, the poet would choose a
tune, or compose one ~ and then write words to it. Thus,
instead of setting words to music, writers of Lyric Metres would
'fill in' (/';111) the words to fit a given tune. A poem so written
bears no title, but only the name ofthe tune, as if one should write
new words to the tune of 'Green-sleeves' or 'Londonc:f.euy Air'
and still call it by that name, though the new words usually bear
no relation to the original name. Each tune dictated a separate
tone pattern and :rime scheme of its own, and a vast number of
new metres were thus created. Most of the actual tunes used in
Sung times have been lost, but the metres they gave rise to have
survived. The CIIin Ting Ttt4 PII, a ·kind of handbook giving
the tone patterns and time schemes of the different metres, com
piled by order of the Emperor Ch'ien Lung in the eighteenth
century, gives the names of 826 tunes. which gave rise to 2.306
metres, including variant forms. Another work compiled by
Wan Shu in the same period, the T~'4 LII, lists 87J tunes which
. gave rise to 167J metres. This represents .a tremendous develop
ment in Chinese versHication, and though the music used is
mostly lost, one can still 'fill in' the :words demanded by these
metres.
In a poem written in one of the Lyric Metres, the lines are often
at unequal length, as I have observed, but the number of syllables;
in each line is Bxed. It is therefore misleading to describe Lyric
Metres as '.i:r.tegu1ae verse. Some liberty is allowed with regard to
the tone pattern, but the rime scheme must be observed. In fact,
Lyric Metres involve even stricter and much more complicated
rules of versification than Regulated V me, in spite of their
appearance, especially in translation, of irregularity and free
dom.

,0

The following is a poem written to' the. tune P'trla MIZIi ('Bod

pisatva Barbarians') by Wei Oluang (83 6 ?-9 10):

AAllfttI:lIff

.A.R~iI:*~

.*.~7e

• • • m lilt
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Jm.1111 thin _ Chiang-nan hl1lJ
Mlla-man all say Rivet-south good
Yli jill thih ho Chitlllg-nan /go
.
.
Wandering man omy fit River-south old
Ch'li1uhlili pi.J1i I';'"
.
Spring water bluer than sky

HIla tl/flall /'ing.J1i III;'"
Painted boat hear rain sleep
l.Ji pilllj", 1II.JIi'h
Wine-jar side person like moon
1:lI1IJ 1IIt111 ning shlkmg hsil,h
Bright wrist frozen frost snow

W,i lao 1110 hIian hsitlllg

\, .

Not-yet old do-not retum home
HIIaII hsiatlg hsli tIIan thOtIIIg
Retum home must break bowels

Everyone is full of ptai.se for the beautY of the South:
.What ci.n I do but Cod my days an exile in the South?
The spring river is bluer than the sky;
As it rains, in a pai1'1ted barge I lie.
Bright as the moon is she who serves the wine;
!..ike frost or frozen snow bet white wrists sbine.
I"mnot old yet: let ~ not departl
.
Por going home will sw:ely brC:a.k my heart I

I will discuss later the sentiments exp~sed in this poem
(p. ,6). Meanwhile, I will just point out that the lines are grouped
in two stan2aS, as shown above; the first two lines being seven

£u
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K'II Illig lao shti_,YII
Withered vines old trees twilight crows
Hsiao tlliml lilt shllli jill &bia
Little brid~ flowing water people's house
KM lao hsi Jmg sholl ilia
Ancient road west wind lean horse
Hsiyllllg bsi hsia
Evening sun west set
TlIIIINh'tlllgjln 11m t'illlya
Broken-bowel man at heaven end

syllabic, the rest being five-syllabic. The time scheme .is AABB
CCDD. The tone pattern is as follows:
'

--/++/--+A
--/++/--+A
-+/+--B
+-/-+-B
--/-++C
++/--+C
++/+--D
--/++-D
Drll1llalk Vir..., (C/I'II dII) and Dra1llatit Ljriu (SIIfHIIII It dk).
the Yuan or Mongol dymasty
(12.60-1341). As in the case of Lyric Metres, the dmmatic
poet would choose tunes from an existing tepertoite and write
words to them. These constitute the sung passages called tIl II, in
CODttast to the spoken passages ~ ptti
('Plain Speech).
Dramatic Verse .is metrically sim.i1at to Lyric Metres, but the
tunes odginally employed were from a c:Wfetent repertoire, which
gave me to another J:Mxly of metrca. Over five hundled such
tnetres have survived, though most of the music that cteated
them bas not. In Dmmatic Verse, the lines are of unequal length,
and more liberty is allowed than in Lyric Metres tegarding the
num~ of syllables, for additional words may be insetted, known
as rll", /til tI
('Padding Words·). Tone patterns and rime
schemes. however, mus.t be strictly obsetvcd. In view of the un
desirability of quoting dmmatic passages out of con~ I shall
refrain from giving any e:umple here.
Sometimes poets would write lyric pieces using metres normally
employed in Dmmatic Verse. Such compositions are called san
t/l'lI ('Loose Songs), which I propose to translate as Dtamatic
Lyrics, even though they need not be dmmatic in nature. The
following is a brief Dnunatic Lyric to the tune T'im Chillg SIJa
('Sky Clear Sand') by Ma OUh-yuan (cit. IZ.7o-1Ho):

Withered vines, aged trees, twilight crows.
Beneath the little bridge by the cottage the river flows.
On the ancient toad and lean horse the west wind blows.
The evening sun westward goes,
As II. broken-hearted man stands at heaven's dose.

~mmati.c poetry Bourisbed during

One rime is used in this lyric. and the tone pattern is as follows:

--/++/--R
+-/-+/--R
++/--/++R
+-/-+R
+-/-+/ -R

a

*"
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In addition to the above verse fotms, there are others such
as the S(J(J II and the YJI8h-fo • f{iJ. The Sao refers to imitations
of the U Sao ('Encountering SorroW),! the main work
Cl'ft Yuan (dr. ~4o-2.77 B.C.), who is the first great Chinese
poet known by name and whose poems fonn the bulk of the
anthology, TIH SOfIgs of Ch'lI (Ch'lI TiR). -The U Sao is a long
poem in silt-syllabic coupletS, the two lines of each couplet
being connected by a meaningless syllable h.d.!l The Yl14h-fll
refers to songs collected and edited by the Yueh·fu or 'Music
Department', an office established by the Emperor Wu of
Han (lS7-87 B.C.), as well as later folk songs of a similar nature.
Metrically, the Ylllh-fil songs ate not radically different from the
Ancient Verse, the maio. d.ifference between the two being that the
former were set to music and the latter was not. There is another
which is not really a verse f?tm
kind of writing called the FII

m

-=,

1 The title has been interpreted in other ways, but this 8cem8 to me the
most reasonable explanation.
I This is the modem pronunciation. It has been suggested that the original
pronunciation was something like '0'.
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though it is often treated as if it were. The word /11 means 'dis
play', and is applied to compositions of a descriptive nature on
given themes, in contnst to more spontaneous, lyrlcal pieces. It is
impossible to de6ne the FII in purely formal terms, since not all
pieces designated P. have the same formal cha.mcteristics. The F.
of the Han dynasty is formally sim.ila.r to the SIJD, but some later
writings also labelled PII are in prose. It is therefore best not to
take the PII as a verse fonn but as a liteta.ry genre, and define it
roughly as descriptions or expositions, usually lengthy and
elaborate, in verse or in prose, on given subjects.
So far we have seen how the basic principles of ves:si6.ca.tion
are applied to various verse fonns. We can now tum out attention
to some specttic auditory devices used in Chinese poetty.
AllinraRon and Ri1lling COlllj>o/llltJ.t. Allitetation in Chinese
poetty is usually confined to two syllables and known as Sbttang
Ihmg • • ('Twin Sounds'. the word 'sounds' here referring to
the initial sounds of the syllables). Quite a few disyllabic words
and compounds are aIlitetative, thus lending themselves easily to
musical effect and linding favour with poets. They often occur in
"paks, in antithetical couplets:

as it does not refer to end-time, as in English, but to the use of
compoun~s each consisting of two syllables that rime with one

another, I have translated it as 'riming compounds', rather than
as 'double rime'. Nor is this device the same as 'assonance', for it
requires identical :6nal consonants (if any) as well as similar
vowels, while the latter only requires similar vowels, in two
syllables. As in the case of alliteration, riming compounds usually
occur in paks in poetty:
Wu-shu bsing bsillllgyill
uan-shan wang hll Iiai
-TuFu
(The .misty trees lead one on and on;
The chained mountains suddenly open q.p.)

The riming compounds IIII-tlJN ('misty trees') and JiIJll-tban ('con
nected mountains') help to create an impression of endless
stretches of tree$ and mountains. Similarly, in. the next couplet,
riming compounds are used to achieve a repetitive effect:

Chiang sban ,h'Ulg wan-chuan
TlIIIgyillio p'ai-huai

-TuFu

P'iao-p'0.J* ]Hi milt

(Round" the mountains and rivers the city-wall twists andtums;
About the towers and balls I linger on and 00.)

Ch"ib ch'u trt4.Ji-I'ing
-TuFu
(Wandering ab~ I still indulge in the cup;
To and fro I pace in this post-pavilion.)

Here the riming compounds .,an-t~ ('twist and turn') and

p'ai-blltJi ('linger about') lend force to the ~escription of the wind

ing city-wall and the poet reluctant to leave.
"
Of course, riming compounds can sometimes be used ~ply for
their pleasant sounds, without adding specifically to any descrip
tive effect:. For example, in the following couplet:

Here the alliterative p'i(J{)-p'o ('wandering') and ,b'ilNb'. ('pace to
and fro') stress the ideas of ceaseless wandcr.ic.g and bewildered
hesitation respectively. Or take the following couplet:
Jen-jan hsing Jbll4llg bII4II
Huei-huan thilJJ-lJmt u'",;
-Po Chft-I

Fei-ts'uei lIIing.Ji-hang
Ch'ing-t'ing Jj tiafJ sstl

-TuFu
(The kingfisher cries on the clothes-horse;
The dragon-fiy stands on the fishing line.)

(Altemately, stats and frost give way to each other;
Round and round, the seasons hasten one another on.)

Obviously, the alliterative compounds jill-jan ('alternately') and
_:btian ('round and round') ate used to stress the altemation of
night and day and the revolution of the seasons.
Next to allitcratio~ riming compounds form another important
device in Chinese prosody. The original term for this device is
Tieb-yllll • fl, which means literally 'double time'. However,

,4

one suspects that it was as much for the musical qualities of the
names /ei-II'. Ck.ing:6sher') and tb'in!;-I'ing ('dragon-fiy') as for
the visual beauty of these creatures that the poet chose to describe
them in this poem.
In many cases, alliterative and riming compounds are used
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possibilities of verbal play that they afford. For instance, in de-

together, in antithetical couplets. In the following couplet, the
allitemtive flIIZII-pg ('mandarln duck,) is used. to contrast with
the rimingfu-ts'lIIi ('kingfishet'):

SalDing a young bird that has lost its mother, Po Chii-I writes:
Yeh-yeh yeb-pan I';
(Night after night, at midnight it cries.)

TiIIJ-aw yuan-yanlJ till
Kttnt;-lUn fci-tS-uet Iri

By putting the compound y,h-y,h ('night-night' = 'every night')
immediately before .1,h-Ptm (,night-half' = 'midnight'), the poet
produces a daring stroke which at first startles the reader and then
enables hUn to see the meaning. A similar play on words is used. by
Ou-yang Hsiu in a lyric describing a secluded boudoir: l

-TuFu
(On the palace tlles.the mandarin ducks ate aacked;
From the palace curtains the kingfishers afe missing.)

In short, though allitemtion and riming compounds are not
essential features of Chinese prosody, they do occur quite often,
and wbile it would be pedantic to cla.im that they invariably con
tribute to some particular eftect,. it remains true that they do en
hance the general musical effect of poetry.
Rltl#plicatitJII. In Chinese, a monosyllabic word is sometimes
reduplicated. Such words are called Tilh-/~l1. {'Reduplicated
Words,). Thtee kinds may be distinguished. First, words repeated
for emphasis, such as coiafNhill() tR ~ ('bright, bright'), tlli-th'i If
• ('chilly, chilly'), etc. Secondly, monosyllabic words redupli
cated to form new compounds with independent meanings, such
as flim-llim . . . . ('year-year' = 'every year'), yi-yi - - ('one
one'= 'one by one'), etc. Thitdly, words repeated in colloquial
usage, without emphasis or change of meaning, such as filii-filii
~ ~ for 'younger sister' instead of simply 111';.
The use of reduplicated words in poetry has an effect akin. to
that of riming compounds. In fact, they can be regarded as an
ex:tteme form' of riming compounds. Reduplications of the first
. kind occur naturally in poetry, as they do in prose, like:

T'itl8"JIIIIII shen-sh~ shen ;hi-hsll?

(Deep, deep lies the courtyard; how deep, one wonden?)
Awkward as this sounds in English, in the original it is an in

*

Ch'ing-ch'~

genious and delightful verbal play.
As for reduplications of the third kind, they are used in col
loquial speech and not often encountered in poetry, except in
some lyrics and dramatic verse. As they do not add anything to the
poetic effect, no examples need by given.
Onolllatopoeia. This occurs quite frequently in Chinese poetry.
especially.in early poetry. The very opening line of the first song in
TIH Book oj POlity reads:
Kuan kuan thlHhili
(ha. hian, cry the ospreys.)

In another song in the same anthology, we read:
Yao yao IrtflHlIlIIIg
(YttO,yttO, cries the grasshopper.)

IJo..P!JtI ts'lI(J

Yii-yIi.JfI4II-lblt/lg Ii1I

.
-The Nineteen Ancient Poems
(Green, green grows the gta88 by the :civer;
Thick, thick 8tlnd the willows in the garden.)

In later poetry, onomatopoeia is less often used, except in Yuan
poetic drama. In the' following lines from Rain tJllthe, WII-I'ung
TtWS (Wll-t'tmg YiI) by Pai P'u (U2.6-ci.r. I3I3), onomatopoeia is
used to reinforce similes describing the sound of rain f'alling on the
trees:
Ch'uang ch'ua.ng 114PlII-lllilatJjm-tholllitllbtltlllg-tllllOj
Shua shua 114 thih-y,/i ;11l1li-11'a ItIII lIIan jIaIJ.

Such reduplications of course also occur in English, like 'long,
long ago' or 'far, far away', but they ate far more frequent in
Chinese, to such an extent that some epithets are hardly ever used
singly but always in reduplications.
Reduplicated words of the second.~ since they constitute
compounds with independent meanings, are used as such in
poetry, just as they are in prose. However, a poet Can exploit the

,6

(Ch·lItI1Ig. ;lIlta11g: like fabulous beasts sprouting water over twin ponds;
SIMa, lIMa: like spring s.ilk:worms feeding on leaves all over the frame.)

1This lyric also appears among the poems of Feag Yen....8u. but the
question of authorship does not concern us here.
Utf
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To treat·Chinese versittcation exhaustively is. neither within. the
scope nor the intention of this book. However, some idea has
been given above, I hope, of the auditory c:fI'ects of Chinese verse.
On the whole, ~ verse has a stronger but perhaps less
subtle music than English verse. The ~tion of tones c.ceatcs a
sing-song effect cbatactedstic of Chinese, and in fact most Chinese
tea.dets tlklnl rather than merely 1'IIIIlvcrse aloud. At the same time,
the telative paucity of vowels in Chinese and the lack of marked
cont:tast between stressed and unstressed syllables .rendet it mo~
liablc.to monotony than EngIish. Finally, the cleat-cut quality" of
Chinese syllables, the absence of elision and liaison;. and the fact
that there ate usually few syllables in eacb.llne, all tend to produce
a './IlIlttllfJ effect, unlike the motc Bowing, IIgt.do rhythms of English
ot F.rench verse.

4
SOME GRAMMATICAL
ASPECTS OF THE
LANGUAGE OF POETRY

G

B.AMMARIANS and poets ate supposed to be traditional
enemies, yet in fact no enmity .need exist between them. On
the contrary, gtammari.ans can throw some light on the language
of poetry, without necess~y ptoducing dry-as-dust analysis. In
this chapter, I propose to show how certain gtammatical features
of the language of Chinese poetry add to jts poetic effect, IU'ld how
the ~ter freedom from grammatical 'restrictions enjoyed by
Chinese bestows on it certain advantages over English as a
medium for poetry.
It has been alleged that Chinese has no grammar. To re.fu.te this,
one can do no better than quote the words of Sir Philip Sidney,
with which he answered the charge that English 'wanted
grammar':

Nay truly, it has that pralse, that it wanteth not Grammar: for
Grammar it might have, but It needes it not; being so easie of it selfe,
and 80 voyd of those cumbersome differenqes of Cases, Genders,
Moodes and Tenses, which I thinkewas a peece of the Tower of
Babilons curse, that a matt should be put to smool to learn his mother
tongue. 1

These woms are even truer of Chinese than English, for after a.ll
English is not entirely free from such cumbersome differences,
1
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while Chinese, being a completely uninfiected lao.guage, is not
burdened with Cases, Genders, Moods, Tenses, etc. This is at
once a source of strength and of weakness, for on the one hand it
enables the writer to concentrate on essentials and be as concise as
possible, while on the other hand it leads easily to ambiguity. In
other words, where Chinese gains in conciseness, it loses in pre
ciseness. As far as poetry is concerned, the gain is on the whole
greater than the loss, for, as Aristode observed, the poet is con
cerned with the univetsal mthet than the particular, and the
Chinese poet especially is often concerned with presenting the
essence of a mood or a scene rather than wi~ accidental details.
For instance, in the lines
YNIO dill &hiIt,g . - fIi40
Moon rise sntprise mountain bird
SDiIJ ming &Iltlll &!Jim &Dtmg
Occasionally cry in spring vaDey
-Wang Wei
it is of no consequence whether 'mountain', 'bird', and 'valley' are
singular or plural: we can translate these lines as

FII &btII1 &Iling J'tJi .t1Jt1llg
Agtin shine green moss upon

The poet simply says 'not see people', not 'I do not see anyone' or
even 'One does not see anyone'; consequently no awkward ques
tions such as 'If no one is here, who is hearing the voices?' or 'If
you are here, how can the mountains be said to be empty?' will
occur to the reader. Instead, he is made to feel the presence of
Nature as a whole, in which the mountains, the human voices, the
sunlig~.the mosses, are all equals. To preserve this sense ofim
personality in English, one has to resort to the 'passive voice':
On the empty mountains no one can be seen,
But human voices are heard to reso~d.
The refiected sunlight pierces the deep forest
And falls again upon the mossy growld.
Such omissions of the subject allows the poet not to intrude his
own personality upon the scene, for the missing sUbject can be
readily identified with anyone, whether the reader or some
imaginary person. Consequently, Chinese poetry often has an im

The moonrise sutpti.ses the mountain bird
That cries now and again in the spring valley

personal and universal quality, compared with which much
Western poetry appears egocentric and earth-bound. Where
Wordsworth wrote 'I wander,J lonely as fI cloud', a Cltinese poet
would probably have written simply ~ander as cloud'. The
former records a personal experience boUnd in space and time;
the latter presents a. state of being with universal applications.
Sometimes even verbs are omitted in Chinese poetry, and lines
can consist of a series of nouns shed of all the connecting Jinks
such as conjunctions, verbs, and particles required by prose
grammar. For instap,ce, in the short Dramatic Lyric I quoted once
before (p. ",,), the first three lines consist of nothing but nouns
with adjectives:
Withered vines, old trees, twilight crows,
Little bridge, Howing watec, people's house,
Ancient told, west wind, lean hOrse.

ot
The moonrise sutpcises the mountain birds
That cry now and again in the spring valley (Ot valleys).
As Chinese docs not requite any indication of 'number'. the poet
need not bother about such irrelevant ~ and can concentrate
on his main task of presenting the spitit of a tranquil spring night
among the mountains. Moreover, the absence of 'tense' in Chinese
enables the poet to present the scene not from the point of view
of any specific time but almost _ spm, admtilatU: we are not
invited to watch a particular spring night scene viewed by a pat
ticular person at a certain point in time, but to feel the quint
essence of'spring-rught-ness'.
This sense of timelessness and universality is further c:nhanced
by the frequent omission ofthe subject ofa verb in Chinese poetry.
Take for example the foll~wing Quatfain by Wang Wei:

In my translation, partly for the sake ofrime and partly to make it

K'lIIIg .lIMn PII &hi,,, jm
Empty mountain not see people
T411 .""jillyiI h.d4II,g
Only hear people tiil.k. sound
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F4IIyiIIgjll_ IiII
R.eftected light- enter deep fo~

,.b

read more smoothly, I added a few verbs and prepositions:
Withered vines, a,ted trees, twilight crows.
Beneath the little bridge by the cottage the rivet dows.
On the ancient road and lean horse the west wind blows.
41
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from which can be achieved by shifting the caesura or adding a
minor pause as required by the syntax. For example, in the couplet

Here, the poet unfolds a scene like a scroll of ClUncse painting,
and OUf attention moves from one object to the nat, yet the
absence of verbs creates a sense 'of stillness in movement, as if
these objects had been arrested in time and frozen in an eternal
pose, like those figures on the Grecian urn immott:a.lhed by
Keats.
The omission of verbs and particles is but one way in which the
syntaX of Chinese poetry, especially that of Regulated Vemc,
differs from that of prose. 'Por example, whereas in prose the sub-
ject normally precedes the verb, in poetry the two can be inverted:

Mmg-.Jlllh nI1II;-&him &hllf)
Bright moon pines among shine
Ch'ing-dllitm i/Jib-shang liM
Oear fountain rocb upon flow
-Wang Wei

(The bright moon shines among the pines;
The clear fountain flows upon the roCks)

the basic rhythm is;

-+/--+
--/++

CIm bIiItm hni btItm llii
Bamboo make-noise, return washer-women
Um hIIIg hli4yli moll
Lotus move, down-come fishing boats
-Wang Wei

but in addition, a slight pause is required after the fourth syllable
as wc1l, making the rhythm

Here the subjects 'washer-women' and 'fishing boaf:$' are placed
after the verbs, and no conjunction is used to join the two clauses
in each. line. In prose, one would have to write something like

-+/--/+
- - r+ + /
In the next couplet, an additional pause is required after the third
syllable:

CIJII hsi4'lll ".h hllllll !Iii hPli

Bamboo make-noise and washer-women retum
Um tIIIIg ".h yli &hoII hsia
Lotus move and fishing boats come-down

Ch'tIIJ-shl"g thi hI-s.rt1
Cicada sound gather ancient temple
Nit.«)-,Jillg III han-I'llIIg
.
Bird shadow cross cold pond
-TuFu

In English tra.o.slation, too, one could hardly dispense with con
junctions:

(Cicadas' cries gather in the ancient temple;
Abird's shadow crosses the cold pond.)

Bamboos rustle as the 'W3sher-women return;
Lotuses move, and down come the liahing coats.

Such inversions in Chinese represent a further. departure from
prose syntax than do similar inversions in English, for in Engllsh
prose one does place the verb before the subject sometimes, while
in Chinese one seldom does.
,
Furthermore, invCtsions in poetry not only make for greater
compression and economy of words but help to achic"Ve variation
in rhythm within the strait-jacket of metrical rules. By c:ha.aging
the syntax, the poet can modify the caesura and thus break away
from the monotony that would otherwise result from a strict
observance of the rules of versification. In describing the rules of
Regulated Verse, 1. marked the caesura
the second syllable
in a nve-syllabic line (p. 2.6). This is the basic rhythm, variations
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Here the rhythm becomes:

--/-/++
++/+/-
Thus, within the framework of orthodox versification, a poet can
achieve subtle variations of rhythm by modifying the mechanical .
rhythm of the metre with syntactical changcs~ Just as Shakespeare
produced great rhythmic variety without discarding the basic
pattem ofblank verse, so didQUnese poets produce similar effects
without doing away with the rules of Regulated Vcrse.1 .

after

1 Readers who know Chinese may consult Wang U's a,n-yIi Sbi/J.:.1il HIIiIb.
pp. Z50-5. for .. list of variations.
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The above observa.tioD$ apply a.lso to Lyric Metres. Take the
following lyric written to the tune Kmg 1...otI T~'4 ('Song of the
Water-c1oek at Night,) by Wen T'ing-yun (8u ?-870 ?):

+-
- + + (lines I
-++
+- -

UHmdl

Willow eilk.~
CIIIIII:ft/1Jsi

2.)

(lines 4 and ,)

This our poet has done. In addition, he has worked out a d.Ufercnt
pause in each case: lines 1 and 2. have a pause after the second
syllable:
u,i..,stll tilang
Willow-silk I long

Sp~Dlnfioc

1:fIItt..lIIai IoIl-sImIg t'i4D-Ii.
Plower-beyond clock-sound 10118
Ching -:1111
S~rise &onticr-gecse

Cllll/l:1# IIJsi

Spring-Dln I fine

CII, tll""11111
Arouse ctty.wall-crows
1IJIa"';lillg thitl tlJl-hl
Painted-screen golden partridges

while lines 4 and , have a pause after the first syllable:
CbiIIg / 1ai-.1111

f1.titmg-1l'll jJfJ

S~t:I.8e

Fragrant mist thin
T'()II/im-I/to
Penetrate Curtain
Cll()II.tiIillig Hsi,lHhia tlli/J' Ato
Sorrowful 'Hsieh-family pond pavilion
'HiltIg-dlljHi

I &ontier-~

CH'I ,ll"'1;-1IIII

Arouse I city·wal1-crows

Thus, not only do we get the contrast of tones between

+-

Red candle back

-++

HsiII-/i", dllIIIi

and

Embroidered cu.ttai.n droop
M8IIg tb'lIIIg thin jJtI tbi/J
Dream long you not know

-++
+--

"

but also a variation in the poSition of the caesuta.:

The willow twigs are long,
The sprlng Dln is drjzzl~,
While endlcss runs the water ock beyond the Bowen.
Rousing the ~ws on the citadel,
The wild geese on the frontier, .
And the golden partridges on the painted screen.

+-/

-+/+

in contrast to

-/++

A light fragrant mist
Drifts in thtou8'~ the curtain:
The ponds and paviliOns of the Hslehs are full of sorrow.

+/-

Sheltered &om the candle,

Behind the embroidered curtain,

Long I dtearn. but you are unawarel

In this lyric, metrical rules demand that lines 1 and 2. and lines 4
and S in the .first s1.:l:1m:a should respectively observe the following
tone patterns:
44
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One could give endless examples, but I think enough has been
said to show that synta.ctica1 changes can help to achieve variations
in rhythm.
Another grammatical feature of the language of poetry. one
that is closely connected with its syntax, is the fluidity of 'parts of
speech'. In Chinese prose, words a.keady enjoy a high degree of
freedom in this respect, and the same word can be used as noun,
~
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possible conciseness, and at the same time achieve an impersonal
and universal quality by dispensing with all accidental trappings.

verb, adjective, etc.~ accorc::l.ing to the context. This freedom is
increased in poetry. For instance, in a poem describing ~ capital
Ot'ang-an after it had fallen to the rebels, Tu Fu:wrote:
l!Jtq

Thus, into a sequence of merely some twenty or thirty syllables
can be compressed the essence of a scene, II. mood, a whole ex
perience; and. it is not too much to. claim that in a Chinese
Quatrain or short lyric one does 'see a world in II. grain of sand'.

p'o _ hi Ism

Country btoken. mountains rivets exist
CllIII, ~JlfIII ls'fII111111_
City spring, grus trees deep

Here, &h'tIIJ ('spring') is used as adjective to modify 'city', in con
trast to the 'broken' of the ptcceding l.ine. The gain in compact
ness and vividness is obvious: it is as if one were to write 'dty
spring-ed' instead of'dty in spring' or 'spring in the dty'.
Moreover, since adjectives can. be used verbally in Ch.i.aese, in
many cases where one would have to use the copula in English,
there is no .need for anything co.ucsponding to it in Chinese. For
instance, in Otinese one habitually says the equivalent of 'FloweR
red' instead of that of 'Flowers ar, red'. The f01'lllet is at once
mote concise and more forc:eful than the latter.
. A further advantage of using the same word as diH'etent parts
of speech is that one can. keep exactly the same implicatiollS and
associations, instead of seatcbing for another word with similar
ones. For example, the word lhih ('master') c:a.tr.ia with it all the
tmditional implications of reverence, obedience, and alfcction,
and when it is used as a verb, apart from meaning 'to lea.m from'.
it carries the same implications. To translate it into English, one
would have to pa:raphrase and say 'to serve as master' or 'to
follow as master', but even so one could hardly keep all the im
plications of the word. Also, by using nouns verbally, one can.
render the description mote concrete. This of course is also we
of Bnglish: to 'elbov is mote COl1CfCtC than to 'nudge', and to
'.finger'is more vivid than to 'touch'. Only, one can. do this much
more &equendy in Chinese.
To sum up: Chinese grammar is fluid, not a.rchitectuml.
Whereas in a highly inflected language such as La.tin, words ,are
solid bricks with which to build complicated edifices of periods
and patagraphs, in Chinese they are c:hemical elements which form
new compounds with great ease. A Chinese word cao.not be
pinned down to a 'put of speech!, 'gende:r', 'ease', etc., but is a
mobile unit which acts on, and reacts with, other units in a con
stant flux. This enables Chinese poets to wdte with the greatest
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In Chinese poetry, as in the poetry in other languages, there
abound innumerable pieces describing the beauties of Nature and
expressing joy over them. Such straightforward poems need no
comment. However, in the works of some Chinese poets, such as
T'ao Ch'ien (372 -42 7) and Wang Wei (7°1-761), Nature assumes
a deeper significance, a significance quite different from that per
ceived by English 'Nature poets', notably Wordsworth.
In the first place, Nature to these Chinese poets is not a physical
manifestation ofits Creator, as it is to Wordsworth, but something
that is what it is by virtue of itself. The Chinese term for 'Nature'
is tz4-jfl1l, or 'Self-thus', and the Chinese inind seems content to
accept Nature as a fact, without searching for a pri1ll1l11J 1IIobile.
This concept of Nature somewhat' resembles Thomas Hardy's
'Immanent Will', but without its mther sombre and gloomy
associations.
From this it follows that Nature is neither benignant nor
hostile to Man. Hence, Man is not conceived of as for ever
struggling against Nature but fonning part of it. There are no
Icaruses and Fausts in Chinese poetry; instead, Man is advised to
submetge his being in the infinite flux of things and to allow his
own life and death to become part of the eternal cycle of birth,
growth, decline, death, and re-birth that goes on in Nature. This
is clearly expressed by T'ao Ch'ien in a 'poem entitled 'Form,
Shadow, and Spirit', in which Form represents the poptJar Taoist
wish for the elixir of life and physical immortality, Shadow ex
pounds the' Confucian ideal of achieving immortality through
great deeds and permanent fame, while Spirit expresses the poet's
own view:'
Lc;it yourself drift on the stream of ChaDge,
Without joy and without fear.
When the end is due, let it come;
No need to worry any more then.

5

SOME CHINESE CONCEPTS
AND WAYS OF
THINKING AND FEELING

I

the preceding chapters we have considered various aspects of
the Chinese language itself-visuaI, semantic, auditory, and
grammatica1-in so far as they aHect the nature of Chinese poeay.
Yet no full understanding of a language, let alone the· poetry
written in it, is possible without some knowledge of its under
lying concepts and ways of thinking and feeling, which can be
revealed in the commonest expressions in the language. For in
stance, in Chinese, instead of saying clength', '~ght', 'width',
etc., one says clang-short-ness', 'high-low-ness', cwide-narrow
ness', etc., which show a dualistic world-concept and a relativistic
way of thinking. Furthermore, different concepts and ways of
thi,nking and feeling, in their tum, cannot be fully understood
without reference to social and cultural environments. It is of
course impossible to enquire deeply into all these questions here;
the most I can hope to do in this chapter is to discuss a few
typically Chinese concepts and ways ofthinking and feeling which
often form the actual themes or underlying fmmeworks of Chinese
poetry and which might be misunderstood by Westem readers,
and I shall onlytouch upon social and cultutal conditions when the
need arises. As for ideas and feelings which are universal and
easily understood, such as the sorrow of parting and the horror
of war, they need not be discussed.
N

Furthermore, in the works of such poets, Nature is not viewed
from a personal angle at a particular time, but as it always is. The
presence of the poet is withdmwn or unobtrusively submerged in
the total picture. I have already demonstrated this point on p. 41,
arid the lines from Wang Wei quoted there may bear it out.
But these poets are exceptional even among the Chinese, not all
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of whom are able to attain to this self-less state of contemplation.
Instead, they sigh over the brevity of human life as contrasted
with the abiding features of Nature. Indeed, it is this contrast be
tween the mutability and transiency of human life on the one hand
and the permanence and eternal renewal ofthe life ofNature on the
other that gives much 0Unese poetry a specW. poignancy and
endows it with a tragic sense, whereas inWestern poetry, such. as in
Greek tragedy and Romantic poetry, it·is often the conBict be
tween Man and Nature and the frastration of Man's efforts to
overcome the limitations that Nature has set him. that gives rise to
tragedy. This lea.d$ us to our next point for consideration: sense of
time in OUnese poetry.

A morc sophisticated expression of regret over the pasage oftime
is the following lyric written to the tune HII4II Hti Sha ('Washing
Brook Sand') by the poetess Li Ch'ittg-chao (108 I ?..,-clr~ I I, 0):1 .
All over the roof hangs the blue sunny sky;
Before the door. the fragmnt herbs adjoining the horizon lie.
o do not ascend to the top of the staircase highl
The new shoots have grown·ittto bamboos beneath the steps;
The fallen flowers have all gone ittto the swallows' nests near.by.
-How can one beat to hear beyond the woods the CJlckoo's cry?

Here, both.the .emotions and the way they are expressed are
subtle. In the first stan%a, the luxuriant growth of the fragrant
herbs that extend as far as the horlzon gives the first hint at the
passing away of spring. At the same time. it also suggests.longing
for e,n absent lover, through its. contextUal association with two
lines £rom the Smrgs of ClllI.: 'The young nobleman is wandering
abroad and will not return; the fragrant herbs are a~ flourish
ing.' That is why in the next line the poetess warns herself not to
ISce.O.d the staircase to look afar, for cwen if she could see as far
IS the horizon, all she'would find would be the fragrant herbs but
no traces of the young man. In the second s~ t1,lc suggestion
that spring is passing away is followed up by the maturity of the
bamboo shoots, the use of the £allen flowers by the swallows to
fortify their nests, and the cry of the cuc;koo. All these help to
deepen the note of wistfulness, already present in the first s~
by suggesting that the youth and beauty of the poetess would also
fade away like spring. Furthermore, the cuckoo is associated with
unhappy love because of the legend that an ancient emperor of
Shu, Emperor Wang, fell in love with the wife of one of his
ministers and was metamorphosed into this·bird after his death.
Finally, the cry of the cuckoo is supposed to sound like the words
'Pu ju kuei' ('Better return home'), and thus becomes here a plea
on behalf of the poetess to the absent wanderer.
Poems like the above two might seem to Western readers to
express little more than sentimental self-pity. but they become
more understandable, if not justified. when one remembers that
most (]lineae intellectualS feel· no assurance of im.mortality~ The

Tum
Most Chinese poetry displays a keen awareness of time, and ex
presses regret over its irretrievable passing. Of course, Westcm
poets are sensitive to time too, but few of them seem to be as
obsessed by it as Chinese poets generally are. Moreover, a Cb..iilese
poem. often gives more clear and precise indications of the season
and the time of day than a Westem poem nom:Wly does. There are
hundreds of OUnese poems.lamenting the fading away of spring,
grieving over the coming of autumn, or dreading the approach
of old age. The falling of spring petals, the withering of autumn
leaves, the glirn:mering of the last rays of the setting sun-all these
invariably remind the. sensitive (]linese poet of 'Time's winged
chariot' and arouse apprehensions of the passing away of his own
youth and the onset of old age and death. A naIve expression of
such feelings is the famous Smrg of 11M AIdtmm Wind by the
Emperor Wu of Han (I J7-87 B.C.):

The autumn wind. dscs, 8tattering white clouds itt the sky i
The grass and trees tum yellow and shed their leaves. the wild geese
southwud fly.
.
But the orchids retain theit beauty, theclu:ywlthemums their £m·
gnnce yet:
.
How they remind me ofthe lovely
whom I cannot forgetl
Upon the Fen RiVet our ships theit salls 1l1lfold
Our ships that float mid-sttesun, rousittg waves white and bold.
To the sound of autes and drums the boatmen sittg as the oars they
hold.
Having rca.c:b.cd the summit of joy, I fcc1 sorrows untold:
How lorig will youth endure. and how could one help growing old?

ladr.
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This poem. bas also been attributed to Chou Pang-yen, but I am inclined

to asaign it to the poetess Li Ch'ing-cbao, .. the sentiments and 8Cosibility
shown in the poem seem particularly feminine.
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true Taoists seek a retum to the infinite am:: of the life of Nature
rather than personal survival; the Buddhists aim at a cessation of
all ronsciousness; the Confucians have little to say about life aftet
death. (The Confucian insistence on ancestral worship does not

SDIIII ChitleJI CotNIpts tmtJ WtgJ of Thiflking tmtJ Fleliflg
One could give many more examples, but pe.tba.ps one is enough,
tend to express the same kind of feeling with the
same kind oftechnique: stressing the vanity of human endeavours
by contrasting the glories of the past with the rains of tcHiay.
This kind of poetry is of course by no means unique; one comes
across similar examples in Westem poetry. But where a Westem
poet might moralize about the frailty of human achievements in
contrast to the eteroal power of God, a Chinese poet is usually
content to lament the fotmer and leaVe it· at that. Some agnostic
Buropean poets, ho\ft:ver, come very close to the Chinese
attitude. Shelley's 0tJ1llllllliia.r, for instance, would pass admitably
for a 'poem tccalling antiquity'; 80 would Housman's Wenlock
.Bt/gt with its typical ending:
18 such poems

necessarily imply a belief in life after death, for this is meant as an
outward sign of remembmnce and is often pt:a.ct:ised as a mOftl
obligation rather than as tcligious observance.) Poets who were
unable to find solace in Taoism or Buddhism and to tcsigo. them
selves calmly to the fate of all common mottsls can but lament the
passing of time and dtea.d the approach of the inevitable end. Y ~
paradoxically enoug~ just because thie life is fuUte and brief, it
seems all the more precious and worth. living. While bemoaning
the transiency of'life" Cl:dnese poets are at the same time deter
mined to make the best of it while it lasts. This attitude may
partly account fat the extmordioary sensibility to, and minute
observation o~ Nature, such as shown in the last quoted poem.

Tcx1ay the Roman and his trouble

Are ashes under Urlcon.
LmSURB

The word hsil1l JI), here tentatively rendered as 'leisure', is some.
times also ttanslated as 'idleness'. However, when used in poetry,
it catties no derogatory implications, and can mean more than
just being unoccupied, but a state of mind free from worldly cares
and desires and at peace with itself and with Nature. Pe.tba.ps
'being in 'peace' is a better translation. It is qne of the key words in
the poetry of Wang Wei, as the follbwing c'buplcts from some of
his poems will help to show:

HIsToRY

Not only do we find in Chinese poetry a keen awareness of
personal existence in time, but also a strong sense ofhistory; after
all, what is history if not the tccord of a nation's collective eon.
sciousness of its own tempoml existence? On the whole, Cbio.ese
poets feel towards history much in the same way as they do, to
watds petsonallife: they contrast the rise and fall ofdynasties with
the apparently permanent features of Nature; ,they sigh over the'
futility of heroic, deeds and princely endeavours; they shed .tears
over battles fought long ago or beautiies long dead, 'les neiges
d"antan'. Poems expressing such sent:iments ate usually labelled
'poems recalling antiquity'
I:M shih ill i!i If). They differ from
the so-called 'poems on history' (ytmg shih shih
j!, If), which
generally point a moral or ~ some historical event as an excuse
for comment on contempOrary politic:al aifaits. The following
Quatrain by Li Po is a typical 'poem recalling antiquity':

<_

My miD.d, ever jJI4IIfol, is made more so
By the clear stream that lies so calm.

'*

V;,IIIi"g till AMi"" SiI,. in YIi~j
After conquering Wu, the King of Yueh tetumed in triumph:
All his chi:valtous waalom were clad in silk on coming home;
The Court laclies, like blossoms, JiUed the palace in spring,
Whete now only a few partrldges ate 1Bying about.

,Z

In. silence heaven and ~ are growing dask;
My mind, with the broad stteam., lies in P,I«,.

The clear stream. washes the tall thicket;
Cauiages and homes pass by in pun.
Man ill 1'1#1, cassia flowers fall;
Night quiet, spring hill is empty.

,lJ..

From these lines one can perceive how the poet has emptied his
mind of worries and desires and identified it with the objecta
around him: everything, from the great river to the passing traffic
and the falling flowers, seems as calm and peaceful as his own
H
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mind. Thctc:. is no sense of rept at the poet's idleness, nor-is
there even any suggestion of. sadness. as in many other Chinese
poems, that the river is Howing away and never coming back and
that the flowers are falling. Wang Wei. has, in fact; raised Mm to
the level of philosophic and aesthetic contemplation, a state of
mind even higher and more positive than the kind of indolence
Keats celebrated, with its rejection of Love, Ambition, and

definable emotions which could-only exist in a higbly cultured,
aristocratic, and (yes I) mntnQ milieu. Here,
has all the social
and cultu.tal implications of (leisure' as in (a lady of leisure', At
the same time, it is tinged with geotle melancholy, which makes
it different from the frivolity of 'idle singers of an empty day'.

onm

Poesy.

NOSTALGIA

However, in the works ofsome other Orlnese poets, Mill hasno
such philosophic import. Rather, it signilies a nonchalant, Jist
less, and wistful state of mind that resembles 'onnui'. For instance,
in the following lyric to the tune Tilo LiImI Hai by Feng Yen-ssu,
'idle feeling' (/Jnl1l to'ing) has nothing to do with philosophic
contemplation:

No one who has read any amount of Chinese poetry, even in
translation, can fail to notice the abundance of poems on nostalgia.
Chinese poets seem to be perpetually bewailing their exile and
longio.g to return home. This again may' seem. sentimental to
Western readers, but one' should remember the vastness of China,
the difficulties of commUnication that existed, the sharp conttast
between the higbly cultured life in the main cities and the harsh
conditions in the remoter regions of the country, and the im
portance of the family in traditional Chinese society with the con
sequent deep attachment to the ancestral home. Moreover, being
an agricultu.tal people and a nation of landlubbers, the Chinese as
a whole are noticeably lacking in Walltlerlllli. It is not surprising,
therefore, that nostalgia should have become a constant, and
hence conventional, theme in Cbinese poetry. Once it became a
conventional theme, it was only natura1. that some poets. and
poetasters should have written nostalgic verse with little justifica
tion. when they were living only a hundred miles or so from
home and under extremely comfortable circumstances. How
ever, the existence of conventionally nostalgic verse io. Cbinese
does not· invalidate poems that express homesickness genuinely
felt•.
It wouldbe easy to give many examples of poems on this theme.
Numerous lines come readily to mind. such as Li Po's well-known

Who says that. this idle feeling bas long been ~ aside?
Whenever spring comes, my melaocboly retuma as before.
Every day, bcf'ore the flowers, I'm ill with too much drinking,
Y ct date I .refuse to let my image in the mim>t grow thin ~

o you greea. gnaa by the river and willows on the dam,
Pray tell me: why does new sorrow arise with each. year?
Alone on a little hrldae I stand, my sleeves filled with wind;
The new moon rises .above the woods and everyone else is gone.
Some commentatots would have us believe that this poem is
allegorical, that the poet, who was Prime Minister ofthe Kingdom
of Southern T'ang, was wotried about his country. This seems to
me too far-fetched. Indeed, Chinese critics are only too apt to
impose an allegorical interpretation on any poem. Let us take the
poem simply as a lyric: the poet is troubled with a nameless,
groundless, 'idle feeling'---a feeling of ennui, of Itmgtlllll', of a
'deuil sans raison'. To drown it, he is drinkinghiinselfto death (or
80 he thinks). Yet he takes a masochistic pleasure in pining away
like this (and who can blame him fot enjoying such a pleasant way
ofpining away?) and he even C01lside.rs it a moral obligation to do
so ('dare I refuse ?j. This sophisticated emotional attitude, so
reminiscent of late nineteenth-century European tktmlmtl, is re
vealed in a language no less sophisticated. Notice, among other
things, how the poet speaks of letting his image in the mir.ror
gtow thin, instead of bimsel£ This kind of poetry seeks to cap
ture subtle and elusive moods and to· explore complex and in-

S4

Raising m.y head, I look at the bright moon;
Bending my head, I .think of myoId home.

To make it more interesting, I will give as examples not straight
forward expressions of homesickness, but one poem which ex
presses such emotion indirectly, and another which conttasts
nostalgia with the pleasures of the moment.
The first poem is written to the tune Kmg LoN T:r./, by Wen
b).~
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ring-yun, another poem by whom in the same metre has been
given on p. 44:

bellion of Huang Ch'ao and was now living in the South, i.e.
south of the Yangtze River, a part of the country renowned for
its natural beauty and its lovely maidens. While longing to go
bome, the poet was at the same time·enchanted by the scenery and
the girl 'bright as the moon' before him. His confficting emotions
thus create a tension which underlies the otherwise simple and
straightforwat~ poem.

The tower sta1lds by the river,
The moon shines on the sea,
Upon the city-wall a hom is sobbing soft.
. The willows wave on the dam,
The islands are dim with mist,
Two lines of travelling wild geese fiy apart.

LoVE

By the Hsi'-Iing road
Passes the homeward sail:
It is the time when flowets and herbs begin to fade.
The silvet candle exhausted.
The Jade Rope banging low,
From the village comes the cock's crow.

Some Westem translators, it seems to me, have over-emphasized
the importance of friendship between men in Chinese poetry and
correspondingly underestimated that of love between man and
woman. True, there are many Chinese poems by men professing
affection for other men in terms which would bring serious em
battassment if not public prosecation to an English poet; true
also that in old China, where marriages were arranged by the
parents, a man's needs for sympathy, understanding, and affection
often found their answer in another man; nevertheless, many men
did feel true love for women, if not always for their wives, and
there ;/ a great deal of love poetry in Chinese. The.&ok of POlity is
full of outspoken love songs; so are anthologies offolk songs of
the Han and the Six Dynasties. Nor did love poetry diminish in
later periods: it abounds in the works of such T'ang and Sung
poets as Li Shang'-y1n, Wen T'ing-yun, Liu ~ung, Huang T'ing
chien, and a host of others, not to mention the Yuan and Ming
dramatic poets. In short, love is a theme as inevitable in OUnese
poetry as it is in.Western poetry, but where the Chinese conception
of love seems to differ from the European one (or at least the
Romantic European one) is that the former does not exalt love as
something absolute that frees the person in love from .all moral
. responsibilities. Nor is it usually regarded as an outWard sign of
spiritual union, as it is in some of the Metaphysical Poets. The
Chinese attitude towards love is sensible and realistic: love is
given its proper place in life as an essential and valuable ex
perience but not elevated above everything else. Chinese poetry
sings oflove inits manifold phases: the thrill ofthe first encounter,
the yearning for the loved one, the torment of uncertainty, the
ecstasy of fullilment, the agony of separation, the humiliation and
bitterness of being deserted, the final despait of bereavement.
Love in Chinese poetry can be serious or light-hearted, tender or

In this lyric the feeling of nostalgia is brought out by means of
imagery and associations "ther than direct .statement. In the first
stanza, the sad blowing of the hom in line 3 suggests a solitary
guard at some frontier city; the willows in line 4,. as I have re
marked before (p. II), are associated with parting; the wild geese
in line 6 ate often used as a symbol of distant joumey and exile.
In the second st~ the ship ctttrying someone else home con
trasts with the poet's own home1cssness; the fading of the flowers
and herbs adds to the mood of sadness by indicating the passing
away of spring; and in the last three lines the bumt-out candle,
the low hanging stars (the Jade Rope being the name of a con
stellation), and the cock's crow at dawn all suggest a sleepless
night.
The second example is the lyric to the tune P'II.-JtJ MtJfI by Wei
Chuang, which I have given on p. ~ I. Here I shall only repeat
the verse translation:

Everyone is full of praise for the beauty of the South;
What can I do but end my days an e:x:ile in the South?
The spring river is bluet than the sky;
As it rains, in a painted barge I lie.
Bright as the moon is she who. serves the wine;
Like frost or fro~ snow her white wrists shine.
I'm not old yet: let me not departl
For going home will surely break my beartl
The poet, it should be explained, had eScaped from' his native
district neat the capital Ch'ang-an in North China during the re56
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passionate, even frankly erotic at· times, but sddom, jf ever,
Platonic. Most aspects of love found their expression in that p:at
poetic drama ROfll4lU'I of fIJI WI/18m CluJflliHr (Hsi HsiQIIg Chi),
but since no snippets can do it justice, I shall refi:ain from
quoting from this masterpiece but content myself with giving two
more lyrics by Wen T'ing-yun to the tune KIIIg Ltm Ttl.

lJ1I6i ,. consists of a· pictogram for a wine-jar II and a phon
etic fm i!!/£, which by itself means 'finish' or 'reach the limit'.
According to the Shtio Will, I. philological work of about A.D. 100
and the cornerstone of OJinese etymology, the phonetic here is
also signHicant, and the· whole composite character is explained
as meaning 'everyone reaching the ·limit of his capacity without
offending propriety'. Even ifwe do not accept this explanation, it
still remains true that in poetry UNIi does not mea:n quite the same
thing as 'drunk', 'intoxicated', or 'inebriated', but .rather means
being mentally carried aWRY from one's normal preoccupations.
Of coutse these English words can also be used metaphorically:
one can be 'drUnk with success' or cintoxicated with beauty', but
:'when used by tbemsdves they do not have the same feeling as
11IIIi. I therefore prefer not to use any of these words but to trans
late
as (rapt with wine'.
In saying the above I am not suggesting that the Chinese never
get drunk. Whether Chinese peop1eget. drunk or not in real life
is one thing; what the Chinese poets mea.n when they write that
they are fstlli is quite another. Being fSllli in Chinese poetry is
. largely a mAtter of conventi~ and it would be 4S wise to take
literally a Chinese poet's professed 'drunkenness' as to accept at
their face value an Elizabethan sonneteer's complaints of his
mistress's cruelty. This convention goes back: at least as far ,as
TIJI Fishlrml1ll, a piece in the anthology TIM $ongs of e/lll, formerly
attributed to Ch'd Yuan but probably a "forgery of the first
century ·B.C. In this, the poet complains, 'The whole world is
"drunk", but I alone am sober'. Later poets likeLiu Ling inverted
the positions Of the poet and of the world, and sought 1.!II4i as a
symbol of escape from the miseries· of the world and from one's
personal emotions. In one of his famous poems on drinking, T'ao
Ch'ien expresses very clearly this escapist attitude:

A golden pin on bet hair,
Pink and white her ~

She came to meet me for I. moment among the Bowers.
'You understand my fecIi.nga-'
'I'm grateful for your pity-'
Heaven alone can witness this love of ours t
The incense bumt to ashes,
The candle dissolved in tears:
These are what Out heartr are like, yours and mine I

1_

My pillow lying smooth,
My silk. coverlet cold,
I wake up when the night is almost gone.
An incense.:.bumer of jade,

A red candle in tears:

Why do they reSect autumn thoughts in the painted room?
Her eyebrows losing their colout,
.
.Her cloudy hair dishevelled,
Her pillow and quilt grow cold in the lengthy night.
Upon the 1IIII-/'1IIIg trees
The midnight min is beating.

Ind.Uferent to the bitter sorrow of patted lovers.
Leaf after leaf,
Drop after dropThey £all on the empty steps till break of day.

RAPTuRE

'WmI

WINE

Again, as every reader of Chinese poetry must be aware, there are
constant references in it to drinking and beComing ISIIIJi, which is
usually translated as 'drunk', though actually it curies rather
different implications and associations. The word does not .imply
gross sensual enjoyment. nor does it suggest hilarity and con-·
viviality, as· do many European drinking songs•.The character

,8

,.J.S

Two travell.erathere are, often seen together,
•Yet they have widely different tastes.
One, a scholar, is often rapt with wine,
The other, a plain man, soDer IIll the year.
The rapt and the sober laugh at each other,
And neither would listen to what the other says.
How foolish is he so rigid and proper I .
The haughty one is the wiser of the two.
Take my advice, you that ate Bushed with wine,
When the sun sets, light your candles up I

S9
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PART II

In a s.im.ilai: vein, Li Po writes:

liVing in this world is a. great ~
Wby exert oneself to shorten one's life?
That is why I'm rapt with wine all day
And lie happily by the front pillata of the hall.
Waking up, I look at the courtyatd:
A single bird is singing among the Rowen.
Pray tell me, bird. what day is this?
-The oriole keeps singing in the spring breeze.

Moved by this scene, I wiSh to sigh,

Some Traditional Chinese Views
on Poetry

.

But pour out another cup of wine instead.
I sing aloud to wait for the bright moan;

My song over. all my feeli.ogs are gone.

Arc these the boisterous songs of· habitual drunkards?
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INTRODUCTORY

T

o write a complete history of the criticism of Chinese poetry
would requite a volume probably several times the she of the
present one and would involve long and intricate discussions on
abstruse concepts and techni.ca1 details. Such, therefore, is !tot my
pwpose in this part of the book. What I intend to do is to present
a few views on poetry. which seem to me to.be the most im
portant ones. I shall pay special attention to some critics of later
periods, who often summed up the opinions of their predecessors
and in whose writings certain trends of thought with lottg tradi
tions reached their culminations. rather than trace in detail the
development of each trend through successive ages.
My task is made difficult by the fact that Chinese aities of the
past seldom expounded their theories of poetry in a very systematic·
manner. but were content to let their views be scattered among
'Poetry Talks' (Shih-hNa). notes. letters, reported conversations,
and prefaces to anthologies and to their own or other people's
works. Some of these scattered writings have been collected by
modem Chinese literary historians, who have, however. !tot
gready elucidated the ideas contained in them. Moreover, most of
the aitics did not bother to define their terms clearly, not ~n
the key words of their theories. And when one tries to discuss
these tetms in a language other than Chinese, the problem of how
to translate them appears at first sight well-nigh insoluble, for to
translate is to interpret and define. I shall make no direct effort to
define all such terms; instead, I shall tackle the problem from
another angle, by asking two questions about poetry and trying to
find out from the writittgs of various aities how they would have
answered. The mst ~uestion is what poetry is, or should be; and
the second, how orle should write poetry. or, more specifically,
what matters most in the writing of poetry. whether it is inspira
tion, or emotion, or technique, or anything else. In order not to
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confuse and bore the reader, I shall not enumerate all my sources
and quote endless passages, but synthesize the results of my
studies and give a somewhat more coherent account of these
critics' views than can befound in their own writings. In so doing
I shall endeavour to be as im.partia1 as possible, and if I should still
misrepresent or over-simplify any of their ideas, I could but beg
the forgiveness of their departed souls and the forbearance of the
readerl

THE DIDACTIC VIEW:
POETRY AS MORAL
INSTRUCTION AND
SOCIAL COMMENT

T

o the question what poetry is, most orthodox Confucians
.
would reply: it is primarily a kind of moral instruction. And
since government by moral infiuence is a Confucian political ideal,
the function of poetry also includes comment on social and
political affairs. Those who hold this vi~ would naturally cite
Confucius as their authority, though in actual £act nowhere did
the MaSteres.pound a comprehensive theory of pOetry, and our
know~edge of his opinions on the subject is derived from isolated
remarks he made about TIN &ok of POItry, to which he referred
simply as POItry or Thl Time 'H1mtJnd POIlJ'lr. It is doubtful if he
ever formed a clearly defined concept of poetry as such, and even
his remarks about TIN &ok ofPOltry seem to have varied in nature
accotding to th~ circumstances in which they were J:Ua<Je. Not
withstanding these reservations, we may still deduce from these
remarks what Confucius's general views on poetry were. The
following quotations from the .AnaIIdr represent what he said
about TIN Book of POltry as a whole, apart from comments on
specific passages.
TIN Tim, Hlllltlrttl POt1lll may be summed up in one phrase: 'No evil
thoughts'.
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The Did4clic VilW: PfJltry as kloral In.strNCtion

Let youtSelf be inspired by POlity, confinned by ritual, and perfected
by music.
Though a man can recite TIM Thn, HIIIIJnJ POIIII.t. if he cannot carry
out his duties when entrusted with affairs of state, and cannot answer
questions on his own when sent on a mission abroad, what is the use of
having studied the poen:is, no matter how many?
If you do not study POlity. you will not be able to converse. (Said to
his son.)
POlity can serve to inspire emotion, to help your observation, to
make you fit for company, to express your grievances, to teach you
how to serve your father at home and your prince abroad, to enable
you to learn the correct names of many birds, beasts, herbs, and
trees.

·Confucius and revive the ttaditionofThI Book of POlITy. Po
Chii-I, in his tum, deplored the fact that among the poems of Li
Po and Tu Fu, only a small proportion described the sWferings of
the people and pointed morals. To give more examples of .such
avowels of pious sentiments might become tedious. So. instead. I
will simply summarize the main points made by those who sub-
scribed to the didactic view.
First of all, poetry is regarded as a means to inHuence personal
morality. To use the words of Shen Te-ch'ien (1673-1769),
a typical didactic critic, 'Poetry can regulate one's nature
and emotion. and improve human relationships.' Like music,
poetry is supposed to have a modemdng inHuence, which can
mould one's moral character to conform to the Confucian
ideal of the golden mean (thtmgYlIIIg). Therefore. poetry should be
'moderate. gentle, sincere, and deep' (7IImJON filii boN), as TIN Book
of POItry allegedly is. The first song in this anthology. co:mmended
by Confucius for expressing 'joy without licentiousness arid grief
without heart-rending'. is held up by didactic critics as an ideal
for all poetry.
Secondly, poetry should reflect the people's feelings towatds the
government and expose social evils. According to the His/ory'oj
tIN Han D.J1UUtJ. in ancient times there were officials sent out by the
king to collect songs from the people so as to test public opinion.
Whether this ancient Gallup poll really existed is doubtful, but
its supposed existence is used by diclactic' critics as a proof that
the original functions of poetry included political and social
criticism. However, here too the poet should be moderate,
'showing grievances without being rebellious' (said of a section
of Thl Book of POlITy). He should bring the people's sufferings to
the notice of the ruler in the hope that the latter may be moved to
mend his ways, but not incite rebellion. To achieve this airil, the
poet should make use of allegory and satire, rather than openly
attack the government. This is known as fmg thim. or 'satirize and
admonish'. Most of the poems, even obvious love songs, in ·ThI
&ok of POItry and other ancient anthologies have been inter
preted allegorically by Confucian critics to make themappea.r
as if they fulfilled this function;
.
Another belief held by didactic critics is that whether con
cerned with personal morals or public iSsues. poetry should
aspire to be ya. This word. which has come to mean 'elegant.

It is clear from the above-quoted rettlJtks that Confucius fe..
garded Th, Book of Po,try not only as a means of exerting motal
influence and of inspiring emotion but as a model of eloquence
and a kind of thesaurus as well. His conception of poetry would
therefore seem to be not entirely didactic. Indeed, some of these
remarks may be considered the getms of theories other than that
poetry is moml instruction.l
A little later, the PriflilG' to Thl Book of POItry, t.ra.ditio~y
attributed to Confucius's disciple Pu Shang. better known as Tzli
hsia (S07-400 B.C.). made a more de6nite statement of the didactic
doctrine:
.
. Nothing approaches TIM Book fJj PDlIty in setting up standards of
right and wrong, in moving Heaven and Earth, and in appealing to
spirits and gods. The ancient kings used it to make permanent the tie
betWeen husband and wife. to perfect filial reverence, to deepen
human relationships, to beautify moml.instruction, and to improve the
customs of the people.
This statement. with variations, has been repeated with
monotonous regularity fOf centuries by scholars and critics.
Poets, too. paid lip service to this doctrine. whether they made any
effort to live up to it in practice or not. Tu Fu, for instance, wrote
in a long poem that his. youthful ambition had been to place his
sovereign above the legendary sages, Emperors Yao and Shun, and
to make the morals of the people pure once mote. Even the ego
centric Li Po lamented the sad decline of poetry since the end of
the Han dynasty and professed a wish to follow in the footsteps of
1

cr. below, pp. 70 and 77.
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refined', originally meant 'correct', and as an ideal for poetry,
'correctness' seems to refer both to the sentiments expressed and
the way of expression. Vulgar and inordinate feelings, seditious
thoughts, and exttavagant language are equally abhorrent to
those who seek. 'correctness' in poetry.
So far we have been concerned with the question what poetry is,
or ought to be. We may now tum to the question how one should
write poetry. In reply to this question, didactic critics would ad·
vise one to .imitate ancient poets. Shen T~-ch'ien said, 'poetry
that does not ~tate the ancients is called "Wild Style".' In order
to .imitate ancient poets, one must of course study thc.it works. We
have seen that Confucius regarded TIH BooJ: of POlity as a manual
of rhetoric among other things, and as time went on, the number
of standard works to be studied grew ever greater, to become an
immense repository of leaming which would·be poets are advised
to draw on. Moreover, one should read widely outside the :field of
poetry and display one's learning in one's poetry. To quote Shen
T!-ch'ien again, eTo use what is poetic in poetry iscommonpIace;
it is only when you quote from the classics, the histories, and the
philosophers in poetry that you can make it different from wild
and groundless writings.'
Another means to help one to imitate the ancients is to pay
attention to metrical rules. If one can manage to use metres in the
same way as the ancient poets, then one's verse would at least bear
some resemblance to the models. In this respect, the didactic
critics have something in common with those others who regatd
poetry mainly as a kind of literary exercise. The latter will be dis
cussed in Chapter 3.
Somewhat paradoxically, didactic critics, who advocate· imita
tion, at the same time condemn artificiality and over-elabomtion
in poetry. Simplicity is their ideal. This is partly due to the fact
that early poetry, especially poetry before the end of the Han
dynasty, tends to have a simple style, and partly due to the ideals
of mOderation and correctness mentioned above. Therefore,
poets of the Six Dynasties (222-,89) and others are often criticized
for their ornate and arti:6cial style.
Finally, didactic critics judge poems more by their themes than
by their style. Fot instance, Po 0111-1 cOndemned some poets of
the Six Dynasties not only for thc.it style but for writing on such
trivial themes as 'wind and snow, Bowen and herbs' without
68

using them for allegorical purposes. According to Po and other
Moralists, frivolous the.mes are to be avoided, unless one treats
them in such a way as to endow them with moral and political
signi:6cance, so as to ful:6l the function of 'satirizing and admon
ishing'.
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The InditJidNtdiJt View: Poetry as SBIj-Expru!ion
two views. In his fIIllgntlfll OPIIJ', Dragon Ctnings of Il Litlrary Mind
(W",..hsin Ti(l()-lIIIlg), he writes:
The Gteat Shun said, 'Poetry expresses the heart's wishes in words;
songs set words to music'. This exposition by the sage has clearly shown
the nature of poetry. Therefore, 'what lies in the heart is "wish", when
expressed in words, it is "poetry"!

2

This is of cou.rse a mete re-statement of the view that poetry is an
expression of the heart. However, he goes On" to say,

THE INDIVIDUALIST VIEW:
POETRY AS
SELF-EXPRESSION

Poetry (sbih) means 'to keep' (1IIih). In other words, it is what hIps
one's nature and emotion (in balance ?). The TIM, 1:bIIII/rldPOIIIII can be
summed up in one phrase, "No evll thoughts'. If One keeps this as a
'
motto, it will have its proper effect.

Here he plays on the words, shih If ('poetry') and th'ih ~ ('to
keep'), and tries to tum the idea that poetry ,xpr.,SIIS one's nature
and emotion into one that it keeps them in a b~ced state (or
perhaps preserves them in their innate state, th~ point not being
made clear). He further confuses the issue by saying that one
should hlp (still playing on this wordl) as one's motal ideal in
poetry the phrase 'No evil thoughts'. In this way he hopes, some
what naively, to effect a compromise between the two Views. But
no sooner has he done so than he reverts to the individualist one:

T

HS view that poetry is mainly an expression of personal
emotions is at least as old as the didactic one, if not older. To
the legendary sage Emperor Shun (traditional dates 2.2.~ ~-2.2.05
B.C.) is attributed the remark, 'Poetry expresses the heart's wishes
(thih)l in words; songs set words to music'. Confucius, as we have
seen, observed that poetry could inspite emotion. And in the
Pre/on tf) Thl B001: of Pf)'Iry, side by side with the statement of the
didactic doctrine quoted in the preceding chapter, we find the
following:

A man is born with seven emotions, which are moved in (es'p<>nSe to
external objects. It is only natural to' be moyedby extemal objects Md
to sing one's heart's w i s h e s . ,
Now,

Formerly, poets who wrote the songs in Tk Book of POIIry created
literature for the sake of emotion, but the litmdi who composed 'ex
positions' (FfI) and 'odes' (SIIIIj) manu&ctw:ed emotion for the sake of
literature. How so? TIN Book of PfIIlry was'inspired by the dictates of
the heart and long pent-up indignation; it exptessed the emotions and
nature of the poets, in order to satirize their rulers. This is what I call
<creating literature fo~ the, sake of emotion'. On the other hand,
the followers of the various schools, wlio bore no great sorrow in
their heart, displayed their talents and adorned- their writings with

Thus, both views-the didactic and the, for want ofa better term,
individualist-tan para.llel-in early Confucian writings on poetry.
Later critics sometimes found difficulty in choosing between the
two, ot in trying to reconcile them. Liu Hsieh of the sixth
century, one of the most important critics in Chinese literary his
tory, may be taken as an example of the attempt to reconcile the
A disCU8llion on the meaning of this word will follow on p. 72.
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to have turned a complete citcle and come hack:

view with the didactic. It ap~s that at heart he is really inclined
to the former, though he deems it desirable to bring in the didactic
element as best,he can, for in another chapter ofthe same book he
emphasizes the importance ofgenuine emotion in poetry and con
demns those who write' for the sake of fine writing:

Poetry is where the heart's wishes go. What lies in the heart is 'wish',
when expressed in words, it is 'poctty'. When an emotion SM within
one, one expresses it in words; lin~ this inadequate, one sighs over
it; not content with this, one sin~~t:ln poetry; still not satis.6.ed, one
unconsciously dmces with one's
ds and feet.

1

he seems

to whe.re he started, after a vain effort to reconcile the individualist
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outlook is the same. In the first place, poetrY is to Chin Sheng-t'an
an exp:ression of emotions sbated by all human beings, to Yuan
Met it is an expression of the poet's unique personality. Secondly,
while the former is content to accept emotion as thebe-all and
end-all of poetry, the latter st:resses' the aesthetic and sensuous
elements· of poetry as well.' That is why Yuan Met advocates
what he calls 'native sensibility' (Mil!.. ling 1! a) in addition to
'natute and emotion' (luing elling). This concept of Native Sensi
bility implies that while a poet should preserve the natutal feelings
of a child ('a poet is one who has not lost the heart of a child',
says Yuan), he should at the same time possess a high degtee of
sensibility ingrained in his nature. What makes a poet dU£e.tent
from others who may have equally strong natw:al feelings. is .his
sensibility. (ling); what makes one poet different from another
poet is the special kind of sensibility which forms pa,tt of his
nature (hJi"g). In this, Yuan' shows more discrimination and in
sight than Chin. Wheteas Chin metelyrecognbes what may pro-
vide the impulse for writing poetry, Yuan realizes that an in
dividual sensibility is needed as well as emotion.
As to how one should write poetry, both cri~ would advise
one to. reIy on. spontaneous feelings rather than technique or
learning or iinitatic:m. Chin says:

To avoid any mis'IlSlderstanding, it should be pointed out that it is
not so much the Tang poets as their imitators ~tChin is
criticizing. Though he blames the T'ang poets for having formu
lated the rules of Regulated Verse, he admits that they have sue-.
ceeded in expressing natw:al emotion in spite of metrical roles. It
is those who merely imitate the Tang poets in versification but
have no emotion to express that Chin is condeinning. Simi1arly~
Yuan Met s a y s : ·
.
Poetry is what expresses one's nature and emotion...• How can it
be restricted to one or two rimes?

And again:
As long 118 you have your m.ture and emotion, yOIl will have metre
and rules. Metre and rules do not lie beyond one's nature and emotiO.n.

Both critics emphasize sincerity on the part of the poet and
emotional :response on the part of the teader~ Chin says:
In writing poetry, one must express what is felt sincerely in the heart
and what is felt in common with others in the heart. It is because
poctr:y expresses what is felt sincer.:!i in the heart that tears can fall in
response to one's brush-strokes;
it is. because it expresses what is
felt in common with others in the heart that it can make one's readcts
shed tears in response to one's utterance. Now if one only wrltes the
four middle lines (of an eight-line poem. in Regula.ted Verse), is that
what is felt sincerely in the heart, or felt in common with others in the
heart? If the Tang poets had also wrltten only'the four middle lines of
their pO.em8, how could we even now shed tears while reading them'?

How can the ~wnber of words and lines in a poem be limited?
Poetry is a sudden cry from the heart, which comes to everyone, even
a woman or a child, in the morning or at mid-night. Now, suppose
here is a new-born baby whose eyes cannot'yet tum and whose fists
cannot yet stretch, but who, o:ttending its arms and twisting its feet,
utters a sound from its mouth. When nook at it carefully, I find this is
really poetry. There is no one in the world, who, not having been
moved. in the heart, will ~tter a sound £rom his mouth; nor is there
anyo~e who. having been moved in the heart. will remain silent. What
moves the heart and is uttered from the mouth is ailled poetry. That is
why TzU-hsia said, "What lies in the heart is "wish"; when expressed
in words, it is "poetry".' ••• Where the heart goes, a wish is fOrmed;
where words go, poetry then comes into !Jeing. Therefore, there is no
poetry that docs not arise out of a cry from the mouth. The Tang
people formulated metrical.rules and forced everyone to write eight
lines of fiVe or seven syDablea. But if every piece must have eight lines
and every line must have five or seven~Vllables, how can that be called
poetry? In fact, I know that the Re
ted Verse of the T'ang poets
does not lie beyond what everyb . y in the wodd utters from his
mouth~ How do I know this? I have Come to know it after having
analysed their poems.
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Likewise, Yuan condemns writing for the sake of writing, whert
one has not been compelled by some emotion to write':
I like best Chou'Li-yuan's remark on poetry: Poetry is what expresses
my emotions. Therefore, if I want to write, I do; if not, I don't. There
has never been anyone forcing and e:morting me to write poetry.

In conjunction with his condemnation of writing' without
genuine emotion, Yuan is particularly averse to the excessive use
of allusions, a common fault among Chinese poets. He. criticbed
Wang Shih-chen. whom we shall discuss in Chapter 4, for being
. 'mote concemed with elegance of style than emotion':
Everywhere he went, he must write a poem, and in eveq- poem there
must be ~ions. From this we can gather 'that his emotionsa!e not

genuine.
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outlook is the same. In the fitst place, poetrY is to Chin Sheng-t'an
an expression of emotions shared by all human beings, to Yuan
Mei it is an expression of the poets unique perso.nality. Secondly,
while the former is content to accept emotion as the be-all and
end..all of poetry, the latter stresses' the aesthetic and sensuous
clements· of poetry as well. That is why Yuan Mei advocates
what he calls cnative sensibility' (lnillg.lillg it a) in addition to
'nature and emotion' (mmg tllillg). This concept of Native Sensi
bility implies that while a poet should preserve the natutal feelings
of a child ('a poet is one who has not lost the heart of a child',
saysYuan), he should at the same time possess a high degree of
sensibility ingrained in his nature. What makes a poet c:lli£etent
from others who may have equally strong natutal feelings. is .his
sensibility (BIIg); what makes one poet different from another
poet is the special kind of sensibility which forms pa.rt of his
nature (hsillg). In this, Yuan' shows more discrimination and in
sight than Chin. Whereas Chin merely recognizes what may pro
vide the impulse for writing poetry, Yuan realizes that an in
dividual sensibility is needed as well as emotion.
As to how one should write poetry, both cri~ would advise
one to rely on spontaneous feelings rather than technique or
learning or imitatiC;lO. Chin says:

S,Ij-Expr8.fJUJn

To avoid any misQnderstandi1l.g, it should be pointed outthat it is
not 110 much the T'ang poets as theit imitators ~t .Cbin is
criticizing. Though he blames the T'ang poets for having formu
lated the rules of Regulated Verse, he admits that they have sue,,:
ceeded in expressing natural emotion in spite of metrical :rules. It
is those who merely imitate the T'ang poets in ver.dfication },ut
have no emotion to express that Chin is condeinning. Similarly,
Yuan Mei says:
.
Poetry is what expresses one's nature and emotion...• How can it
be rest:d.cted to one or two rimes?

And again:
As long as you have your nature and emotion, you will have metre
and rules. Mette and rules do not lie beyond one's nature and emotiQD.

Both critics emphasize sincerity on the part of the poet and
emotional response on the part of the reader! Chin says:
In writing poetry, one must express what is felt sincerely in. the heart
and what isfclt in. common with others in. the heart. It is because
poetry expresses what is felt sincerely in. the heart that teats can fall in
response to one's brush-strokes; and it is. because it expresses what is
felt in. common with others in. the heart that it can make one's readers
shed tears in. response to one's utterance. Now if one only writes the
four middle lines (of an eight-line poem in. Regulated Verse). is that
what is felt sincerely in the heart, or felt in common with others in. the
heart? If the Tang poets had also written only'the four ri:rlddle lines of
their poems, how could we even now shed tears while reading them r

How can the number of words and lines in. a poem be lim.i.ted?
Poetry is a sudden cry from the heart, which comes to everyone, even
a woman or a child, in. the morning or at mid-night.. Now, suppose
here is a new-hom baby whose eyes cannot· yet tum and whose £ists
cannot yet st!etch, but who, extending ita arms and twisting ita feet,
utters a sound £rom its mouth. When nook at it cuefully, I find this is
:really poetry. 'There is no one in. the world, who. not having been
movca. in. the heart, will utter a sound from his mouth; nor is there
anyo~ who. having been moved in. the heart, will temain silent. What
moves the heart and is uttered from the mouth is called poetry. 'That is
why
1ZU-baia
'What
•
• • said,
,e
, , lies in. the heart is c~"; when
• , •: S e d
Ul words, It IS poetry'. ••• Where the heart goes, a Wl8h·18
ed;
where words go, poetry then comes i1l.to being. Therefore, there is no
poetry that does not arise out of a cry from the mouth. The Tang
people formulated mctrical.~les and forc:cd everyone to write eight
lines of five or seven syllables. But if every piece must have eight lines
and every li.ne must have five or seven~Vllables. how QUl that be called
poetry? In fact, I know that the Re
ted Verse of the Tang poets
does not lie beyond what everybo. y in the world utters from his
mouth: How do I know this? I have cOme to know it after havi1l.g
analysed their poems.
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Likewise, Yuan condemns writing for the sake of writing,
one has not been compelled by some emotion to write:

whett

I like best Chou IJ-yuan's remark on poetry: Poetry is what expresses
my emotions. Therefore, if I want to write, I do; if not, I don't. There
hAs never been anyone forcing and exhorting me to write poetry.

In conjunction with his condemnation of writing· without
gen.ui1l.e emotion, Yuan is particularly averse to the excessive use
of allusions, a comm.on fault among OJinese poets. He. criticized
Wang Shih-cb.en. whom we shall discuss in Chapter 4. for being
emore concerned with elegance of style than emotion':
. Everywhere he went, he must write a poem, and in. eveJ;y poem there
must be ~ons. From this we can gather that his emotions Ue not

genuine.
~.S'..~
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O1lce'more he says,

THE TECHNICAL VIEW:
POETRY AS
L.ITERAR Y EXERCISE

A man who knows manyallusio.o.s but does not use them is like one
who has power and .in.fluence but does not show them. 01£.

These remarks may not sound original or startling to Westcm
readers, but taken.in their historical context they reprcisent inde
pendent and courageous opinions. They show a fiesh under

standing of poetry as a means of seJf-exptessio~ not • form of
moml propaganda or academic exercise.

I

will be recalled that Confucius thought of poetry as, among
other things, an aid to one's vocabulary and eloquence.1 This
may be considered the germ. of the view that poetry is mainly
concerned with book-leaming and sheer verhIU ingenuity-in
other words, a kind of liteta.ty exercise where technique reigns
supreme. Such a technical view of poetrr is not always explicitly
professed, but.often implied in practice. For instance, writers of
lengthy and pedantic 'expositions' (FII) of the Han dynasty are
generally more interested in displaying their erudition than ir;t ex
pressing any emotion or moral ideals, and since the Sung dynasty
many literary men have written verses prompted byneither serious
moral motives nor strong emotiOnal urge. To them, wrltingverse
in classical metres is an elegant pastime and a way to prove that
one is cultured, as writing Latin verse used to be a sign of culture
for English gentlemen. Such liteta.ty gentlemen would gather to
gether at regular meetings, compose verse on given subjects, and
echo (110) each other's poems- using the same metre and rimes. It
is obvious that practices such as these are hardly conducive to
spontaneous creative writing. That is why both Yuan Mel and
Wang Shih-chen objected to echoing poems. But the practice is
by no means· dead even now among older Chinese litetary men.
s See above, p. 66.
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It is not difficult to guess what answers one would get from

importance is Li Tung-yang (1447-1 S16) of the Mi:cg dynasty. He
says:
. In writing poetry, one must have a perfect eye and one must ha~ a.
petted ear. The eye is concerned with form, the eat with sotl.1ld.

adherents of the technical view to the question how to wtite
poetry. They advocate imitation ofearIier poets and mastery of the
technique of vets.Uication. The Momlists too, as we have seen,
hold such views, but apart from the even gteatet preocc:upation
with technical details on the part of the Technicians, thete are
other differences between the two schools. In the first place, the
Moralists hold up very ancient poems (works of Han and ead.ier
periods) with their simple language as models, while the Tech
nicians usually imitate later poets, particularly those of the Tang
dYnasty. For esatnple, durlng the Sung dynasty various schools
of poets were formed, each devoting itself to the task ofimitating
a particular T'ang poet: the Hsiang-shan School imitated Po
Chil-I; the Hsi-k'un School, Li Shang-yin; the Late T'ang School,'
Chia Tao; the Ch'ang-Ii School, Han Yd. Consequently, followers
of the didactic doctrine a.iin at simplicity, while those of the
Technical School often recommend a highly involved and
obscure style.
Among holders of the Technical view, thete is a shift of em
phasis between imitation of previous poets and the technique of
vets.Uication. Some regard imitation as of paramount importance;
others pay more attention to details of vers.ffication. The Sung
poet Huang T'ing-chien (lo4,-noJ) maybe called the arch
imitator. He mainly imiu.,ted two poets: T'ao Ch'ien and Tu Fa,
and he ftankly admitted the necessity for imitation:

To him, verse forms and metrical rules are the vf;ry rlli/OII d'l/n of
poetry:

What: makes pOetry cllifcten~ &om prose is that it possesses regulated
sounds and. can be recited.
.
It is necessary, he insists, to keep each verse form distinct &om the
others:
Ancient Verse and R.egulated Verse are cllifctent forms; each must
be written according to ita own form before it can be considered 'pro
per. Occa.siocally one might use a touch of Ancient Verse in R.egu12ted
Verse, but on no account should.one in~duce a..note of Regulated
Verse into Ancient Verse.

And he ~ poets like.Tu ;Fu not for their thoughts and feel
ings but for thek, skilful manipulation of ton~ and pauses and
their subtle use of particles and verbs. In this he is by no means .
alone. A scho'lar of the Ch'ing period, named Chou Ch'Wl, de
vOted years to the compilation ofa work on alliteration and riming
compounds in Tu Fu's poetry---A labour of love which to the
irreverent seems more like a love of labour. and which is remin-·
iscent of the works of some Western scholars who coUnted· the
number of 'feminine endings' in Shakespcare·s blank verse. .
In one respect Li Tung:"yang stands apart &om other aitics of
the Technical ~chciol: he is ~st imitation. AcCording to him, a
pOet should read widely and apply his· leamjog to harmomous
can be recited and sung,
.and rhythmic Iangua.ge. Ifso, one's
repeated by contemporaries and ·le.tnembered by poste.tity. There
is ilo .need to imitate anypatticulat school or period, as long as
one's poetry 'is musical. In .~ther· words, poetry is Jlothing· .but
leaming embodied in musica11angua.ge.
To most of the other critics of this school, imitation is of great
importance, for it is conceived of as a means- to ach1eve ped"ect
mastery of technique. Another critic 'of the Ming period, and one
with a rather similar name, Li Men~-yan.g (147.1-IJ.t8), states:

Ideas for poetry ue i1lexhaustiblebut human tdent is limited. To use
a Jimited talent to chase inaha.ustible ideas is a task that not even Tao
Ol'ien and Tu Pu could ful6l.

PoetrY

Therefore, for lesser geniuses, imitation is the only sensible thing
to do. Huang developed two methods of imitation, which he
called ~Cbanging the Bone~ (""''I) and ~Bvolving from
the Embryo' (to I'lli " lilt). The former means imitating the
idea while using different words; the latter means imitating the
words while using a somewhat different idea. To paraphrase: the
former is to put old wine in a new bottle, the latter, new wine in an
old bottle. Thus, imitation was raised to the status of a fiae art. It
must be admitted that the result can be. quite admirable at t:i.mes,
though the principle can hardly be defended.
One critic who puts form and versification above imitation in
78
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~ writing.poetry, one must imitate Tu. Pu•. His poetry is like a per
fect dtcle that can dispense with the compasses, o:r a perfect square that

can dispense with the rulers.
,~s
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It is because Tu Fu has completely assimilated mctrlcal rules in
his poetry that it appears so petfect:, and by imitating him one can
.in. fact leam all the tules ofvemi1ication-such are the implications
of IJ Meng-yang's statement. He reiterates similar ideas else

4

where: .

Words must have methods and rules before they can lit and har
monize 'With musical la'ft, just as citcles and squates must fit with
compasses and rolctS. The ancients used roles, which 'Were not in
vented by thcm. but real.ly created by Natatc. Now. when we imitate
the ancients. 'We are not imitating them. but teally imitating the nat:u.ml
]a'ft of things. .

THE IN·TUIT'IONALIST
VIEW: POETRY AS
CONTEMPLATION

This is an .in.genious and plausible defence of imitation, for it
identifies imitation with learning metti.ca1 rules, which are .in. tum
identified with the natw:allaws of rhythm and euphony.
These ideas are echoed by a later critic Weng Fang-kang
(I7H-I8I8), who writes in his essay on 'Poetic Method':

S

F.c

INCB the Sung dynasty there have been a few critics who did
not subscribe· to any of the views on poetry mentioned .in. the
foregoing chapters, and who, though a minority, made significant
contributions to the criticism of poetry .in. Chinese. Their concep
tionof poetry, if put in modem terms, would be: poetry is an
embodiment of the poet's contemplatio~ of the world and of his
own mind. 'Ibis school of criticism arose under the infiuence of
Ch'an, or, to give its Japanese name by whicll. it is better known.in.
the West, Zen Buddhism, and its :6rst important spokesman was
Yen Yii of the thirteenth century. Although other critics before
him had occasionally applied Zen terms to poetry. Yen \VIlS the
first to discuss poetry consistently .in. tcrtns of Zen, and the one
who has had the greatest infiuence on later critics. It is therefore
convenient to begin with a brief exposition of Yen· Yti.'s ideas on
poetry.
In his view, the poet, like the f0110wer of Zen. should seek to
attain to a calm contemplative state of mind. When one has
achieved this, one can then hope to capture the spirit (sbm)of life,
of Nature, .in. one's poetry. Yen writes:

The fundamental principles of
methods do not odginatc with
oneself; they arc liIi.e rive.rs flOWlng into the sca,and one must tmo:
their sources back to the ancients. As fot the
applica
tions as the
tions of poetic methods. from. such major consi
sttuctw:al principles down to such details as the grammatical natw:c of a .
word. the tone of a syllable, and the points of continuation, transition,
and develop.m.ent---all these one must lca.m &om the ancients. Only so
cao one rcaliJe that cvctything is done according to roles and in con
sonance with the la'ft of music and that one cannot do as one likes to
the slightest degree.

in:Bniu:t;:cd

This uncompromising attitude is also shown in his two essays on
'Spirit and Tone'• .in. which he advances his theory of 'B.esh texture'
(fIJi-ii BIt JJl) as an antidote against that of 'spirit and tone', a
theory evolved by Wang Shih-chen. which we shall discuss .in. the
next chapter. Weng Fang-kang claims that what other critics call
"spirit and tone' ate.in. &.ct nothing but the 'B.esh textw:e' of poetry,
and that one should seek poetic excellence first of all.in. the texture
ofwords:
.

If one tealizes that one should seek it in the flesh ~ then all the
time one will be afmid of not follo~ the roles and standa.rds pre
cisely. And why must one talk about 'sp.ti:it and tone'?

The ultimate excellence of poetry lies in one thing: entedng the
spirit. If poetry can succeed in doing this, it will have reached the limit
and cannot be 8~cd.
8I

This may be regarded as the Technical view pushed to its logical
conclusion.
80
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'What
to enter
imaginatively into the life of things and embody their essence,
their spirit, in one's poetry. In othet words. the poet should not
assert his own personality but assume a 'Negative Capability' (to
borrow Keats's term), so as to identify himself with the object of
his contemplation. That is. why Yen Yli, while admitting that
poetry is concemed with emotion, disapproves of any excessive
display of it:

1691), Wang Shih-chen (16,4-17II), and Wang Kuo-wei (1877
1917). All three agree that poetty is not only concemed wltP.
expression of emotion (Gh';ng fIf) .but with :reflection of externa.l
. 'scene' (thing :1:). The best kind of poetry is thl.t which effects t.
fusion between emotion and scene. Acconlin.g to Wang Fu-chih,
'Emotion' and 'scene' are called by two different names, but. in £act
they cannot be separated. Those who can work wonders in poetry
can unite the two natumlly. and leavc no boundary line; those who
skilful, can reveal an emotion in II. scene and a scene in an emotion.

are

The worst of them (modem poets) even sctearn and growl, which
is against the principle of ~ty (as exemplliied by T/JI .&..i
of PHIfy). TheSe people are using abusive language 18 poetry. When
poetry bas deteriorated to such a state, it can be ttUly caUcd a disaster.

He furtbersays:
Though emotion and scene dUfer in that one lies in the hca.tt and the
other in things, they actwilly engender each other,

For him, ideal poetry is that which forms a .reBection, an image, of
the world, and which resembles Nature in its freedom &om
personal emotion and traces ofconscious artistty. It should be like
'echoes in the air, reflection of the moon in water. otan hnage in
the mirrot'. Thus, these symbols originally used by Buddhists to
illustrate the illusory nature of all existence become for him de
scriptions of a kind of poetry which is elusive and inde6nable in
quality.
In direct contrast to the Moralists, Yen asserts:

Moreover, it is not enoughto embodyemotion and scenein poetry;
one must also catch the spirit of things:
If one cherishes emotions and can convey them; .if one appreciates
scene and is moved in the hca.tt; .if one understands the nature of
things and can capture their spitit; then one will natarally fuid inspired
.and lively lines, and" reach the state of natural marvel that shows no
signs of technical skill.
II.

To the idea of'spirif, Wang Shih-chen added that of 'tone'
(ytm 1ft). Since he often mentioned the two together, they have
~ taken to mean one thing: spiritual ha..rmony. But I think
they refer to two things: 'spirit' refers to the essence of things.
while 'tone' refers to a personal style, idiom, or Bavour .in poetry.
That this was how Wang Shih-cb.en understood these two words
may be seen from the following facts. In his collected .rema.rks on
poetry. the Tai-tm"g-t'lIIIg Shih-lma, there is one section under the
heading cEntering the Spirit' Uti/hili). a phrase first used by Yen
Yd, as we have seen; and all the lines quoted in this section are
descriptions of 'scenes', It is clear, then, that by 'spirit' Wang

Poetry involves a different kin.d of talent, which is not concerned
with books; it involves a different kind of meaning, which is not con
cerned with principles.

He therefore condemns pedantty and imitation in poetty:
Modern scholam use litcuty language· as poctty; use lcaroings as
poetry; usc discussion as poetry. ~ ~ wow not skilful? Yes, but
they lack that which 'leaves three Ungenng echoes after each note '.
Moreover, in their works. they must always use allusions. while dis
regarding inspimtion. Every word they use must be derived from
someone; cvety rime they usc must hi.ve some ptcccdent. Yct when one
reads them over and over again from begi:nniilg to end, one docs not
know what they arc aln;Ung at.

Shih-chen meant capturing the essence of enealal objects.·As for
'tone', we can sec that he used the word to mean a personal BavoU!:
in poetry from the fact that he quoted with approval a .remark
made by the Sung poet, composer, and critic Chiang K'uei
(II6, ?-I10, ?):
.

It is cleu from the above-quotecl· .remarks that Yen Yd tegUds
poetry neither as mota! teaching nor as literary exercise, not even
as self-expression, but as an embodiment of the poet's vision of
the world, or to put' it the othet way round, of the world .re
Bected. through the poet's consciousness.

The poetty of each master has its own :8.avour, just 18 each of the
twenty-four modes of music has its own 'tone', on which the music
depends for its chat:acter. Imitators. though their "words may resemble
the master's, havc lost the tone.
.

Among later critics inftuenced by Yen Yd, I shall mention three,
who all happen to bear the same surname: Wang Fu-chih (1619
82.
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critics of this school ate not against study as such; what they
recommend is that one should completely assimilate one's learn
ing and reveal no ttacc of it in poetry. That is why Yen Ya him
self, after mnarking that poetry is not concerned with books;,
adds, 'but unless one reads widely. one will not reach the limit of
excellence'. TIutt is also why Wang Shih-chen, though against
pedantry in general, does not object to the use of allusions, as
long as their origins are not made obvious. Yuan Mei, as we have
seen, criticH:ed Wang Shih-chen for using too many allusions, but
tb.ete is really no inconsistency tf>etween Wang's theory and
practice~ After all, the two ways of achieving enlightenment,
'sudden illumination' and 'gradual cultivation' (emlllMII Ii .), .
ate mutually complementary rather than mutually exclusive, for
unless one has been cultivating one's mind, one will not be ready
to receive the sudden illumination even when it comes. The same
is true when applied to poetry: one caOnot be inspired to
write great poctty without first having learnt to .read and write.
What the Intuitionalists object to is not learning as such, but
undigested learning and pedantry that parade as poetry. Therefore,
Wang Shih-chen objects to the practice of echoing poems with
the same rimes, and for similar reasons Wang Kuo-wei holds up to
ridicule those critics who rec:ornmend the use of hackneyed meta
phors such as 'red rain' for peach blossoms.
Another point made by the Intuitionalists is that poetry should
try to produce its effect by suggestion rather than ditect statement
or description. Yen Yti said that cpoetry that does I1Qt concern
itself with principles nor falls into the ~ of words is the
best', and that great poetry "has limited words but unlimited
meaning'. It follows that the poet should not heap up too many
realistic details but attempt to capture the spirit of things with a
few quick strokes of the brush. As an exampJc of the dislike of
excessive realism, we may mention that Wang Shih-cben defended
some T'ang poets who brought together in their poems civetS and
mountains actually miles apart, by ~ying that what matters is the
inspiration of the moment, not factual details.
In short, critics of the Intuitionalist School share a common
basic conception of poetry. Whether they call it 'spirit and tone',
'emotion and scene', or 'world', they agree that the essence of
poetry lies in its embodiment of the cxteaw. world as reflected
through the poet's mind, as well as its revelation of the internal
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world of feeling.. They all stress the importance of intuition and
inspiration, while condemning pedantry, imitation, and pre
oCCllpation with technique. In the last respect they are in sympathy
with the Individualists, but 1;heir fundamental attitude is different
in that they are not content with an expression of one's .own
personality but seek to convey a vision of the world.
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POETRY AS EXPLORATION
OF WORLDS AND OF
LANGUAGE

I

the views of various Chinese critics in the pre
ceding part, I have on the whole refrained from making critical

N. presenting

comments, though where my predilections and sympathies lie has
. inevitably been revealed here and the.a;. It is now time to consider
these views in a critical light and see if it is possible to effect a
synthesis among them, with mocli£ications and additional ideas of
my.own. In doing so, I shall in fact also clarify my own position
as a critic, for criticism, including and perhaps most of all
criticism of criticisms, cannot help being subjective in the 6nal
analysis, so· that inctiticizi.ng other critics one is bound to commit
oneself to certain convictions and points of view. However, as
long as the reader is aware where the critic he is reading stands
and where he himself stands, it matters little whether they agree or
not, because a communication between two minds has been
established, which may tum out to be fruitful.
It may be remarked here, in passing, that while discussing the
various schools of Chinese critics I have resisted the temptation
to draw facile analogies with Burope,a.n critics and to label the
Chinese critics with names of Weste:morigin. It would have been .
easy to dub the four schools I discussed as 'Classicists', 'Roman
ticists', 'Formalists'. and 'Symbolists' respectively, but to have
done so would have been misleading. In the first place, some of
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these terms ate vague enough in popular usage, carrying clliferent
implications and associations, Battering or derogatory according
to the writer. However, when confined to their historical context,
they can still be forced to mean something definite, whereas if we
applied them to ClUnese critics, they would lose all their terms of
reference. Secondly, though the ClUnese critics I discussed show
some affinities with certain Western critics, there ate many cliffer
ences too. For example, the Individualists resemble the European
Romanticists in their emphasis on self-expression, but they do not
exhibit the kind of political and moral idealism often professed
by the latter. Again, the Intuitionalists have some affinities with
the Symbolists in their attem~t to break down the barrier between
the external world and the mtemal world, but the .latter's pre
occupation with verbal details and auditory effects bring them
closer to the Olinese Technicians. It is therefore safer not to use
any Western terms bllt to be content with such ad hot labels as
'Moralists', 'Individualists', <Technicians', and 'Intuitionalists',
awkward and unwieldy as some of these may be.
Let us now consider each s~ool in turn. The Moralists, whose
countetpatts in the West are not hard to 6nd from Pla,t'? down to
the PJ:Csent day, make the basic mistake ofconfusing the possible
motives and effects of poetry with poetry itself. While one may be
prompted by moral, political, or social motives to write a poem.
these alone will not make one a poet. Whatever it is one wishes to
convey-be it moral ideals, social grievances, or political views.
-one has to do so in words, and unless one has mastered the use of
words in poetic forms, all the rest is of no use. Moreover, what
ever one's motives, the act of writing poetry is not a moral,
political, or social act, but a personal creative act involving one's
emotional and inte1lectua1 powers. It is therefore absurd to criti
cize poetry on ·non-lite.rary grounds.·
Similady, poetry may have effects on one's morals or political
views, but such effects cannot determine its value as poetry. A
reader has the right to Obj'ft to a poem on political, moral, or even
personal grounds, but no right to fOnmlllll it at a bad }DIm on the
same grounds. To judge the lite!aty value of a poem by its theme
is as naive as to judge a picture by its <subject': it is tantamount to
saying that any picture tepresenting the Madonna or Buddha,
however. badly painted, is a better picture than one depicting a
prostitute or a beggar.

In short. where the Moralists go wrong is to apply non
artistic standards to works of art. Or. to use the terminology of
R. G. Collingwood, they confuse 'magic' with 'art'. Of course I do
not mean that non-artistic standards of value are not important,
only that they cannot be used to assess artistic values. It is the
duty of the literary critic to assess literary values; but he should
leave it to the readers themselves to relate these with other
systems of values.
As for the Moralists' answer to the question how one should
write poetry. since it is largely similar to that given by the Tech
nicians, we will defer criticism till we come to the latter.
The Individualists. while recogni2:ing that poetry is a fotm of
se1f-expressio~ tend to commit an er.ror similar to that of the
Moralists, by identifying :the impllln to write poetry with poetry
itself. They stress, righdy, that a poet should have genuine emo
tion, but they often fail to see that emotion as such, no matter
how strong and genuine, is not poetry. It is true that everyone
is a pot81ltial poet, but it is absurd to pretend, as Olin Sheng-t'an
does, that everyone, even a crying baby, ;t·a poet. Even Yuan
Mei's 'native· sensibility' is still not enough: a person may
have great sensibility without being able to express it in poetic
language.
SecondJ.y. they do not seem to consider whether all emotions
are worth expressing in poetry. In other wotds, they do not adopt
a critical attitude to their own experience. This indiscriminate
attitude may tesult, as indeed it has in the case of Yuan Mei's own
poetry. in superficiality and ttivia1ity~
Thirdly, their conc;eption of poetry is too narrow. being con
fined to an expression of emotion and personality only. This
leaves no room fot purely intellectual refl,ections and the poet's
response to the external world.
Finally. in their answer to the question how to write poetry.
they again tely too much on emotion. Though it is desirable that a
poet should have sponbUleous feelings. he may not be able to
express them in adequate poetic language. One can sympat:lili:e
with the Individualists in their objection to imitation and pedantry,
but one has to &ce the fact that spontaneous feelings do not
automatically find their own poetic exptessio~ for which a
natural gift for words as well as acquired verbal skill is necessary.
While the Individualists neglect the importance of words. the
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So long as men can breathe or eyes c:ail see,
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee

Technicians go to the other extteme by concentmt:ing their atten
tion on words alld versifu:ation to the virtual exclusion of every
thing else. They ate so busy worrying /xnp to say things that they
seem to forget to ask what to say. This is surely putting the cart
befote the hone.
Both the Technicians and the Moralists rely too much on imita~
tion, not realWng that ancient poets only achieved their excellence
after experimenting with language, alld that incessant fu.rt.her ex
periments are .needed. They fail to see that the best one can hope
for in imitating ancient poets is to produce fake antiques, alld that
even if one could write like Tu Pu, it would Qot be right, for the
simple reason that one is not Tu Fu and therefore should not speak
with his voice,
The Intuitionalists I find most interesting, though there is room
for improvement in their theories too. The concept of 'world- is a
useful one, if we enlarge it to a greater extent, as I shall try to do
below. The recognition that poetry is not confined to personal
feelings frees it from egoistic fettefs,but on the other hand there
is a tendency on the part ofthe Intuitionalists to mystify and rarefy
poetry, so that it appears to embody only a remote iaaccessible
world of pure contemplation. This too needs modification.
Again, in advising one to rely on intuition in order to write poetry.
they ate indulging in mystification and obscurantism. Though it
may be true that the nature of poetic genius is ultimately inde~
finable and inexplicable, it is unnecessary to make the writing of
poetry sound like a mysterious and supernatural activity. After
all, to write good poetry one needs conscious art as well as
1latw:al gift, call it 'intuition', 'inspiration'. or what you will,
Having thus considered the various schools of critics. I will
now proceed to develop my own view of poetry, which cotttains
elements duwn from some of the critics discussed above, and from
my own rcB.ections.
To begin with, we have to reconsider the definition of 'world'
in poetry. Wallg Ku~wei. we ~ de.6ned it as consisting of
<emotion' and 'scene',1 This certainly applies to a great deal. of
poetry, Ch1o.ese or Western. A poem which seeks to convey
emotion without any description of external scene may, in rare
cases, achieve $I. kind of sublime simplicity, like Shakespeare's
1

or Emily Dickinson's
Parting is all we know of heaven
And all we need of' hell

or Guillaume Apollinaire's
Vienne Ia nuit, sonne l'heure,
Le.s jours s'en vont, je demem-e.

But more often it will sink into sheer bathos, like Shelley's '1 die,
I faint, I fail', or '0 WorldJ 0 LifeJ 0 TimeJ' On the other hand.
a poem which consists entirely ofdescription of scene without ally
emotion can at best be skilful verse but can hardly be considered
genuine poetry. Many Cbio.cse 'cxposinoQs' (Fit) fall into this
category and ate condemned by Liu Hsieh for that reason. 1 It
appears, therefore, that most poetry involves expresSion of em~
tiOll as well as description of external scene. When we read a poem
closely, we often find it difficult, if not impossible, to separa.tethe
emotion from the scene. FQr example, T. S. Eliot's Pr,/lllkJ ate
superficially.dcscriptions of city scenca, yet how effectively do they
convey the feelings of boredom, depression, and disgustl Con~
vcrsCly, 'Words explicitly emotive can also help to depict a scene.
For instance, in
That time of year thou mayst in me behold.
When yellow leaves. or none, or few, do bang
Upon those boughs which shake against the cold,
Ba.te ruin'd choirs where late the sweet birds sang,

the images used by the poet to express his sadness at growing old
at the same time paint an .imagio.ary scene. Thus, the scene in a
poem need not be actual: the images used by the poet to body
forth his emotion also constitute a scene of their own, though of
an imaginary ordet. As a matter of &ct, the actual and imaginary
scenes often merge into each other, such as in Baudelaire's lines
Quand vcrs toi roes desires partent en c.a.ra.vane,
Tea yeux sont Ia clterne OU boivent mes ennuis.

Here, the image of dear water where the tired travellers ~
while creating an imaginary scene, also con1:r:l'butes to the deacrip

See p. 84.
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tion of the purity and depth of the woman's eyes, which form part
of the actual sceae. Simultaneously these lin.es also serve to give
body to the poet's emotions: his desire for the woman addressed
to, his wc:atiness of life, his longing for rest and consolation.
Lines like these are both expressive and desctiptive: they convey
certain emotions and evoke a scene, real or imaginary, at the same

undergoing transformation as the poet searches for the right
words, an exploration of the possibilities of language is proceed
ing at the same time. Whatever the world the poet is exploring, !)is
immediate concem is with words, with the 'intolerable wrestle
with words and meanings'. Thus, poetry is seen to be a double
exploration, and the poet's task is a double one: to:find adequate
words for new worlds of experience and to find new words for
old familiar worlds. Some emotional worlds are universal and as
old as mankind, such as those oflove,'hate, the joy ofli£e and
the fear of death, yet they may be experienced in different ways
and in various degrees of intensity, and hence require d.i£ferent
ways of expression. On the other hand, some ways of thinking
or modes of feeling may be peculiar to a nation, an age, or
even a particular social and cultural 111;6111. These constitute
new worlds of experience and demand expression too. So, the
poet's task is not only to say something for the 6fst time, but
also to say for the thousand and first time, in a different way,
what has been said a. thousand times already. It is this constant
.tteed to· explore the possibilities of language that accounts for
the existence of various vetSe forms and poetic devices. This was
realized by the great scholar Ku· Yen.-wu of the seventeenth
century:

time.
However, if we regard a fusion of emotion and scene as the
definition of 'world' in poetry, it would be difficult to fit into this
definition poems devoted to narrative of events or purely in
tellectual specula.tion. It would be more satisfactory, therefore, if
we re-de£ined 'world' as a synthesis of the extema1 and the intemal
aspects of life, the fonner including not only natural objects and
scenes but events and action, the latter including not only emotion
but thought, memory, sensation, fantasy. In otbcr words, a
'world' in poetry is at once a reflection of the poet's extemal
environment and an expression of his total consciousness. Each
poem embodies a world of its own, be it great or small. remote or
familiar, but as long as the poetry is genuine, it will transport us
into its special world, to enable us to see certain things, to fed
certain emotions, to ponder on certain aspects oflife, to experience
in our imagination a state of being which we mayor may not have
experienced in realli£e.
Furthermore, we must stress that poetry does not merely
"'smbe different worlds, as if they were static, but explorer them.
For a poem is nota dead record of a past experience, but a living
process of blending a past experience with the present experience
of writing or reading the poem. (Mter all, what separate existence
has 'a poem' apart from the process of being created by the poet
and re-created by the reader?) A poet does not take an experience
as the 'content' of his poem and pour it into a 'form'; he is
.prompted by some experience, be it an emotion, a thought, or an
event, to write, and while he is searching for the right words, the
right pattern of sounds and sequence of images, the original
experience is ttansformed into something new-the poem. When
the reader reads it, the process is repeated in his mind, and the
world of that poem is re-created.
The above remarks imply that poetry is not only· an explomtion
of .extema1 and internal worlds but also an exploration of the
language in which it is written. While the original experience is

Side by side with this search for new verse forms goes on the
attempt to capture, with ever greater precision, nuances of mean
ing, subtle shades of feeling, exquisite and elusive moods, in
words charged with implications and associations. The Otinese
poets, like their European brethren, have also been attempting for
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The reason why poetry changes its form from age to age is that there
is something which makes change inev.imble. The literary form of an
age, when it has been followed for a long time, no 10n~er allows ~
one to say the same things over and over again in it. Now, after a
thousand years, can we Still take the ha.cltncyed expressions of the
ancients ~d call them poetry?

Later, Wang Kuo-wei echoed this:
When a literaty form has been current £0% a long time and used by
many, it naturally becomes hackneyed. An independent-minded wciti:r,
finding it hard to say anything original in it, w.ilt tum away and evolve
a new form to set himself free. This is the .reason why each literary form
flourishes fon time and £i.naUy declines.
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centuries to give 'un seas plus pU%e am: mots de la mbu·. This
attempt became increasingly conscious as the history of ,Chinese
poeti:ydeveloped: instead of expressing their thoughts and feelings
in simple'direct language, as the early anonymous poets had done,
later poets were inclined to express themselves in an oblique
manner, by means of imagery, symbolism, and allusions. Such
explorations in the use oflan~age on the part of the poets necessi
tate a great deal of linguistiC analysis on our part as critics. But
before undertaking any analysis let us rerum to the concept of
poetry as a double exploration and consider its practical implica
tions in criticism.
Since poetry is an exploration of different worlds and of lan
guage, it follows that in judging a poem we should apply two
major criteria. On the one hand, we should ask, 'Does this poem
explore a world of its own, and if so, what kind of world is it?'
On the other hand, we should ask, 'Does it break new grounds in
the use of language ?' Upon the answers to these questions de
pends our judgement on whether the poem in question is genuine
or fake, good or bad, 'great" or merely cgood'.
.To answer the question whether a poem explores any patticuJar
world, wehavt to ask further subsidiary questions: 'Do the enema!
and the internal aspects of life form one homogeneous whole in
the poem? Is the extema1 world consistently observed in the light
of some inner experience, or, alternatively, does the inner ex- .
p~ence emerge naturally out of the extcma1 environment? Do
the physical details build up a coherent picture in consonance with
the inner experience, or are they a mechanically piled-up mess that
falls to pieces on analysis?' These questions can be answered' by
anyone with disciplined sensibility and sufficient experience in
reading poetry.
The next question to ask is: "What kind ofworld does this poem
lead us into?' Of course. it would. be as childish to think one poem
better than another because it has a 'grea~' world as to think a
landscape superior to a still1ife because mountains are bigger than
apples. Nevertheless, in dealing with individual poems, and still
more in dealing with the whole corpus of a, poet's works, it is
relevant to ask if we ate brought into new worlds, higher spheres
of thought, greater depths of fiteling, wider fields of vision. or
merely introduced to worlds already familiar to us.'It seems to me
that the difference between great and lesser poetry is thattheformer
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leads us into new worlds and therefore enlarges our sensibility,
while the latter re-creates for us familiar worlds and therefore only
confirms our own expcdence. 1 The former surprises us and even
shocks US at times, befote finally convincing us of its truth j the
latter gives us the satisfaction of recognition. Our n:action to the

•

former may take the form of the question 'Is this what it is like?'
to be followed. after a moment's doubt perhaps, by the acceptance,
'This must be what it is like'. Our reaction to the latter is usually
'This is just what it is !ike' or 'This is just what I have always
felt'. In other words, great poetry makes us see something we
have never seen before, or have seen but never so clearly; it makes
us feel something we have never felt before, or have felt but never
so deeply. Few of us, for instance, have had the misfortune to have
had our father murdered by our uncle, or to have committed
regicide, but Shakespeare makes us feel what it is like to be
tonneoted. by the dilemma between intellectual doubts and the
desire for revenge, at to be haunted by the remorse and fear of a
murderer. Few of us are able ,to attain to a state of self-oblivious
contemplation. but T'ao Ch'ien and Wang Wei enable us, if only
momentarily. to be freed from the fetters of out ego and be
united with Nature. Or we may have felt the sorrow ,of separation,
but have we ever felt it in the way Li Yii makes us feel it, as.a
strand of silk:
Cut it, yet unbroken,
.Arran~ it. yet entangled:
Suc:h IS the souaw of separation?
~

In short, great poetry either makes us expcdence new worlds, or
makes us experience old worlds in a new way. It can therefore be
said that great poetry is not only an expression of reality but an
extension of it.
At the same time, since it creates new worlds of experience,
great poetry necessarily involves hitherto undiscovered ways of
using language, with new expressions, new combinations of
lIt may be rec:alled tbatWang Kuo-wc.i made the distinction between
those who trwII, worlds and those who tlurit them, and regarded this 18 the
difference between Idealism and Realism (p. 84). However, 18 I have observed,
all genuine poetry explores a world, not merely describing it. The diat:in.ction
those who create new worlds and those who do not, therefore, ia not
80 much one between Idealists .and Realists, but one between greater arid
lesser poets.

between
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SCIlSC and sounc:l" new pattems of words, images. symbols, asso-
ciatio.D.S. The supreme poet of a 1a.o.guage, like Sbakespea.te or Tu
Fu, not only explores more wieldy and deeply into worlds of
human experience but extends the territory of tba.t language more
than any other poet. Minor poets may either explore human ex
perience to a greater extent than language, like, say, Wordsworth
or Po Chii-I, or do the reverse, like for i.o.stance Li Sha.ng-yin or
Mallarm6. The relative importance of the two aspects of poetry is
a matter for individual taste to decide. All we can say is that
without the power of communication in words o.n.e may have
profound thoughts and noble emotiO.D.S but still fail as a poet,
whereas on. the other ha.nd, without great thoughts or deep emo
tiO.D.S one can still write good verse inspired by sheer love of
words.
To recapitulate: the view of poetry adumbrated above·covers
elements of various schools of traditional Chinese criticism. In so
far as poetry is an exploration of different worlds of experience, it
includes self-expression and contemplation, though by no means
conJined to these. Itt so far as it is an exploration of language, it is
concerned with literary technique. Thus, the Individualist,
Intuitional and Technical views, with modifications, can all be
reconciled in our view. As for the didactic view, our conception.
of poetry does not exclude moral, political, or social motives and
effects of poetry; it only suggests that the$«: cannot be taken as
crlte.da. to judge whether a poem is good or bad. There remains
the question how one shoUld write poetry. Since poetry is an
exploration of language, every would-be poet should experiment
with words, i.o.stead of being content with slavish imitation and
mechanical application of the rUles of versification. Nevertheless,
the more he imbu,es himself with the poetry of the past and the
more he s.tudies·the art ofhis predecessors, the more insight will he
gain into the behaviour of words and the better will his chances of
s~ccess be. But what makes one man able to do wo.o.ders with
words and not another is one of those ultimate mysteries of life
which it would be presUMptuOUS for a mere human to enquire
into.
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AVING arrived at our view of poetry as an exploration of
diJferent worlds and of language, we may now tum to
verbal analysis of Chinese poetry, for it is often through such
analysis that we come to perceive what kind of world is being ex
plored and what new grounds are being broken in the use of
language. In the critical analysis of poetry, imagcty and sym
bolism occupy an important pla.cc. But before embarking on any
critical analysis, we have to make clear the meanings of these
terms as used here.
The word 'image' in English is used in various senses, not al
ways clearly defined. To begin with,. there is the iconographic
SCIlSC of the word: an image as a physical object. Then there is·the
metaphoric sense, as when we speak of 'the very image of truth'.
These two senses are straightforward and need not detain us. But
there are two other senses of the word, which are &equendy used
in literary criticism and may cause confusion. On. the one ha.nd,
'image' is used to denote a verbal expression that evokes a mental
picture or recalls a physical SC.D.Sation, not necessarily visual. On.
the other hand, the word. is used to mean an expression, such as
metaphor. simile, etc., that involves two elements. Indeed, some
writers seem to identify 'image' with 'metaphor'. For i.o.stance,
Father S. J. Brown defines imagery as 'words ot phrases denoting
a sense-perceptible object, used to desigoate not that object but
some other object of thought be1on.ging to a different order of
being'.l COnversely, Professor I. A. Richards uses 'metaphor' for
1 Thl WorM oJ 1111118UJ (London, 19207). pp. I-a.
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any verbal expression involving two terms (which he calls 'tenor'
and 'velliclc), and seems to extend the range of the word far be
yond its notmal usage. Thus we a.re &.ced with a dilemma of
t.errninology: if we use 'i.tna.gerf' for both kinds of exp.rcssions
~ose simply recalling physical sensations and those involving
two objects-ids likely to lead to confusion; ifwe use 'metaphor'
for the latter, it confficts with the tenninology of traditional
.rhetoric, for strictly spea.k.i.ng 'metaphor' cannot cover simile,
synecdoche, personification, and many other:6gu.rcs of speech also
involving two terms, listed by former rhetoricians such as George
Putteo1wn and Abraham Fraunce. To :6nd a way out of this
appa.rent impasse, I propose to distinguish 'simple imagery' from
'compound imagery'. A simple image is a verbal expression that
recalls a physical sensation or evokes a mental picture: without in
volving another object; a compound image is one that involves
a juxtaposition·or a comparison of two objects, or a substitution of
one object for another, or a translation of one kind of experience
into another. In using the word 'compound', I have in mind a
chemical compound consisting of two elements, and do not wish
to imply a double-barrelled 10,.", of expression, as in 'compound
sentence'. Once we accept this distinction, we can then avoid the
confusion between. the two kinds of imagery, and at the same time
eschew the use of 'metaphor' beyond its traditional range, for
'compound imagery' can cover other :6gures of speech which also
involve two teens but are fot.mally different £rom metaphor.'
As for 'symbol', it differs from a compound image in several
ways. In the lirst place, a compound image has only a local sig
ni:6ca.o.ce, whereas a symbol is meant to have general signi:6cance.
'My love is a red, red rose' constitutes a compound image with a
sped:6c. reference; the rose as a symbol of Love has universal
applicability. This seems to me to be the basic diffetence between.
the two, rather than that symbols recur while images do not, as
has been suggested. l For WalS an image is endowed with uni
versal sig:0.i:6cance, its mere feCUt1'ence will not tum it into a
symbol. Secondly, a symbol is a physical object chosen to repre
sent something abstract; this is not always the case with a com
pound image, th~ugh some critics seem to think so.' We have
already seen Father Brown's' de:6nition of imagery. A similar
statement is John Middleton MlU'fY's assertion that metaphor is
1 R. Welkk and,A. Warren. TINtJrJ ojiUI#I'''''' (New York, 1942), p. 195.

'a delini.tion of indefinable spiritual qualities'.! Likewise, Mr. C.
Day Lewis also stresses both the sensuous quality of imagery and
the spiritual experience it embodies:
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I think that every image-eve.n the most purely emotional or intel
lectual one-has some trace of the sensuous in it.
• . • the poetic image, as it ••• scatthes for connections by the light
of an impassioned e:a:pcrie.ncc, reveals truth and makes it acceptable to
us.'

But in fact we often encounter compound images involving no
spiritual experience but only two physical objects or two kinds of
physical experience. For 'instance, in 'Sleep, ••• great Nature's
second course', two kinds of physical experience are involved. In
Thou art fairer than the evening's ali,
Clad in the beauty of a thousand staal,

only physical objects a.re involved in the compound ilDage: Helen
is compared to the evening air lit by the stal:S. Someone might
argue that emotion is involved here, not merely physical sensa.
tions. To which I would reply: of coutSe I do not deny that
emotion is being expressed by the image, but my point is that the
whole compound image, with its tenor (Helen) and vehicle (star
clad air), bodies forth the emotion, while the two terins themselves
consist of physical objects only. It is only in images like
The wine of life i.s drawn, and the mere lees
Is left this vault to brag of

that we see spiritual experience described in terms of physical
experience. Moreover, sometimes we even :6nd the reverse:
imagery describing physical experience in terms of mental ex
perience, such as
With wings as swift as IIIl11ilatiotl or the iIJo"llJl of love

or
Darker groW'S the valley, more and more 1"01#1Ig.

In short, a compound ilDage need not involve more than physical
experience, while a symbol is a physical object representing a
1
I

, \/-:;

CtJIIIIIriu of tIN MiWII. 2.rul aeries (London, 1951), p. 9.
TIN PHti, 1111.g, (London, 1947), pp. 19 and 54.
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spiritual experience or an abstract idea.. Another dUietence between
compound imagery and symbols is that with a compound image
we can usua.1ly tell what arc the two terms concerned, though it
may be difficult to say which is the tenor and which the vehicle,1
or to name the vehicle while having no difficulty in identifying
the tenor;' but with a symbol, especia.1ly a personal one, it is
often difficult to identify the tenor (what is tepresentcd), though
the vehicle (thing chosen to represent something else) is always
named. We a.1l reco~ 'Tiger, tiger, burning bright' as a symbol,
but what does it symbo~? One might say that it symbo~
energy or creative imagination, but it would be an over-sim
plliication. That is why, it seems to me, the tiger in Blake's poem
is a symbol and not just a compound image.
Of course, the bounda.ryline between imagery and symbolism
is not a hard and fast one. A compound image, or even a simple
one, while serving the iinmcdiatc purpose of describing a person
or an object, may at the same time be endowed with wider sig
nificance and thus become symbolic as well. My purpose in
drawing the above distinctions is not to establish rigid categories
but to clatify the clliferent processes by which, different kinds of
verbal expressions produce their effect in poetry.
Let us now, consider the use of imagery and symbolism in
Chinese poetry. We sha.1l begin with simple imagery. Natutally,
we Bnd numerous simple images in Chinese poetry, as in any
other poetry, for it is the nature of poetic language to be concrete
rather than abstract. Moreover, as I pointed out in Part I, the
language of Chinese poetry is extremely concise and often dis
penses with connecting particles,' so that a line can consist of a
sequence of images. Such images are not merely pictures in words:
they arouse emotional associations and enrich their poetic context.
For example, in the poem 'The Gentle Maiden' quoted on p. z 3,
there arc several simple images: a tower, a red pipe, the pasture,
and a shoot. I will try to demonstrate what emotional associations
are evoked by these images, but in order to do so it is necessary to
consider the meaning of the whole poem. This will incidenta.1ly
also explain why I translated certain words in the way I did, To
save the reader the trouble of going back and forth, I will repeat
my translation of the poem here:

How pretty is the gentle maidenl
At the tower of the city waUshe should be waiting.
I love her but I C21l1lot see her;
I scratch myhead while anxiously pacing.

1

The Atle msw,den: how lovely is shel

This rea pipe she gave to me.
o red pipe. with lustre btight.
Your beauty gives me great delight.

From the pasture she sent me her plight
A tender shoot, beautiful and tate.
Yet it's not your beauty that gives me 'delight,
But she who sent you, so true and faid

, Like other poems in TIJI &ok of PfHtry, this simple love song
lias been extenSively annotated· by generations of commentators
and sub-commentatots, some of whom would have us believe
that this is a satire on a certain ancient queen who was not gentle
and mOdest as the girl in the poem. To me this is too fat-fetched;
a.nd I prefer to take the poem as a simple love song, describing a
.young man's anxiety while waiting for his beloved, and his re
assurance as he looks at the'love-tokens she has sent him and
meditates on her beauty. In the mst line, the character thing ••
usually meaning 'quiet', here implies a gentle and modest dis
position. Some commentators have doubted the appropriateness
of this epithet for a girl who goes to a secret tryst and therefore
labelled this poem a 'lewd song'. but these pedants forgot that
even if the girl's conduct should be regarded as immodest" it
would not appear so to herlover I In the second line, the ~ctcr
JM ~ has the usual meaning 'comer', but I have adopted the
interpretation of the late Wen I-to that here it refers to the tower
at the comer of the city wa.1l, as it seems more sensible to arrange
a rendezvous in the tower rather than simply at the comer of the
wall. In the next line, the chatacter ai !It ('love') has a homo
phonous variant reading ai if ('obscure'), and the whole line has
been taken by Dr. Arthur Wa1ey to mean, 'She hides herself and
will not let me see her.' I prefer,· however, the more straight
forward interpretation 'I love her but cannot see her; In the
second stanza, the ted pipe has been a subject of much learned
discussion. It may be a musical instrument or a writing brush.
The former seems to me more satisfying from the aesthetic point
of view, and also has more relevant associatio11S; as I will describe

See William Empson, Till SIrNeItlr, ojCOlllpJ,>( W'ortlt. pp. '4,--6.
below, p. t09.
8 See above, p. 4t.

I·See
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below. In stanza .I, lia.e 4, the d:wacter nil 11: ('girl') could be
taken as being a loan for ju tk ('you'). IT one chooses the fonner
sense,. the line then means. 'I delight in the beauty of the girl'.
But I think it is better to choose the latter sense, 'you'. and take
the line as addressed to the pipe: "I delight in your (i.e. pipe's)
beauty'. for this is paralleled by the last two lines of the final
stanza, where the same character is taken by all scholars to mean
'you', not 'girl'. In identifying nil withjM in the second sta.n%a, I
have the authority of the Ch'ing scholars Yaa Chi-hcng (hom
16.(.7) and Wang Hsien-ch'ien (184.2-1918) as :well as the con
temporary scholar Professor Yii P'ing-po.
So much for the meaning of the poem. Let us now return to the
imagery. The, images in his poem. though few, are fresh and
lively. and arouse emotional associations in, keeping with the
mood. The tower sug~ests intimacy and secrecy; the pipe sug
gests music and gaiety; the pasture suggests the freedom of out
door life; and the young shoot, tender and white. reminds one
of the girl's fair skin (the same image is in £act used in another
song in the same anthology to describe a woman's hands), and
may further suggest youth and purity. They thus all help to con
vey the lover's tender feelings for the gul and his appreciation of
her beauty. 'I'hesC images are delicate and natw::al, just as the
emotion they help to express is delicate rather than passionate.
We may notice the contrast in colour between the red pipe and the
white shoot, though they are similar in shape. The similarity
between these images strengthens the structure of the poem,
which is built on reiteration and parallelism. The lover first looks
at the pipe. then at the shoot, both being presents from his be
loved, and admires their beauty; only at the end of the poem does
he directly express his feeling for the girl herself, thus reaching an
emotional cli.max as the poem closes.
As for compound imagery, we may distinguish several types,
not according to fonnal distinctions such as those between simile
and metaphor; but accotding to dUfetent degrees of connection
be~een the two objects involved in the image. First of all, there
are compound images which simply put two objects side by side
without :making any overt or covert comparison between them;
then there are those which liken one thing to another; then ,those
which describe one thing as if it were another; finally those which
attribute to an object qualities not normally attributable to it.
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These images differ from one another in degree rather than in
kiD.d: they represent various stages of the same mental praces&
that of connecting two things. We may designate these stages
juxtapoSition, comparison, substitution, and transference, .re
spectively.
Compound ~es involving juxtaposition often appear at first
sight to be onlysimple OOCS, s:s they do not compare one thing to
another but simply put a natural phenomenon side by side with a
human situation, so as to suggest an analogy or a contrast. Such
images are very common in Chinese poetry. Fot instance, in TO.
Book tif PfJlhy, there is an epithalamium that begins:
The peach-tree is young and tender:
Briglit. bright. its blossoms shine.
This young lady is getting marded:
May she become her house and home I

The poet does not compare the young bride to the peach-tree, but
few readers will miss the suggested analogy between the two. At
the same time, the peach-tree with its blossoms can also be re
garded as a simple image desCribing the season. Such imagery,
therefore, often has a dual function-describing an immediate
object and pointing at an analogy or contrast at the same time.
Sometimes it is difficult to say whether a poet intended his
images to be simple ones, for descriptive purposes only, Ot meant
them to be compound ones as well. However that may be, we can
regard images as compound ones jf by so doing we can gain a
better understanding of the poem, whether they are consciously
intended to be such or not. For example, in the following poem
by Tu Fu entitled 'Thinking of Li Po 00. a Spring Day', we find
two simple images that can be taken as compound ones at the
same time:

o Po, whose poetry nOlle can emulate,
Whose thoughts SOaf above the common crowd I
Pure and freSh like the verse of Minister Yo. j
Graceful and free like that of o,unse11or Pao.
The spring trees north of the river Wei,
The evening clouds east of the Great River.
When will we, over a jug of wine,
Discuss in detail the art of writing again?

bl.f't

After eulogizing Li Po and comparing his poetry to that of two
earlier poets, Yii Hsin and Paa Chao, Tu Fu introduces the two
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thetic images do enst in Chinese poetry. For instance, the moon
light is often compated. to snow, fros~ or water. In each case two
senses are involved: visual and thermal, for all these images
suggest not only whiteness but coolness. To take another example,
the young lover in.the RtJIII(WI 0/ tbl W,stml Cham"". desccibes his
lady as 'soft jade and warm perfume'-two images combining
several senses that effectiVely express his passion. As a conttas~
we may
at another example of synaesthetic imagery. This
time a lady is described as having 'ice flesh and jade bones'. Here
the suggestion of coolness creates a distance between the lady and
us, as if she were no common mortal but an object of aesthetic
contemplation. This is as it should be: the lady in question is the
favourite of Meng Ch'ang, King of Shu, who wrote the poem
containing this phrase and who may well have intended this
'cooling effect' in an othetwise somewhat erotic poem.
Next we come to images that attribute to objects qualities 01'
actions not normally attributable to them. Fot instance, .in a poem
on the moon, Tu Pu begins with the line
At the fourth watch,1 the mountains exhale a moon.
The word I have translated as 'exhale'. t'lI,l usually means 'to
eject from the mouth', but unfortDnately there does not seem
to be any English word that means exactly the same without un
pleasant associations. Anyway, it is easy to sec the use ofthis verb
constitutes a compound image. but it is hard to name the vehicle
of the image: to what are the mountains compared? We can, of
course, say that they are compared to animals. or human beings.
or one huge mouth perhaps, but if we try to visua.Jhe the moun
tains as any of these. it will spoil the effect of the image. The
poet's intention is not to liken the mountains to anything de6nite,
but simply to suggest the gradual emetgence of the moon as if
ejected by the enclosing. mountains. There is no need, therefore,
to identify the vehicle of the compound image, which involves a
t:mnsfetcnce ofan attribute from objeCts not specified to an object
to which it does not notmally belong, but does not involve a com
parison of one object to another.

images--spriag trees and evening clouds-that have 1lOapparcnt
connection with the preceding lines. Of cow:se, their immediate
pw:pose is to describe the two places whete Tu Pu and Li Po
happen to be: while the one is looking at the trees nottb. of the
river Wei, the other is roaming under the clouds east of the Great
River (Le. the Yangtr.e). But it is possible that the two images wcte ,
suggested to Tu Fu, through conscious 01' unconscious usa-
aation, by the two pairs of adjectives he had used in the previous
couplet: 'pure and fresh', and 'gtaceful and free', The images give
body to these epithets and thus become compound .images com
paring qualities of Li Po's poetry to the spring uees and evening
clouds. In this way the apparent break in the middle of the poem is
bridged and the sttucture of the whole tightened.
Images involving comparison of one thing to anothet also
occur often in Chinese poetry. The comparison may be explicitly
stated, such as in
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Bright as the moon is she who serves the wine,

or in
Over the river the willows are thick as mist,

or implied, such as in
The perfumed CILIldlc bas. dissolved in tea.n.

In. fact, Chinese poetry is riddled with hackneyed images like
'cloudy hair', 'starry eyes', '.Bowery face', etc. I will discuss later
what critical attitude we should adopt towards such images.
Images involving subStitution dUfet from the above type in
that the tenot is not mentioned but simply substituted by the
vehicle. Fot instance, instead of saying 'starry eyes' one simply
says 'stats' for 'eyes'. Again, we encounter many &Ii&his among
images of this kind, such as 'autumn waves' for 'eyes'. 'emetald
strips' fol' 'willow twigs', etc.
Of particular interest are images that substitute one kind of
sensation for another, such as 'bitter rain'. Such images of course
occur in daily speech, both in Chinese and in English, as when one
speaks of a 'loud tie'. Some writers call this kind of compound
imagery 'synaesthetic metaphors', but strictly speaking this is not
an accurate term, for such images do not &olllhiM several senses but
substitute one sense for another. They should therefore be c:a1led,
if anything, 'transaesthetic images'. However, genuine symes
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1 The night uaed to be divided into five watches. the fourth 'Watch corre
sponding ~ughly to I to 5 a.m.
I The 'Word is p~nouilccd here in the Rising Tone. When pronounced in
the Falling Tone it means ·vomit'. Only then does it have unpleasant associa

tiona.
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For the sake of clarity I have treated the various kinds of imagety
separately. In actual fact. however. they naturally oc;:cur together
sometimes. and indeed, as I have already shown, some images can
act as both simple and compound images simultaneously. Let us
now examine a poem in which several types of imagery ate used.
It is a lyric to the tune P'II-,fa M4II by Wen T'ing-yun:

gives her a wistful fee1iog and reminds her of the fragile nature of
her own beauty and youth. while the happy pairs of birds em
broidered on her jac::ket form an ironic contrast to her solitary
state. The whole poem is seen to be not merely a porttait of a
pretty girl but an expression ofa young guPs balf-underst~
first awakening to love. It somehow reminds one' of Meredith·s

'LotII;" tIN VIlIIIJ:

The manifold hills look golden and dark upon the panelled scrcco,
Her cloudy hair droops over the snow of her fragrant checks.
Too lazy to rise and paint her eyebrows,
Over her make-up she dallies and de1ays~

She knows oot why, but now she loitet8.
Byes the bent anemones, and ~ her hands.
Such a look will tell that the violets ate peeping.
Coming the zose; aDd uoawate a cry
Spdn811 in her bosom for odours and for colour.
Covert and the nightingale, she knows not why.

Mitton before and behind reflect a flower;
The flower and her face on each other shine.
Her newly :made silk jacket is embroidered
With golden partridges Bying two by two.

Somelmes imagery can be used together with puns. In the line

I quoted once belote (p. It):

To anyone lIo4miHar with this kind of Chinese poetry, this poem
may seem just a ptettt pictw:e of a pretty girl. It is in fact more
than that. In the :first line. the hills refer to the scenery painted or
carved on a bedside screen consisting of several panels and usually
arranged in a 2:lgzag fashion. Hence, the hills ate 'manifold' not
only because they ate painted so but also b~use they are on a
manifold screen: and since half of the panels face the light and the
other half are in the shade. they create a chiaroscuro effect and
make the hills look alternately 'golden and dark'. The word
'golden' could refer to the sunshine. or to the gold decorating the
screen, or to both. In any case. whether we take it as a simple:
image describing the golden decorations' or a compound image
comparing the sunshine to gol~ together with the hills it gives a
vivid pictw:e of a boudoir scene set in a rich, cultured, and
leisured 1IIi1iBtl. Moreover. the image of Nature in the first line
leads easily to the compound images in the next line: the &10l1li
of her hair and the J1IIJ1II of her cheeks. By using images drawn
from Nature in both lines~ the poet has in;lpetceptibly blended the
actual world with the imag~: the hills on the screen, the sun
shine. the imagined cloud and snow. all merge into one another to
form a homogeneous world of its own. In the second stanza,
images of juxtaposition are used. The flower iB intended as an
analogy to the girl, while the embroidered pairs of golden par
tridges call atteation to a contrast. The girl is looking into a mirror
in front, while holding another mirror behind her bead, as she
tries to put a flower on her hair. The delicate beauty of the flower
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The SUD caines out in the east, it tains in the west;
You'D .y it's oot sunny (love), yet it is,

the pun on 'sunny' and 'love', both pronounced gUiltg, can be.re
gatded at the same time as a compound image: fickle love is com
pared to Btful sunshine. To take another example, the poet Han
Hung had a concubine surnamed Liu ('willow'). When he left the
capital to take up an o£fidal post elsewhere, he left her bebin~ and
she was subsequently abducted by a general of foreign origin. In
his dismay Han Hung sent her this poem:
Willow of Cllang Tc.m.ce.
Willow of Olaog Tcuacel
Is the fresh greeo of former days still there?
No, even jf the long branches ate drooping as before,
Someone else'. band must havc plucked them nowl
To which she .replied:
Willow, w.illow branc:b.
Dw:ioll the season of flowers:

Why mUit It be made II. parting present every year?
A leaf, following the whid. suddenly heralds the coming of
autumn;
Even if you come again" how can it be worth plucking

san?

'

In both poems, 'willow' is used as a compound image as well as a
pun on the woman's name. By likening her to a helpless, fragile
willow, the image brings out the pathos ofhet situation and saves
~S}
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the pun from: being a mere frivolous play on words. It should be
further pointed out that Chang Terrace is til. euphemism for a house
of courtesans, and that,. as I mentioned. once before (p. II), it was
til. custom to present a willow twig to a departing friend (hence the
third line in the second poem). Such implications and associations
further emphasize her pathetic, defco.celess position-a wayside
willow to be plucked and cherished if it took the fancy of a
passer-by, or left to be ravaged by the tough weather.
The sameimage-cum-pun is used by Li Shang-yin in a number of
his poems. In sQme of ~e, as he himself made cleat in notes,
·willow' refers to til. young girl ~ 'Willow Branch', who ad
mired the poet but whose love he missed thro\lgh accidental
c.itcwnstances. Itt ot:hets it seems to be til. veiled :refetence to one of
his patrons, surnamed Liu ('willow').
Such punning images add til. pungent flavour to the verse, and
can also stress the particular appropriateness of an image (as when
the word forming the image puns on the name of the person to
whom it is applied). They are comparable to, though usually less
elaborate· tb.aa, Shakespeare's famous puns on 'hart' and lleart',
etc. Apart from puns. imagery can of course also be combined
with other auditory devices. such as onomatopoeia. I have alteady
given an example ofonomatopoeic imagery on p. '7, and no more
..
examples are necessary here.
So far I have discussed imagery in Chinese poetry as til. whole,
drawing examples from various periods of poetry without dis
crimination. But in fact, if we compare earlier Chinese poetry with
later poetry, especially if we compare the poetry before Tu Fu
with his poetry and that of many poets after him, we will see con
siderable differences in the use of imagery. In the first place, in
earlier poetry simple imagery and compound imagery involving
only juxtaposition occur frequendy, while compound imagery
involving comparison, substitution, and tra.nsference is used less.
In later poetry. all typeS of imagery are used; without marked
predominance of anyone type. Secondly, in earlier poetry the use
of imagery tends to be casual and simple, while in later poetry it
is often deliberate and complicated. Furthermore, in earlier poetry
we seldom find the same image used throughout a poem, or
different images closely connected with one another by associa
tions. while in later poetry we encounter sustained imagery and
underlying unity ofimagery.

The following poem by Juan
(uo-~6J), one in tiI.. series en
titled 'Expressing his Thoughts', may be given as an example of
earlier poetry:

au

It is midnight, yet I cannot sleep.
So I sit up to ~1ay upon my stnngs.
The thin curta1n reveals a brilliant moon.
The cOol wind my dress gently swings.
Out in the wild a single swan cries,
In the:: .northe.m wood a Bying bird sings.
Pacing to and fro, what can I sec?
A sorrowful thought my lonely heart wrlngs.

The use of ima.gety here is natural and simple. The moon and the
wind are simple images which do not appear to be intended for
any putpose other than that ofdescription. The wild swan and the
singing b!:d may be taken
compound images drawing an
analogy between these birds ay.ing unhappily at night and the
poet singing alone in til. world full of darkness. It has been sug
gested that the wild swan represents til. virtuous official away from
Court, while the :flying bitdrepresents til. vicious official in power.
This seems to me pedantic and unnecessary. Be that as it may, the
imagery consists of anaIogies that might easily strike anyone in
such a situation, not far-fetched and elaborately t?::veloped com
parisons like those we fi.nd in sos:ne later poems. Also, the various
images ocCw: together because the objects involved happen to be
.present at the same time, not because there is any particular under
lying relation among ~ as is sometimes the case with later
poetry.
Let us now tum to a later poem which pursues til. single analogy
throughout the poem:

as

To a Primd, ;11 Jill
If for one day I do not write poetty,
My mind's BOur:c:e drles as a deserted well.
The brush and ink-s1ab ate my pullevs,
Humming and cha.nting are my winding ropes.
Next morning I pull and dr:aw again,
Once more I get a clear dr:aught.
- I write this for a like-minded man:
Out 'Verses ate full of hardships and bitterness I

Here, the poet, QUa Tao (7n-84I), deliberately develops the
analogy between writing poetry and drawing water froln til.
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well in great detail, in a maonet that :reca11a the Metaphysical
Poets.

As a. matter offaCt. ~ome later Chinese poets resemble the Meta
physical Poets also in their use of far-fetched conceits, while
earlier poets 8l:e generally content with comparisons that may
easily occw: to anyone. Take for example the following images
used by Han Yii (168-82.4): the sun and moon are compared to
two balls thtown alternately into the air; those who belittle the
poetry of Li Po IlO.d Tu Fu ue described as 'ants trying to shake a
big tree'; and the sound of falling leaves in autumn makes the
poet suspect that Wang Shu, the Driver of the Moon Chariot,
had fallen with his orb-a conceit thai reminds one of Phaeton
and his fall. Or take this Quattaio. by Han Yi1's frl:end Meng
Chiao (n 1-814). a poem put in the mouth of a woman:
Let us, you and me, ~ our teatS
Into ow: seQUl.te.poada, there and here;
And then tike the lotus-Bowers to see
For which of us they have died this year.
Apart: from conceiving original and strildng imagery, latet
poets also prefer to usc images related to each other through com
mon associations. In the two lyrics by Wen T'ing-yan given on
p. ,8, the poet twice uses the images of incense buming to ashes
and candle melting in tears. It is easy to see why these two images
8l:e used. together: both suggest a self-consuming passion and both
are associated with intimate indoor scenes and therefore evoke the
same kind of atmosphere.
The above di£ferences in the use of imagery between earlier IlO.d
later poets lead us to a consideration of the problem of what
criteria to adopt for imagery in Chinese poetry. We cannot judge
imagery purely by the criterion of origioallty, for in a language
with such a long histoty as OUnese it is clearly impossible to use
original imagery all the time. The question, then, is: how 8l:e we
to judge whether an image in a given poem is good or bad apart
from the question ofits being original or otherwise? I propose the
following points for consideration.
First, we should. remember that hackneyed images must have
been original once, and before condemning a poem as full of
hackneyed images we should first ask when it was written-in
other words, whether the images were already hackneyed when
the poet used them. It would be as absurd to say that Thl .&ok oj
II4

Po,try and Tk S01l,g.tojCh'lI are full ofhackneyed imagery as to say
that Shakespeare is full of quotations. Naturally it will requite
some effort to restore to an image that has become a e/iepe its
original force, but this is the only way to be fair to the poet who
first conceived it. The problem is further complicated when we
think of Chinese poetry in translation. Ironically, a hackneyed
image may not appear as such in translation; on theconttaty, it
may seem quite original and striking to the reader who does not
know the origiDallanguage. 'Autumn waves', a ;/i;/JI in Chinese
for a woman's eyes, appears almost daring. if a little quaint,
in English, as it must have done in Chinese when first used in Tht
SOI.Il.t oj
We are thus faced with a dilemma.: whether to point
out hackneyed imagery as such, or to give it a false aura of
originality in tmnslation. Personally I believe that though as a
transllf>r one might secredy congratulate oneself on the lucky
chance of restoring to a elie/JI some of its original force and
splendour, as a aidc and interpreter of Chinese poetry to Western
readen one should not hesitate to point out hackneyed images in
any critical analysis or evaluation of a poem.
Next we should ask how the image is used: what poetic purpose
it serves. irrespective of whether it is original or not. The effect
ofimagery does not depend entirely on its originality; for whereas
an original image can stimulate the imagination of the reader by
its novelty. a conventional one can, by its very famiHarity, more
readily call forth the desired response and the relevant associa
tions. If the poet uses images which have sin:rl.lu associa
tions to build up a coherent picture, or if he uses a conventional
image but gives it a twist or a fresh significance in a new context,
or if he further develops such an image or modifies it to suit his
present purpose, then it matters little whether the imagery is
original or not. We have already seen several poems in which
images with similar associations are used to build up a homo
geneous picture and produce a unified effect (the poems quoted
on pp. SI, ,6,,8, 105)' We can now look at some examples of
the various means by which poets strove to avoid eliehll while
borrowing imagery from other poets.
First of all. a poet can use a conventional compound image but
develop the comparison further, or add subtle variations to the
central analogy. The following poem by Wang An-shih (10U
1086) is a good example.
115
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Sometimes, one can modify a bottowed image and derive a
slightly dHfereot one from it. In the same· play the young man
tries to imagine his beloved lying in bed:

A stone bridge spans the VlI8t void,
A thatched hut overlooks the dear water.
Bending to peep at the delicate almond blooms,
I feel the ima.ge .is as good as the otiginal:
~ as the Lady of the Ching-png Palace
Who, sailllng. leapt into the well. .
Sad it is to see the tiny ripples
Spoil her fading make-up beyond tepa.b:•.

Her thick coverlet folds its ,."J tioNds.

This image is a modifiedvetsion of the poetess Li Ch'ing-chao's

original one:
The coverlet tums its red IIItm.t.

It is quite common to compa.tc a beautiful lady to flo~ and viti
IIIrsa, but Wang An-shih has developed this conventional com
parison in several interesting ways. First, instead 'of likening the
almond blossoms themselves to a beautifulladYt he compares the
.re8ec:ted image of the blossoms in water to a lady who drowned
hetself,so that the comparison at once ceases to be ha.ckncyed and
perfunctory but becomes speciBc and apt. (Tbe Lady of the
Ching-yang Palace refers 'to a favourite of ~ last tuler of the
Ch'en dynasty.) Next, the poet works out furthet details of
analogy betyteen the teftection of the blossoma and the lady
throwing hetse1f into the well: both are cbarmiog in spite of their
£tagUe,nature, and both have their beauty spoiled by the ripples on
the water. The ideo.tifi.ca.tion of the two is suggested by the USe of
the deliberately ambiguous word 'original' (liteta.lly, 'body') in
the fourth line, and becomes complete in the last line, where the
broken reflection of the blossoms and the spoilt make-up of the
drowned beauty ate one and the same. .
Next, a bottoWcd image can be given a twist in a new context.
For instance. the Sung poet Su Shih, better known as Su Tuog...p o .
(Io36-110I). used tWo images to describewinc:

Furtherm.orc, one can use two conventional images in anti
thesis so as to give them some ftcsh force. In the play 011" th,
WaIJ tmt1 011 tht Horn (Ch'itlll/;'t'DII Ma-.thMg). a romantic comedy
by Pai P'u (uz6-ci.t. 13IJ), the dramatic poet uses the following
imagety:
The shady willows form a thick. green mist,
.;the fading flowers fly in red showers.

Neither of these images is origioal, but when put in a meticulous
antithetical couplet as they ate here, they acquire fresh force which
each by itself would no longer possess.
In addition to the above ways of using borrowed images:y,
which can be used in all kinds ofpoetry, there are others in which
a dramatic poet in particular. can use imagery for dramatic
purposes.
The use tQ which images:y is most ftcquendy put in ChineSe
dramatic poetry is describing sccnes:y, thereby helping the
audience to visua.lhc the physical background of the a~on and
creating an appropriate atmosphere. Examples can be found in any
poetic drama. The following passage, describing a moonlit garden
in spring where a young lady and her maid are taking a stroll, is
from Tht S()philticat,d A1tJid (Cho. Mli.hsiallg) by Cheng Kuang
tzu (early fourteenth ccntury):

It should be called 'the hook that fishes poetry'J
Also termed 'the broomstick that sweeps away sotrow·.

These images are borrowed by the Yuan t4'amatic poet Ch'iao

The wind stirring the cherty...pple blossoms: a loom weaving a
piece of cold 'mermaid silk'»
The mist on the fragrant gmss: a verdurous gauze over clear

Chi (?-I34S) in his pay Tht Goltim CoillS (Chin~h'im Cm). in which
a lovesick: young man tefuscs to be consoled by wine:

glass;

This 'so.a:ow-sweeping broomstick.' aLllOot sweep away my
melancholy;
.
This 'poetty-fishing hook' aLllOot £ish my lovesickness.

silk t:brC8.ds;

.

The stars reflected in the pond: scattered crystal balls on a jade

plate;

Thus, the original comparisons ate kept but the ideas behind them
are turned upside down.

u6

.

The dew drops on the drooping willows: pearls strnog with green

. .

.

The mooo above the top of the pine-tree: an ancient mirror held
by a grey dragon.
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Now that the gloomy shadow of the night
Longing to view Orion's drizzling look,
Leaps &om th'antarctic world unto the sky,
And dims the welkin with her pitchy breath.
Faustus, begin thine incantations,
And try if devils will obey thy best.
(Act I, se. iii)
Apart from describing scenery, imagery can be used to express
the emotions of the c:b.aracters in a play. As a matter of fact,
imagery is used as a means of expressing emotion in all kinds of
poetry; only, in dtamatic poetry it is the emotion of the cha.ta.eters
and not of the author himself that is bodied forth by imagery. A
few examples will suffice to show how Chinese dramatic poets
used imagery for such a purpose. In the tragedy AJduIII1I in the
am PaltJ&, (Han K1mg Cb'ill) by Ma Chili-yuan (dr. 1%70-1 Ho),
the Emperor of Han, while bidding farewell to his favourite
Wang Chao-chiin, who is being forced to go to Mongolia and
marry the J9uul as a means of appeasement, expresses his grief by
these images:
Brief as the ~den bridle is ow: former love,
Long as the Jade-handled whip our present sorrow.

By means of these eleborate images, the dramatic poet conjures up
a beautiful scene, thus providing a suitable atmosphere for the
ensuing action: the young lady overhears a scholar playing his
zither, which of course marks the beginning of a love- story.
To move on to a totally diffetent world, we may tum to Rmn DfI
tIM WlI-t'lIIIg Trm, which deals with the well-known story of the
Emperor Ming Huang of the T'ang dynasty and his favourite
Yang Kuei-fei, and from which an example of onomatopoeic
imagery has been given 011 p. '7 in the present volume. The scene
is the palace, and the Emperor is sitting up late at night in son:ow
after the death. of his favourite. He hears the rain beating on the
1JIU-t'lIIIg trees-the same trees under which he has stood with her
and sworn etemallove to her. Here are some of the images de
scribing the rain:
Now it is fast,
,
Like ten thousand pearls dropping on a iade plate;
Then it is loud,
Like sevwU groups of musicians and singers at a banquet;
Now it is clear,
Like a cold catamct falling on mossy rocks;
Again it becomes fierce,
Like some battle drums booming under embroidered banners.
Images like the above ones can evoke the right kind ofatmosphere
for the actioll and put the audience in a sympathetic mood. Their
e1fect is comparable to those produced by scenery and stage
lighting in the modem theatre. Of course, such use of imagery in
poetic drama is also found in other languages. To take one or two
examples at random, at the opening of A,gtmtemnon, Aescliylus
uses imagery to produce an atmosphere of darkness and forlorn
hope:
Twelve full months now, night after night
Dog-like I lie here, keeping guard &om iliis high roof
On Atreus' palace. The nightly co.o.ference of stars,
Resplendent rulers, bringing heat and cold in turn,
Studding the sky with beauty-I know them all, and watch them
Setting and rising. 1
Similarly, in Dot/or Faushfl, Marlowe uses imagery of darkness to
provide a suitable setting for Faustus to practise black. magic:
1 TtlU1slated by Philip Vdlacott (penguin Classica), p. 41.
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In this way. their farmer love and present plight are brought into
sharp contrast. Moreover. since the speaker is supposed to be on
horse-back, these images do not strike one as far-fetched but
llatural and apt.
Another example may be given from a comedy, Tb8 Gold
tbreati Pond (Cbm-hsiltl Cb'ib) by Kuan Han-ch'ing (thirteenth
century). The speaker is a couttesan who thinks her lover has
deserted her:
The Eastern Ocean could not wash away the shame on my face;
The West Hua Mountain could not conceal the disgrace of my person;
A demon of peat strength could not unlock my knitted eyebrows;
No mighty nver god could break the sorrow in my breast.
These images are fantastic and somewhat absurd, but it seems the
author is purposely exaggerating soas to produce a comic e1fect, for
we know that the lover has not really deserted her and that there
is no occasion for such excessive grief. Incidentally, the:first image
to. this passage naturally reminds one of Macbeth's famous cry;
Will all. great Neptune's ocean wash this blood
Oean from my hand?
lIS)
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And Shakespeare, as has been pointed out,1 may have derived his
image from Seneca's Hippo!Jhu:

purpose: in the passage from AgtvM11JII01I, the images of dark night
and stars not only describe the scene of the action but reveal the
prevailing mood of weariness .and foreboding among the citizens
of Argos (as suggested by the night) and their hope for the
coming of light (as suggested by the stars); in the passage from
FfJJI.thu, the imagery shows the hero's state ofmind in addition to
creating an atmosphere of darkness: just as the gloomy shadow of
the night. impatient to sec the·stoan presaged by Orion, spreads
over the sky, so does the power of evil, eager to see thedestruc
tion ofFaustUs's soul, exert its influence over his mind.
Another dramatic pu.tpose imagery can fulfil is to describe a
character a,nd influence our attitude towards him or het. In Ma
Chih-yuan's T,arloll tIN Dark Go'IVII (Ch'i1Ig-lhaIl LtI), which deals
with the alleged love between the poet Po Chu-I and the singing
gid P'e! Hsing-nu, the latter complains of her fate thus:

IIMI ipn t()/(} 1II1t,gtf1lS

Ofl4tl() pat". t4ll1tllllIXjJiarit mlwU.

Such coincidences illustrate how minds widely separated in space
and time can conceive simila:r imagery.
Sometimes the two purposes of imagery in d..ramatic poetry
mentioned abovc-describing scenery and expressing the emo
tiona of the chamcters---ate combined. A perfect example occw:s
in the famous parting scene of the RomtWl of the W,mm Cham1m'.
The hero and heroine are forced to part from one another after a
briefhappy union, and the heroine opens the scene thus:
Grey clouds in the sky,
YeIlow flowers on the ground,
The west wind blowing bard,
. The wild geese south'WlUd flying.
. In the early moming who baa dyed the frosty trees with drunken hue?
Ah, it must be parting lovers' tears I

The fallen leaf is like my person that has to answer the biddings
of officials.

As a 'public courtesan' (htan fhi) she has to appear at· official
banquetlfllto entettain the guests when s.ummoned to do so. This
pathetic fate is underlined by the image of the fallen leaf. which
induces our sympathy for her. In sim.ilar fashion. another singing
girl, in the play named afterhcr, Hmh T'hn-hsitJllg by Kuan Han
ch'ing, compares herself to a caged bird:
You say the parrot in the golden cage can recite verse;
~ is a fit comparison for me:
.
The cleverer one is, thebarder to get out of the cage.

Here we have a wonderful mixed metaphor: first the frosty leaves
are descrlbed as having been 'dyed' red; then they are likened to
the Hushed faces of drunken people; finally they are said to have
been tumed red by parting lovers' tears. Thus we get at once a
vivid picture ofan au~ wood and an effective expression ofthe
lovers' sorrow, for the conceit that their tears have turned the
leaves ted suggest that they are shedding blood from their eyes.
In another play, The Girl Whon SoRl Left HIr Botfy (Ch';m-nil u
/nm) by Cheng Kuang-tzu, the heroine, pining away when
separated from her fiance, shows her feelings in these images:

The above two images somewhat resemble two images used by
Shakespeare and Marlowe to describe, respectively, Macbeth in
his last hour and Edward IT in captivity:
My way ofli£e
Is fall'n to the sear, the ~ow leaf.
(MiNIHth, Act V, scene ill)

Long is the day, but my sotrOW 10nF.'

Scarce are the red flowers, scarcer. his letters.
These images also combine the functions of description of scenery
and expression of emotion: they revl:a1 her ennui and solitude
while simultaneously indicating the season-end of spring and
beginning of summer, when the day is growing longer and the
Bowers are fading away.
The above examples illustrate how imagery can fulfil a dual
purpose in dramatic poetry. In &.ct, the examples given earlier
from Aeschylus and:Marlowe can also be shown to fulfil this dual
1 NtJlu tmtIQIIIriII. VoL 1"- P."7.
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The wren may strive against the lion's strength.
But all in vain: so vainly do I strive
To seek for mercy at a tyrants band.
(BtfIp(lf'J II, Act V, scene ill)

D.i1ferent as the dramatic situati01lS are, imagery in each case sums
up a dw:acter in a given situation and inBuences our· emotional
attitude towards him or her.
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The dramatic effects of imagery can be enhanced by recurrence.
Although recurrent imagery of the Shakespearean kind, which
forms an underlying patte,m. throughout the play, is not found in
Chinese poetic c1ta.ma, we do occasionally encounter images that
recur a few times in a play. For instance, in the R01lllllN1 of tin
Wist"." Chamblr, the image of teats of blood that turned the leaves
red mentioned above is followed up later when the heroine says:

generally possible to judge by the context: whether a metaphor (or
compound image, to revert to my own terminology) is intended.
For instance, it is safe to assume that in speaking of 'investing
money' most people do not have the image of clothes in mind.
The same is true of similar expressions in OUnese. As I pointed
out in Part I. Chapter 2., many of the original metaphorical im
plications of Chinese cbarac:ters have long been lost, and if· we
were to insist on treating every ch.a.racter as a metaphor, we would
lapse into the same errors made by Fenollosa, Pound, and others.
0.0. the whole, we may assume a word or phrase to be not meta
phorical unless there are indications to the contrary. In a lyric to
the tune P'M-Sil MIm, attributed to Li Po and often cited as the
catliest known specimen of poetry in Lyric Metres, the opening
lines run as follows:

The &ant and sleeves of my dress are wet with .red tears.,

and again:
Blood Bows from my eyes while my heart roms to ashes.

Another recurrent image is found in Rain 011 thl WM-t'IIIIg Trill.
When the Imperial Guards refuse to escort the Emperor unless his
favourite Yang Kuei-~ is kill~, he pleads with them:
She is a delicate clJeuy-apple blossom;
How could &he be the root of troubles that would ruin the
country?

In the firW scene, he recalls her death:

The woods upon the p.la.in are woven with a thick. mist,
The chilly mountains lie,a belt of melancholy green.

What I have translated as 'a belt',.Ji ltd - •• could mean
simply 'a stretch', or ea region', without metaphorical implica
tions. However, I think in the present context I am. justified in
the expression in its original sense, as the poet has used the
word 'woven' in the preceding line, and it is probable that he had
in mind the picture of a green belt lying against a background of
grey woven fabric, to which the mist is compared. ,In contrast
to this example, when Tu Fu wrote the line

taking

Alas, that the cheuy-apple blossom should have witheted I

Because of this recurrent image, the cherry-apple blossom be.
comes associated. in our mind with Yang Kuei-fei: we think
of her as this flower-her beauty just as delicate and her life as
brief.
In short, in Chinese poetry, especially in d.mm.atic poetry, one
can often borrow imagery from others, but. by using various
means, endow such imagery with fresh force and signHicance so as
to redeem it from its hackneyed state.
A different· problem to that ofhack.ney~ images is presented by
expressions which were orig.inally conceived as compound images
but which have long since ceased to be so used. Such expressions
in English are commonly called 'dead' or 'fossilized' metaphors.
It may be. as Professor I. A. Richards said, that all language is
ultitnately metaphorical, but for purposes of practical criticism we
have· to draw the llile somewhere between what is intended to be
metaphorical and what is not. Our problem is whcte to draw the
line. While it is impossible to lay down hard and fast :rules, it is

in all pr.obability he did not intend the word Mill ('slender') to be
metaphorical, though the c:haracter for this word, . , contains
the 'silk' signUicant. It was pure fancy on the part of Florence
Ayscough to suggest that the poet intended to describe a pattern
.like that of woven si.lk, as the adjective is applied to the moon
itself, not to the shadow it casts.1
There remains one more point about imagery to be considered:
imagery as a revelation of the poet's personality. Since 'style is the
man himself', imagery, which plays an important part in forming
one's style, often. provides a clue to the man. By a happy co
mcidence. we have three very similat couplets written by the three
greatest poets of the T'ang dynasty, Wang Wei, Li Po, and Tu Fu
1 See William H1l1lg, TN FII, pp. to-no
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Over the windy woods a slender moon sets,

To'lP4rd.r a ~thuis .
(in the order of
fOllows:

Imagery anJ ~mhoJism

their births). The couplets in question are as

four nouns, one for each edrooping' for 'stars', '(is) vast' for
'plain', 'rushing' for 'moon', and 'How' for 'river'). Consequently
Tu Fu',s imagery has greater richness and is more suggestive of
moVement.
A few more examples may be given from other poets. Kao Shih
(7oo?-76,), a contcmpotary of the above poets, who had a suc
cessful career and rose to be Governor-Genera], shows his
masculine character and martial inclinations in such imagery as
the following:

The river's Bow (lies) beyond heaven and earth,
The monntain's colour between being and non-being_
-Wang Wei, 'Salling on the
Han River'

The mouo.ta.lns, fonowing the wild l'laio., come to an end;
The river, entering the great waste, Bows.
-IJ Po, 'Crossing the Ching
men Mounts.ln to See a

The sound of the
The shape of the

FriCitd Olf'
The aws drooping, the wild plain (is) vast;
The moon tusbing. the great river Bows. ..
-1'u Fa, 'Expressing his
Thoughts While TraVelling

::sf:. gflow
of the totrent is like auows,
moon over the city is like a bow.

In contrast to the heroic Kao· Shih, the poverty-stricken Meng
Chiao is fond of describing things as 'cold' or 'thin', such as in

at Night."

The ah2llow well cannot supply my d.tink,
The thin. fields have long been left unploughed.

All three poems describe a river scene in what is now Hupch
province, but each tevcals a different world and a different
personality through the imagery. Wang Wei, by using the abstract
'Bovand 'colour' instead of the co:ru:.ietc 'rivet' and 'mountain'
as subjects, and by describing these as lying beyond· heaven and
earth and betWeen being and non-being, creates a sense of other
W'orldliness that makes the whole scene appear illUSOry. This is an
expression. conscious or not, of the poet's Buddhist outlook on
life-that all things are illusions, or, to put it in Buddhist ter
minology, 'colour' (i.e. phenomenon) is the same as 'emptiness'
(i.e. nothingness). In contrast to him, both Li Po and Tu Fu use
the concrete 'r;iver' and 'mountain' or 'plain' as subjects; therefore
their imagery has more reality and solidity. Yet there are differ
encesbetWeen these two poets also. IJ Po, by using the words
'come to an end' (thin _) and -waste' (Jmang ~), induces a
feeling of desolation and solitude, a feeliqg often exhibited in his
poetry and an indication of his egocentric personality. Tu
Fu, on the other hand, reveals himself as the observer of life by
describing objectively the movements of the stars, the river, and
the reB.ection of the moon in the water. We may £'urther note that
Wang Wei dispenses with verbs in his couplet, thus emphasizing
the feeling of quietness and unteality; Li Po uses two verbs for
each noun ('following' and 'come to an end' for 'mountains';
'entering' and '£low' for 'river'), as against Tu Fu's four verbs for

Finally, it may be mentioned that the critic Wang Kuo-wei
ridiculed the lyric poet Clwlg Yen (U48-?) of the Sung dynasty,
by quoting two images from the la~r's poetry: 'Old jade and
wastF £icld', punning on Clwlg Yen's courtesy name, 'Jade
Beld' (YO-t'm). In fact, imagery that reveals a poet's personality
approaches the status of personal symbols, which will be discussed
below.
Generally speaking, symbols are of two kinds: conventional
and private or personal. A conventional symbol is an object
chosen by common consent or usage to represent something
abstract, such as the rose for Love. It can also be due to a myth or
legend, such as the dove as a symbol of peace, because of the
Biblical story. In <lUna, there are innumerable conventional
symbols, in the language, in pictorial art, and in daily life. Some
conventional symbols are due to certain qualities in the objects
chosen. For example, the pine-tree is regarded as a symbol of
moral fortitude because it withstands rough cold weather, a fact
that did not escape the notice of Confucius, who observed,. 'It is
only in the cold season that one realizes that the. pines and
~ypresses wither last.' Other conventional symbols may owe their
origins to puns. For instance, the bat, not a particuladyattractive
cteature, is II symbol of blessing, because .both 'bat' and 'blessing'
in Chinese are pronounced ill. Conventional symbols due to
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ancient customs, such as willow for parting, or due to legends,
such as cuckoo for unhappy love, I have already mentioned before
(pp. I I and 'I). Personal symbols ate those used by poets to repre
sent a state of mind, a vision of the world, or his own personality.
They may be ~nsciously or unconsciously used. Two examples of
personal symbolism may'be given from Tu Fu's poetry.
Thetirst example is from a poem entitled 'Painted Hawk':

U'ii Yuan.! In his U SII() ('Encountering Sorrow'), which
describes his sorrow and indignation over his banishment by the
King ofCh'u, his search for an ideal woman, his sense of solitude,
his grief over the conditions in his native country, and his final
despair and resolution to commit suicide, he uses numerous sym
bols such as flowers, herbs,· and mythical figures and animals.
Unfortunately, commentators are prone to take these symbols as
representing actual persons, thus reducing Ch'd Yuan's symbolism
to the status of allegory. The main difference between symbolism
and allegory is easy to perceive. In allegory, there is no difficulty
in identifying 'what represents' with 'what is represented'. Indeed,
allegory usually consists of personifications of specl:6c virtues and
vices (such as in Spenser's Fa"';, f!Ji4m,), or the reverse-repre
sentations of actual petsonsor institutions in the guise of non
human beings (such as in Dryden's Thl ffillll tIIIIllhl Pa1Ilher). In
symbolism, as I mentioned once before, it is not always possible to
name what is represented. In other words, a symbol is capable of
several interpretations, some of which may be simultaneously
acceptable. That is why symbolism has greater richness and
subtlety of meaning than allegory. Now. the traditional Olinese
commentators on U'i! Yuan are often content to work out simple
equMions between the poet's symbols and actual persons: the
orchid = the poet, the weeds = his enemies; the goddess .....: the
king, the suitor = the poet, etc. In this way the whole poem is
impoverished. It would be better to take these symbols as repre
senting not definite persons but Certain qualities: the orchid and
other flowers may be regarded as symbols for various virtues and
beauties; the goddess he wishes to matty may be taken as repre
sen~g ideal beauty and womanhood, while the possibility of its
representing ideal kingship as well need not be excluded; the horse
and dragon on which the poet rides may be taken as symbols of
poetic genius and creative imagination. Seen in this light the poem
would appear to possess much wider signi:6cance than an allegory.
-As I observed earlier, symbolism and imagery are often com
bined. Not only are symbols and images used together, but the
same words can function as both. In the lyric by Wen T'ing-yun
quoted on p. ,6, the willows, the wild geese, and the fading
fl@wers not only act as imagery to help paint the scene but also
symbo1i2e, respectively. parting, exile, and the passage of time. To
.1 Seep. H.
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Wind and frost rise on the white silk:
The g.tey hawk is painted with uncommon skill.
Stretching his body, he wishes for a ~ hare;
Looking askance, he resem.bJ.cs a sad ba.tbadm.
His chain and ring are bright, as if toucb2.blc;
Prom the tailings one could almost call him forth.
When will he attack the common birds,
Sprinkling their fcathers and blood over the wild plain ?

No one who has felt the ferce of the final couplet (in the original
at any rate) will be content to take this poem as a mere description
ofa hawk, and a painted one at that. On the other band, there is no
need to follow the commentator who suggested that the hawk
represented the, poet while the common birds represented the
ubiquitous 'petty men'. The truth may well have been that Tu Fu
started in btma fitiI to describe a painted hawk, but the subject so
kindled his imagination that the bird became a symbol of heroic
strength and violent beauty, rather like Hopkins's windhover:
Brute beauty and valour and act, ob, air, pride, plume. here

Buddel

The other example is from a poem on a horse, containing the
lines
WheteVCr he goes, space ceases to be;
To him one can truly entrust one's life.

Here too, one feels the horse' has become fot Tu Fa, and for us,
much more than a horse, but a symbol of certain qualities
COl11'age, loyalty, strength-that the poet admired. Tu Fu's hawk
and horse are therefore compatableto Blake's tiger or Hopkins's
windhover.
Although Chinese poets use personal symbols as shown above,
they seldom usc a whole system of personal symbols, as Blake did
in his Prophetic Books or Yeats in his later poetry. The poet who
made most extensive use of symbolism in Chinese is probably
116
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t:aJce another example from the same poet, here is a lyric to the tune
P'N-.ra Mtm:

lines the poet has expressed his apprehension of the coming of old
age.
ln the Song of IhI AldIUllll Wind (quoted on p. JO), we recall, the
Empcr01' Wu ofHan also used this symbol:

In the moonlit bower of jade memory of you for ever dwells.
The silky willow twigs ate swinging, soft and weak u spring.
The gtaSS wu growing thick beyond our gate;

But the orchids retain tbc:i.t beauty, the chrysanthemums their
fmgranc:e yet:
How they remind me of the lovely lady whom I cannot forgetl

Seeing you oft', I heard the horse's neigh.

Behind the cutta.ia. .Itilt with kiag6shers,
The perfumed candle has dissolved in tears.
Amid the fading Sowers and the cuckoo's c:ric:s,
A broken dreatD. still ha.unts my window green.

10 spite of the verbal echoes of Ch'u Yuan in these lines, the sym
bolic value of the chrysanthemum is now quite difretent: it repre
sents feminine beauty here :rather than moral integrity. It can also
be associated with the idea of longevity, as the song expresses fear
of old age and laments the passing of time.
10 the hands ofT'ao Ch'icn, particularly famed for his fondness
of the chrysanthemum, this £lower develops into a symbol not
only of moral integrity but also of secluded life. He has apotheo
&bed this £lower in such lines as these:

Here, various images-the moonlight, the jade bower, the willow
twigs, the curtain, the candle, the Howets, the cuckoo, the green
window---'iU:e used to depict the present scene, while others-the
grass, the gate, the ho:rse-ue used to. recall the put; At the same
time, some of the imtges aretlso symbolic: the willow stands for
puting and also a restless state of mind; the cahdle represents
.grief and self-conswnin.g passion; and the cuckoo, as we have
seen before, is a symbol. of unhappy love. Thus, imagery and
symbolism are imperceptibly blen.ded, and a dual purpose is ful
filled by them: to describe an external scene and reveal an inner
emotional experience.
Sinceimagety and 'symbolism are often combined, the crlteda
suggested earlier for judging the ~ts of imagety can also be
applied to symbolism. That is to say, whether the symbols 1,1Sed in
a poem ate original and pet80nal or conventional, we should ask
what. poetic purposes ate served by them. and whether they agree
with tl:!.J: context in sigrillicance and associations. 10 the case of
conventional symbols, )Ve should consider how the poet has re
affirmed, developed, modified, 01' changed their significance. Just
as poets can use conventional imagery without piling up clichl.r, so
can they use conventional symbols with varying implications and
associations so as to avoid stereotyped repetition. Let us take one
symbol and .see how various poets used it: the chrysanthemum.
The ea:tliest use of this Bower as a symbol in 0UnCsc poetry that I
know of is by Ch'ii Yuan in the l.i SatJ:

The autumn chrysanthemum hu fine colour;
I pick its beautiful blossoms wet with dew.
Ploating them on the sorrow-chasing wine,
Further from the world I carry my mind.

Because of its association with Tao Cb.'ien, the chrysanthemum
became, as the philosopher Chou Tun-yi remarked in a well
kno~ essay, 'the hermit among Howers'.
However, later poets could still use this £lower as a symbol for
things other than the life of a hermit. 10 the following poem by
Wang An-shih, its original significance of moral integrity and
strength is restored:
Round, round, the

aWl

over the city:

The coming of aut:umtl..hu paled its bright beams.
The gathering gloom will flOod even the sky;
What chance have insignificant herbs and trees?
But the yellow chrysanthemum has purest nature.
Its lone fragrance withstands manifold forces.
Let me pluck it amid.the frost and dew.
For it is enough to a.Ilay one's morning hunger.

In contrast, the poetess Li Ch'ing-chao uses this flower to sym

In the moening I drink the dew drops from the magnolia,
In the evening I eat the £allen petals of the autumn chrysanthemum.
H~ the £lower seems to be a symbol of purity and moral in
tegrity. It may further symbolli:e longevity. as in the preceding

bolize wasted,youth and faded beauty. In one lyric she writes:
All over the ground ate heaps of ydlow Howers:
,

uS

Ravaged, haggard, worn.
Who will pluck them now?
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And in another lyric:
As the curtain rolls up the west wind.
One is growing thinner than the yellow Bowen.
The above examples illustrate how a conventional symbol can be
modfficd in its significance and emotional associations by its
context.

3
ALLUSIONS, QUOTATIONS,
AND DERIVATIONS

A

deal of Chinese poetIy is allus.ive; 'it is thcrcfOfC
necessa.r:y to pay some attention to the use ofallusions as a
poetic device. On the whole, there arc two kinds of allusions:
gc:neraJ. and specific. Ge:neml allusions arc those made to common
knowledge and beliefs, such as allusions in Chinese poetIy to the
five elements (meta.1, wood, wa«:r, £ire, and earth); to the two con
trasting principles of Natute. yin and -'illig; to astronomy and
ast:r:olo~ etc. These are comparable to allusions in E\l1'Opea11
poetIy, especially Medi.aeval and Rc:na.issance poetIy, to the fow:
clements, the four humours, astronomy and astrology, etc.
Specific allusions are those made to particulat litemry works, his
torical events and persons~ legends" and myths. The bounda.r:y
line between the two kinds ofallusions is a shifting one; for what
may be taken for granted in one age as common knowledge may
become in another age recondite. and conversely. origi:na11y
speciB.c allusions may, through repeated usc, become part and
parcel of the language. For instance, allusions to Confucian
classics in OUnese poetIy, which would have been readily
understood by alllitemte OUnese in the old days. may present
difficulties to a contempora.r:y Chinese reader, just as classical
allusions in English poetIy, which would have caused no ob
scurity to an Elizabethan or eighteenth-century English 1:eader,
may do so to a modem one. On the other hand, some allusive
compounds in Chinese. such as 'wish to study' for 'fifteen years
GBEAT
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old',! have long become conventional expressions no longer in
tended to contain speciiic refcrcn.ces, just as certain English idioms
of BJ."blical o.tigin, such as 'olive bmnch', arc no 10nger used as
spccffic allusions. In a society where mostreadersmay beptesUmed
to have a similar educational backgroWld, such as in ancient 0Una
orRenaissance Eutope, the poet can use allusions with greatetco.n
fidence, in the same way as he may use conventional symbols. In
an age. such as the present one, when no common body of know
ledge and beliefs can be taken for granted among all readers,
allusions tend to appear obscure, like private symbols. This
analogy between allusions and symbols can be carried into the field
of practical criticism. As in dealing with symbols, so in dcaling
with allusions we should ask not so much whether they are
original or conventional, popUlar or abstruse, but rather whethet
they have any putpose or justification. In other words, we should
ask: Does this allusien add anything to the total poetic effect or
does it simply show off the poet's leaming? Is there any reason for
using allusions here, Of could the poet have e:xptCSsed what is em·
bodied in the allusions just as well withoq.t using them? Such, I
suggest, should be the .criteria for judging the merits of allusions
in poetry. There is no need to condemn all allusions as pedantic
and artificial, as some critics have done. All we need to consider
is how an allusion is used, so as to find out if it is justified or neces
sitated by any teaSon. The following are some reasons that may
justify or necessitate the use of allusions.
. First, allusions can be used as an economical means of pte
senting 9. situation. They can act as a kind of shorthand to c0m
municate to the reader certain ti.cts which would otherwise re
quire explanation and take up space. For example, in a poem
written late in life, Tu Fu wrote:

His poetry therefore often shows regret and nostalgia. By alluding
to him, Tu Fu suggested that he himselfwas also living in times of
trouble and fiat from home, and that he too could only find con
solation in the thought that his poetic achievements might re
contpense to some extent what he had missed in life in other
respects. Had Tu Fu not used an allusion but simply written, "My
whole life has been nothing but bleakness, but now in myoid age
my poetry is moving the River Pass', he would have appeared to
be indulging in self-pity and self-conceit. Of course, this kind of
allusion can easi1ybecome ~Jjthll, so that every ttusttated poet
fancieS himself a miSUtldcrstood genius like Ch'il Yuan ot Li Po.
and every unhappy yOWlg lady is compared to a neglected Em
press or wronged beauty. However, such abuses of allusions can
not vitiate their proper uSC! in poetry.
Sometimes, instead of drawing an analogy between a past event
and the present situation in the p~ an allusion can provide a
contrast. The effect can be ttagic, comic, or ironic, as the case may
be. In.a poem written while separated from his wife and family
during the rebellion of An Lu-shan, Tu Fu writes:

The Cowherd and the Spinning Maid need not grieve.
/It least they can cross the rivet every autumn I
.
The legend alluded to is briefly as follows. The Spinning Maid, a
daughter of the Emperor of Heaven, married the Cowherd, a
common mortal. She grew homesick and tan back to heaven,
whereupqn he pursued her but was stopped by the Heavenly
River (j.t! the Mi1ky Way). However, they are allowed t.o cross
the river once a year, on the seventh day of the Seventh Moo~
when all the magpies in the air would assemble to fotm a bridge
for them. The poet here contrasts his own indefinite separation
from his wife with the mythiCAl couple's happy annual reunion. so
as to bring out the hopelessness of his situation.
The use of allusions as 9. mca.ns of presenting a situation is par
ticularly cf£cctive in dramatic poetry. In TIN Girl Whose Soli! Left
Her&Jy, the heroine's soul leaves her body. runs aW3.Y from home,
.and overtakes her Bance who is on his W3.y to the capital. When
she (the disembodied soul) asks him to take her with him, he
questions the propriety of such conduct. Thereupon she replies:

Yil Hsin's whole life was nothing but bleakness, .
But in his last years his poett:y ~ the Rivet Pass.1
Yil Hsin (S I J-5 8I) was a poet whom Tu Fu admired and to whose
poetry he once compared Li Po's as 9. compliment to the latter, as

we have seen (p. 107). Yillived during the Southern and Northcm.
Dynasties, and though a native of the south, he was forcibly de
tained in the north and served the northern court against his will.
'1
I

See above, p. 7.
A stretth of the YangtIiC River flanked by mountains.
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H you should become like ChiA Yi stta.nded at Ch'ang-sha.,
I would undertake to be as virtuous as :Meng Kuang.
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Chia Yi was a scholar of the Han dynasty, who became rCQOwned
in early life but was banished to Ch'ang-sha. Meug Kuang was the
exemplary wife of Liang Hung, another scholar of the same
dynasty. By alluding to them the heteoine pledges het faith and
pays the young man a compliment at the same time. Later she tells
him again:

A moment later, he hears a solitary wild goose crying, which makes
him. feel even more depressed. As the Hsiao-shao is alleged to have
been the music of the sage Emperor Sh~ which att:Dcted happy
pairs of phoenixes dancing to the court, the allusion hete shows
an ironic contrast: instead of the phoenixes, the music now only
hem1ds the advent of a lonely wild goose.
In some dra.matic poetry, allusions to analogous situations and
those providing contrasts are used side by side. In TiM Sophit
fitalld M4ia~ the heto, going to a secret tryst with his lady-Io'VC in
the garden, feels netvous. To encourage him, the .maid says:
This is surely a Peach-blossom Fountain where BowetS bloom
in the bright 8Wl8hine,
It is unlike the me at the Hlien Tctnple spreading its smoke
far &tid wide I

Like Chno Wen-chiinselling wine: at Lio.-ch'iung,
.I would wait on you, Ssii-rna who wrote on the bridge OVet
the Wash-brocade River.
.Chuo Wc,n.chiin was a rich yOWlg widoW who eloped with the
scholar Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju and who. in their poverty, setved wine
~ an inn to .make a living. The heroine of the play thus shows bet
resolution to follow het fiance to the end of the earth and to share
his hardships. The second line alludes to the story that .Ssu-ma
Hsiang-ju, when setd.ng out to seek his fortune, wrote on a
pillar of th~ bridge o'Vet the Wash-brqca.de RiVet (Chuo-chin
Cl:liang): 'l will never cross. this bridge again unless in a carriage
drawn by four hones.' This allusion is also apposite, as the heto of
the play is on his way to the capital. to try his luck at the imperial
exam.ipation. Such allusions are frequently used in Chinese poetic
dra.ma, especially at the meetings of young lovers. who often
allude to Eamous lovers of the past, in the same way as do Lorenzo
and Jessica in Th, Mtr"hmltof Venice.
The story of Chuo Wen-chiin and Ssu..ma Hsiang-ju is also
alluded to in the ROllltlll&8 of the W,sflrn ClNmtber, but this time the
allusion. points at a contrast and creates a comic and ironic effect.
The heroine has .made an appointment with the hero, but when he
comes she reproaches him and leaves. The maid-servant then says
to the disappointed young man:

Henceforth Chuo Wen-Chiln will be penitent;
And you, my dear Ssu-ma, go back jUld learn to woo I

A more subtle kind of irony is achieved by the following allu
sion in AuItmm in fh, HtZII Palat,. When the Emperor sits alone at
night after his favourite has gone to Mongolia. he heats some
court musicians playing;
Hark, at the Court'of Heave.nly MusiC; they ate playing the
phoenix-pipes I '
. .
Ah, tell me no more this is the Hsiao-shafJ in nine parts I
1)4
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, The formet of these allusions is to the well-known story of Liu
Ch'en and Juan Chao who met two lady immortals at the Peach~
blossom Fountain and lived with them. The lattet is to a little
known story and requires a longer explanation. Hsien is the
Chinese name for Zoroastrianism, and the .6re at the Hsien
Temple' alludes to the following story. The Emperor of Shu had a
daughter, whose nurse had a son of the same age. The two chil
dren. were brought up together in the palace, until they came of
age. Naturally the young .man had to lea'VC the palace, wheteupon
he fell lovesick. for the princess. Learning this, the princess
agreed to meet him in secret at the Zoroastrian Temple. The
young .man arrived Brst. but fell asleep. Then came the princess,
who, f!iliig to wake him. up, went away and left him a love-token.
Soon the young man awoke, and realized what he had missed. So
great was his remorse that it turned into a blaze which consumed
.him as well as the temple. This biza:tte tale must ha'Ve been
pop~ in Yuan times, for it is alluded to in four othet plays of
thisoperiod. including the RoIII(l1l&I of tiM WISfmI Ch4IIIber, and in
deed there was a play. now lost, entided TiM Fi,., (It fiM Htilll
Tllllpk. In the lines quoted above, the allusion to this story sig
nifies a clandestine 10'VC affiUrwith a tragic ending. in contrast to
the Peach-blossom Fountain, which represents a happy romantic
liaison.
Whethet allusions ate used to reveal an analogy or a contrast,
they add the authority of past experience to the present occasion,
and hence strengthen the poetic dfect. Moreover, by calling up a
15J
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chain .of associations· with the past, they can build up an extra
dimension.of meaning and extend the significance of the present
context. They are therefore not a lazy substitute for description
and narrative but a means of introduci.ngadditional implications
and associations.
Furthermore, there may be practical :reasons for using allusions,
such as when a clandestine love a£fait is involved, or when
political or personal satire is intended. Under such circumstances
allusions afford an obvious way of avoiding scandal or prosecu
tion.
10. short, the use of allusions is a justifiable poetic device, pr0
vided they are not intended as a display of erudition but as an
organic part of the total poetic design. Like imagery and syJn
holism, allusions can cHcctivdy and economically body forth
cettain feelings and situations, evoke various association and ex;.
tend the terms of reference of the poem.
Since allusions, imagery,.!lOd symbolism resemble·one another
in function, they ~ often combined in usage. The force of an
image or symbol can be enhanced if it is associated with an allu
sion. In a poem on peonies datna.ged. by rain, Li Shang-yin uses

In cases like the above, the image is the dominating factor in the
line, while the allusion acts as a. subsidiary factor. In other ~
the allusion is the dominating factor, but once introduced, it can
not hdp becoming an image or symbol at the. same time. In
another poem by Li Shang-yin, probably writ:te:a fot a Taoist nun,
the poet alludes to the legend of Ch'ang 0, who stole her hus
band King Yi's elixir of life and 1Ied to the moon:
Ch'ang 0 should tegret having stolen the elix:it;
Nightly she faa:s the green sea and blue sky alone I

this .image:
Again' and again tears arc sprinkled on the jade plate.
Here t~e raindrops on the white peonies are compared to teats on
a jade plate. Further, the image contains an allusion to the story
that when a mermaid said ~ to her host, she shed teats,
which tumed into pearls, on a jade plate. The allusion therefore
introduces a new c~mplication to the image: in addition to being
compared to tears, the raindrops are now implicitly compared to
pearls as well. And of course the whole image might be more
than a description of rain. on peonies, but a symbol of something
of greater signifi.cancc-ravaged beauty or frustrated genius, per
haps. The same allusion is used in another poem of Li Shang
yin's, one without title and probably written in: memory of his
deceased wife:
By the vast sea, pearls have tca:rs in the bright moonlight.
This time the comparison is reversed: instead of describing tears
as pearls, the poet does the opposite, so as to emphasize the feding
of sadness: even pearls are crying. let alone the poet himself. A
world seen under the light of 'Pathetic Fallacy' is thus revCaled.
1 36
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The poet's primary intention is to suggest that the nun in her
solitude may regret having taken the vow of chastity, as Ch'ang 0
might be supposed to regret having renounced human love for the
sake of gaining immortality, but the figure of the goddess, once
introduced, also becomes a description of the nun's beauty inmoon
light. The allusion, therefore, involves an image as a consequence.
As Li Shang-yin's poetry is particularly rich in allusions as well
as imagery and symbolism, let us take two complete poems of his
amo.ng those labelled 'Without Tit1e~, and see how all three
devices. together with others, are used to weave a total poetic
texture. These poems without titles are notoriously obscw:e;
nevertheless, we can recOnstruct, from details in the poems them
selves and what we know of the poet's life, a situation for each
poem, in the context of which a consistent reading may be arrived
at. The first poem I have quoted once before for its metre (p. :&8),
but for the sake of convenience I will repeat the translation here:
Hard it is for us to meet and hard to go away;
Powerless lingers the eastern wind as all the flowers decay.
The spring silkworm will o.o1yend his thread when death befalls;
~dle will drip with tears until it turns to ashes py.
Faang the moming mitrOl, she fears her cloudy hair will fade;
Reading poems by night, she should be chilled bythemoon'uay.
The faky mountain P'eng lies at no great distance:
Maya Blue Bird fly to her and my tender cares conveyS
We may take this poem as an expression of the poet's love for a
woman who lives within easy reach but with whom for some
reason he cannot openly communicate. In the first line, the word
'hard' is used in two slightly diifetent senses: not only is it bard
(i.e. difficult) for· the lovers to meet, but once having met they
find it hard (i.e. unbearable) to part. It is possible this line has an
additional mearung,tbat one of them is going away and it is hard
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for them even to contrive to meet and say good-bye to each
other. In the second line, the powerless wind probably represents.
the poet, while the Bowers represent his beloved: he is as powerless
to prevent her youth and beauty from passing away as the wind is
to stop the ftowers 'Wit:heting away. At the same time, these
images also serve the more immediate pwpose of dcsctibing the
actual scenery and the time of the year. In the next two lines, two
more images are introduced. Just as the silkworm imprisons itself
in the cocoon formed by its own endless silk, so docs the poet
enwrap himself in the endless sorrow of his own making; and just
as the candle is consumed by its own heat, so is the poet by his
unfulffiled passion. These images are further enriched by auditory
associations. In line .h the word for 'silk-threaa' and that for
'death' are both pronounced 1m (h in Ancient Cbinese), though
not in the same tone. This can hardly be fortuitous in such a
highly conscious ~st as Li Shang-yin. The homophones are
probably int.ended to bring closer the image of the silkworm with
the idea of death. Moreover~ the word 'silk-thread' (114) is often
used to depict endless, unbreakable love, ot endless thoughts of
sorrow, the word fot 'thought' being also pronounced 1m (n
in Ancient Chinese). It would therefore not be too fanciful to
aSsociate 'silk-thread' here with such compounds as 'love-thread',
«(b'in!;-/~ i.e. endless love) or 'souow-th.tead (= thoughts)"
«(h'OM-lm: •
or ~ lI). ID. line .., the word for 'ashes', bIIIi,
llS I suggested befote (p. I %)~ may be associated with 'ash
hearted' (lnIIi-bsin, i.e. despair). In the next couplet, the poet
imagines how his beloved sits alone at night, fearing the passing
away of her youth and feeling lonely in the cold moonlight. It is
tempting to associate this picture of a lady feeling lonely in the
moonlight with the other poem suggesting that the lady in the
moon, Ch'ang O~ should regret having stOlen the elix.i.t oflife, and
to suppose that both poems are written for the same Taoist nun.
This possibility is strengthened by the two Taoist allusions in the
final couplet: the fairy mountain P'eng, dwelling of Taoist
immortals and a symbol of bliss, and the Blue Bird, a messenger
that heralded the arrival of the Queen Mother of the Western
Heavens (Hsi Wang Mu), a Taoist goddess. to the court of the
EmpetQt Wu of Man. Be that as it may_ the whole poem is built up
with images~ symbols, and allusions, which .present II. coherent
pictuIe and reveal a. frustrated passion.

The second poem describes a young lady's futile preparation for
her WedcUng and her longings fot the absent lover:
The fi:agunt aUk, 'Phoenix-tail', lies in thin folds;
The green-patterned round top is being sewn in the depth of night.
Her fan, cut from the mQo~s soul, cannot hide her shame;
His caaiage, rolling past like thunder, allowed no time for talk.
In solitude she has watched the golden flickers grow dim;
No news will ever come to announce the Red Pome~te Wine I
The piebald hone is always tied to a willow by the nver;
Where can one wait for the good south-wcst wind?

This admittedly does not make much sense without explanation.
but neither does the original to the uninitiated rcader. Tedious and
laborious as they may be, exp.1anations on allusions, imagery, and
symbolism are necessaty.for such a poem. Met all, some modern
Western poems require no less elucidation, and if a reader has the
p~tience to read commentaries on modem Western poems, he
should be preparcd to take similar pains with ancient Chinese
ones. In this poem, the images in the first two lines are simple
ones, giving a description of the bed-curtain for the bridal
chamber, made of thin 'Phoenix-tail' silk, with a round top. The
Iad.y is busy sewing this in the hope of cdebratiag her wedding
.soon. In line .h the white circular fan is compared to the moon-a
compound image which involves several allusions. Pitst, the
image is derived from II. song of complaint by Lady Pan, a court
lady of the Han dynasty, in which she compares the circular fan to
the moon, and herself, having lost Imperial favour, to the fan dis
carded in autumn when it is no longer needed. The allusion there
fore suggests II. lady dcscrtcd by her lovet. Secondly, among
t;he Music Department songs,l there is one called 'White
CitcuIat Fan', which is said to have originated in the following
manner. Wang Min of the Chin dynasty carried on a love affair
rib his sister-in-law's maid, named Hsieh Fang-tzU.. One day,
when the sister-in-law was caning the maid heavily, Wang asked
her to stop. Knowing that the maid was a good singer, the sister
in-law demanded her to sing in lieu of .further punishment.
Thereupon Hsieh sang:

a

13 8

White circular fant
The ha:.t:dships and bittemess you've gone through
Have all been seen by YOut young man.
1
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descriptions: the green silk. curtain, the golden Bkkers, the red
pomegranate wine, the piebald horse; othets imply colour: the
white fan, the green willow; These colours. together with the
shapes of the phoenix tails on the silk. the round top of the
curtain, and the circuIat fan, appeal to the visual sense. At the
same time, the silk. being both fragrant and thin, also appeals to
the olfactory and tactile senses. For sound, there is the catt.iage
rolling by like thunder; for taste, the pomegranate wine.
The above two poems represent 0U0ese poetry of the 'oblique'
kind at its extreme. They illustmte.how rich, complex, subtle, and
condensed Chinese poetry can be, in revealing different worlds of
experience through an integration of imagery. symbolism" and
allusions.
A pmctice closely aldn to the use of allusions is that of quota
tions. either from previous poets or other sources. In £act, a quo
tation di.ffers from a specific allusion only in the extent to which the
original writing is repeated.
Owing to considerations of spao!, quotations ate less common
than allusions in short poems, except when 'collecting lines' (rhi
lDIl • -liJ) is practised, in which case lines from different poems
are gleaned to form a whole new poem. This pm.ctice, which
somewhat resembles a..r.ranging traditional melodies for orchestm
tion, requires great skill. extensive reading, and strong memory.
But in the last analysis it is really ajlM d'upril rather than serious
poetry, for it involves no original writing at all~ A more serious
use of quotations is to integrate them with the rest of the poem.
For instance, a lyric by Hsin Ch'i--chi (1140-12.07) begins with the
line,
Alas. how much have I aged,
and ends with
The only ones who know me
Ate you two ot three gentlemen.

and again:
White circular &.n..
Haggard and worn, unlike in days of old,
Yau are ashsuncd to, see yout YOl;l1lg manl

This allusion adds the idea. of shame to that of desertion. Finally,
the.image can be associated with Cll.'ang 0, the lady in the moon,
to whom allusion is made in the other two poems quoted above.
In line +., the comparison of the, sound of the carriage to thunder
alludes to two lines in Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju's S()IIg of 1M .Ltmg Gall
(Cllallg MIll FM), written on behalf of the Empress Ch'eo. when she
was living at the Palace ()f Long Gate after having lost the Em
peror Wu's favour. The allusion thus further emphasizes the idea.
of desertion. However, the SOIIg oj fht .Ltmg Gall so moved the
Emperor that the Empress was restored to his favour, and the
allusion may thetefolC suggest a, hope for a similar retum to
favour. In line 5, the 'golden flickers' refers to a candle boming
out and may be taken both as a simple image describing a lonely
night and as a symbol of despair. In line 6. the Red Pomegranate
Wine means the wine for the wedding night and harks back to
nupqaI preparations carried out agsiost hope. Line 7 alludes to.
another Music Departm.ent song about a young man riding on a
piebaldho.rse, who roamed abroad and would not go home. It
further alludes. by mentioning the willow. to 'plucking the
willow at Cltang Ter.n,ce·. a conventional euphemism for visiti.D.g
a courtesan. The implications of these two allusions ate that the
absent lover is wandering about and that the young lady suspects
him of having been deta.ined. in the company pf some singing girl.
The last line alludes to two lines ina poem by Ts'ao Chili (19.1
%3%), put in the mouth of a deserted wife:

I w.i.sb. to bec:ome the south-west wind
To Sy &.t away, into your aa;ns.
By means of the above allusionl1. images, and symbolism, the poet
expresses the young lady's Complex feeling of hope, SOtfOW, in
dignation, shame, suspicion, and frustration. The .nusions ate the
main means to bring out the underlying meaning, yet because they
are combined with imagery. they do not appear pedantic and
prosaic. The images. on the other hand, create a physical back
ground for the emotions expressed. They are highly sensuous,
appealing to several senses. Some of them contain explicit colour
140
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Now the Brst line is a quotation from the Confucian .A8aIIrls, and
the expression 'you two or three gentlemen' in the last line is also
used by Confucius several times. These quotations are woven into
the texture of the poem, which expresses the poet's philosophical
outlook on life in his old age. They may further suggest a wish to
emulate the wisdom of the Master quoted.
By fat the most important use of quotations 0CCtUS in poetic
drama. Here, quotations can be used for various purposes•.To
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begin with, the drama~c poet can quote a line from another poet
to describe the present scene Ot the feelings of a character. In
LJ X'lIIi's Apology (U
Fir-thing) by K'ang Chin-:chih
(thirteenth century), the hero, a rough outlaw, quotes a line from
TuFu:

ironic use of Ovid's AIIIoru in Dotlor FIIIISIIt.t, where the doomed
sinner borrows the words of the ardent lover to wish for pro
longed night: 0 Imlt, '-II atrrill,1IDdis IIJIIiI
Finally, the dtamatic poet can of course represent a chatacter as
consciously quoting. This may be done for two di££erent reasons:
either to show the character of the speaker by what he quotes, ot
to stress a clwacter's pedantry by putting into his mouth abundant
quotations. An cumpIe of a quotation illustrating the chata.cter
of the speaker is the following proverb quoted by the villain Mao
Yen-shou in .ANbuIm hi 1111 Han PaW,:

r.i

Debts owed for wine ate common, incurred evetyWhere 1 go.

The same poet is quoted by a singing girl in TIN Gold-I/JrIad POIIa:
A Hight of fading Howers bears spring away.

As a matter offact, these are simply cases of borrowing, and there
is no need for the audience or reader to recognize the quotation as
such. No more are we supposed to believe that the outlaw and
singing gid could knowTu Fu by heart than we are asked to be
lieve that a fOUl'tec:ri.th-century Scythian con:queror could quote an
Elizabetha.npoet.1 ,
Then, there are t:irites when it is necessary for the audience or
reader to recognize quotations in order to perceive their signi
ficance, even if the cbaJ:acter· may not be represented as con
sciously quoting. In TIH SDpbillitllha Mma, the young lovers are
forced to separate by the girl's mother. but eventually the hero,
having come first at the impet.ial examination, retnms to marty.
the girl by the Emperor's order. His true identity.is concealed
from the girl's family, who are merely t~d that it is the Emperor's
wish that the new thNang-.JIIIIII (first among successful candidates)
should marry the young lady. When atlast the maid-servant dis
covers who the brldegroom-to-be really is, she tells her young
mistress:

He is 110 gentleman who cannot hate deeply,
Nor is he I, hero who bears no malice.

As fot the use of quotations as a means to show: the pedantry of a
chara.cter, this device is exploited to the full in TIN S()pbistifalla
MaiJ. In this play, both the lovers are pedantic and often resort to
quotations. To make them appear even more comic, the author
lets the maid Fan Su~ who is the real heroine of the playas the
title indicates, beat the lovers at their own game. When Fan Su
pleads on behalf of the lovesick young man, the young lady
affects indifference and quotes from the AlJaletll:
This is a case of 'a man without the virtues proper to mankind';

why should I save hUn?

In reply, Fan Su quotes from the same book:
'I do not know how a person who does not keep his promise is to
get on',
.
and goes on to reproach her young mistress for .falling to keep her
promise to the young man. Throughout the play, there are no less
1han eighteen quotations from the AnaUtll, three from the
Mmdm, two from the Tao TI CbhIg, and one from a Buddhist
sutta. These greatly add to the comic effect by stressing the
pedantry of the lovers and the mock-pedantry of the maid. That
the dramatist intended them for such a purpose may be seen from
the following remarks he has put into the mouth ofFanSu. When
the young man pays his first visit to the young lady's mother, the
hostess and. the guest emulate each other in polite and learned con
versation. Thereupon Fan Su comments:

To-night, 'an old friend has come &om far away"
This quotation from the opening section of the Confucian An4Ietf.t
is extremely well known, but now it assumes an altogether
different sig:ni.6cance•.In such cases, the dramatic poet deliberately
gives a twist to the meaning of the quotation by putting it in an
unexpected con~ and it is necessary for us to realize this. The
effect can be comic or ironic, depending. on the situation. Such
uses .of quotations are comparable to Shakespeare's comic use of
'1 came, saw, and overcame' in As Yo. Uk [t, Ot Mulowe's
1 Marlowe, T_b",.WM, Part n. Act IV, Sc. ill,
I2I1Utf1., Book I. Cmto vii, V. ,2.;
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They have exchanged but a f'ew worda in conveaation.

I19-.2.4i Spenser, FIIII';'

Yet in doing so almost discussed all the nine classics I
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Again, when the young lady :ce.fu.sesto go out itlto the garden and
.insists on studying, saying,

In brief, Chinese poetty, especially later poetry, is often not
original in theme or in individual expressions, yet such poetry is
not all worthless. This statement does not contradict my general
thesis that poetry is an exp1oration of language, for a poem that
uses derived ideas and expressions can yet be original in the way
these ideas and expressions are put together. In other words, a
derivative poem can be good ifit succeeds in integrating borrowed
ideas and expressions into a new pattcm. Chinese poets often use
conventional phrases, images, and symbols as Byzantine artists
used bits of coloured glass and stones for mosaics: their origin
ality lies not in the material used but in the final result achieved.

The Sage said~ 'At li£teen I set my mind on studying',

the maid says in an aside,
What could you do with someone so crazy?

It .is cleu from these remarks that the auther is not showitlg offhis
own leaming (for which purpose it would requin: much more than
quoting from such familiar books as the Alkllettl, at any rate), but
is making fun of his characters. The charge of pedantry made
against the dramatist by two critics of the Ch'ing dynasty, Ii
T'iao-yuan and Liang T'ing-nan, is based on a failure to see the
dramatic function 0( quotations in this play.
Instead of quoting or alluding to other writers, a poet can de
rive an idea or an expft:ssion from another. We have aln:ady seen
how one can use derived imagery and symbols; similar derivations
can be made in conc::cption, in the use ofepithets. etc. A great deal
of Chinese poetry is derivative, but this does not necessarily mean
it is poor poetty. Rather than condemning all derivative poetry,
we should ask whc::ther a poet has modincd his 'sources'tosuit
his own poetic purpose, or is simply copying slavishly. No one can
write poetry in Olinese asifCb'u Yuan~ TuFu, WangWci, LiPo,
and many others had not written, no more than one can write
poetry in English as if Shakespeare, Milton, and maily others had
never written. As Mr. T. S, Eliot observed, 'in poetry there is no
such thing as complete originality owing nothing to the past',
We should, therefore, not demand absolute originality, but assess
the merits of a poem in the context of the whole poetic tradition
to which it belongs. On the other hand, we should not 'err in the
opposite direction by following sotne Chinese commentators who
seem to regard derivation as a virtue in itself. Such commen
tators, in their over-zealous search for 'sources', are apt to see
derivations where none really exist. Give them a line, 'How
brightly the moon shines'. and they will cite you 'Brightly rises
the moon' from TIH .&ok of POItry as its source. It has even been
alleged that every single word in Tu Fu's poetry is derived from
some literary source--an allegation which was made as a com
pliment to the poet's learoitlg but which, if true, would deprive
him of any claim to creative genius.
.
<
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ANti/huit
Thy neck is like the tower of David. •••
Thy two breasts are like two young does that are tw.ins. which feed

among the lilies.

Here the objects enumerated a:re meant to show the various Charms
of the beloved, not to draw attention to any contrasting qualities;
and the repetition of the words 'thy' and 'like' would be quite
inadmissible in Chinese antithetical couplets.
Antithesis, often of a loose kind, is found in early Chinese
poetry, such as Thl &ok of P08iry and Thl Songs of CII•• The.lines
quoted from the Li SatJ on p. uS may be given again as an illus
tration:
.

4

ANTITHESIS

In the morning I drink the dew drops from the magnolia.
In the evening I eat the fallen petals of the autumn chrysanthe
mwn.

is a na~al tendency in Chinese towards antithesis.
For instance, instead of saying 'sb;e', one says <big-small
ness' (Ia-hsiao),. and instead of <landscape', one says 'mountain
waters' (slJan-slmtt). Such expressions, as I remarked before, re
veal a dualistic and relativistic way of thinking. Moreover, mono
syllabic words and disyllabic compounds, which constitute the
bulk of the language, lend themselves easily to antithesis. For
example, <river' (thitmg) and 'mountain' (shtlll) form an antithesis;
so do 'flower' (hM) and 'bird' (mao). These two antithetical pairs
can then be used to form another antithesis: 'river and mountain'
(thitlllg .rhflll) in contrast to 'Hower and bird' (htuJ "iao). It is easy to
form a tetrasyllabic phrase with· two antithetical disyllabic com
pounds: 'red flower and green leaves' (htmg-1JNa /ii-yeh), 'blue sky
and white sun' (tUing-I'lm pai-jih), and such like. Such being the
case with the Janguage itself, it is inevitable that antithesis Should
play an important part in Chinese poetry.
Bef01:e we e:.wnine the use of antithesis in Chinese poetry, it
should be pointed out that antithesis, known as hlI; in Chinese,
differs from 'parallelism', such as in Hebrew poetry. Antithesis
consists of strict antonyms, allowing no repetition of the same
words, as parallelism does. Take the following verse from the

T

HImE

The repetition of the words 'in the' and <1' in the translation does
not occur in the original, whete the subject is unde!:stood and no
.preposition is needed before 'morning' and 'evening'. The only
repetition that does occur is that of the possessive particle 1mb
('of'). Apart from that, another feature which renders the anti
thesis a little inexact is the use of a disyllabic compound IJIII-lan
('magnolia') to contrast with an adjective plus a noun, tUi.lhN
('autumn chrysanthemum').
. In Ancient Verse, antithesis often occurs, but is neither
obligatory nor strict, as in Regulated Vene. For instance, in a.
poem in Ancient Verse by Li Po, the opening lines run:
The Yellow River Bows to the eastern main,
The white sun sets over the western sea.

So"g of S()/DIJI(JJI:

Thy teeth are like a Bock ofsheep that are even shorn, which came
up from the washing; • . •
.
Thy lips are like a thread. of scarlet. • . .
146
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This is not a strictly antithetical couplet. FiEst, 'Yellow River' and
'white sun', in spite of their vctbal contrast, do not really form an
exact antithesis, for the one is a. proper name while the other is
not. Secondly, lmain' (filing) and 'sea' (btu) arc synonyms rather
than antonyms. Lastly, there is no tonal contrast between the
syllables of the two lines (which of course docs aot show in the
translation).
In Regulated Verse, antithesis is demanded by the versification.
As I mentioned before, the four middle lines ofan eight-line poem
in Regulated Verse should form two antithetical couplets. con
trasting with each other in sense as well as in sound. In an anti
thetical couplet, each syllable in the fitst line should contrast in
147
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say, 'moon' and 'house'. This is one of the reasons why Tu Fu's
couplet
The sltITs drooping, the wild plain (is) vast;
The llloon rushtng, the great nver flows

tone with the corresponding syllable in the next line, as shown in
the tone patterns on pp• .16 and 2.7- At the same time, the con
trasted words should be of the same gn.mmatical category: noun
aga.inst noun, verb against verb, etc. This is not always strictly
observed, especially among earlier writers of Regulated Verse.
Wang Po (647-675), an early T'ang poet, {or instance. wrote:

is particularly admired.
.
However, two words which do not refer to objects of the same
kind but are often mentioned together, such as 'flower and bird'
or 'poetry and wine', when separated and contrasted with one
another, are also considered particularly skilful. In another couplet
by Tu Fu, tftowetS' and 'bkds' are used in antithesis:

Yii Gob Ii-pith Ii
With you partmg-sepamnon feeling
T'liIIg shih DlIlIII-.JfIjm
Together are official-travelling men
(I am moved while parting from you,
Both obliged to travel in official life.).

Moved by the times, thefloJPerJ are shedding teats;
Averse to parting, the hirdr are stricken to the soul.

The contrast betweeny" ihlJn ('with you') and lllllg Ihlh CCtogether
are') is far from being, exact. Likewise Wang Wei wrote:

Traditional handbooks on versification give lists of categories of
objects for use in antithesis: astronomy, geography, Rora, fauna,
etc.1 Such categories, mechanical and arbitrary as they are, illus
trate a reasonable enough principle of contrasting things of the
same kind, though they need not be taken too seriously as a
criterion to judge the merits of antithetical couplets.
Antithesis also occurs in Lyric Metres and Dramatic Verse,
though not as commonly as in Regulated Verse, due to the fact
that in Lyric and Dramatic Metres the lines are often not of the
same length, which tenders strict antithesis impossible. Neverthe
less, in some metres containing two successive lines of the same
length, antithesis is habitually used. For instance, the first two
lines of the second stan%a in the HHan HJi Sha are usually anti
thetical, such as in the poem in this metre by Li Ch'ing-cbao
quoted on p. ,1:

Lill-shli#.jll.JlI..1i
seems have feeling
:MM-Gb'in hJitlll,gJii bIttItI
Evening birds mutually joining return
(The flowing water seems to have feeling,
The evening birds join together in return.)
Flowing~water

Here, the wordsjllYlIyi ('seems have feeling') are contrasted with
htittllgyil hIItlII ('mutually joining return'): verb
verb
noun
contrasted with adverb
verb
verb. Such couplets are not
considered as skilful as one in wroch the contrast is grammatical
as well as semantic, like a couplet ofTu Fu's quoted once before:

+

+

+

+

Cb'tIII-Jhellg thi hI-lIIl
Cicada sound gather ancient temple
N illlJ-.JiIIg hi hllll-I'ang
Bird shadow cross cold pond
(Cicada's cries gather in the ancient temple,
A bird's shadow crosses the cold pond.)

The new shoots have grown into bamboos beneath the steps;
The &lIen flowers have all gone into the swallows' nests near by.
Sometimes antithesis is used in both staMas that make up a lyric.
In the T'a So Hlittg ('Treading on Grass'), the mst two lines of
both stan2:aS are antithetical. A poem in this metre by Yen Shu
(991-10,,), from whom, incidentally, the present writer is de
scended on the matema1 side, begins with the lines:

In both lines the grammatical structure is: noun + noun + verb

+ adjective + noun.

Furthermore. the words which contrast with each other should
refer to the same category of things. Again, this is not always
observed, but the more closely the 'referents' of the words belong
together in Nature, the more skilful the antithesis is supposed to
be. One should contrast colour with colour, Hower with Rower,
etc. Thus, 'moon' and 'stat' would ferm a better antithesis than,·
1 48

Little path strewn with ted,
F,ragtant fields £illed with pen.
1 For those who can read Chinese, there is s detailed list of such categories
in Wang U'sl:Um-:yR SIJiIJ.IR Hdllh, pp. 1 S3~6.
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This antithesis is echoed by the first two lines of the second
stanza:
Emerald leaves hide the oriole,
Vctmili.on curtain ban the.swallow.

EPILOGUE

The following are a few examples of antithesis in Dmmatic
Verse. In AIlItIIII1I in the 1Um Palate, before the Emperor has met the
beautiful Wang Chao-chiin, he imagines a neglected lady in the
palace:
The shades of bamboos that shake without a. wind
Make her suspect my presence;
The light of the moon that tinges the gauze of her window
Fills het heart with grief.

I

To sum up: antithesis is an important and characteristic poetic
device in' Chinese. Like any other device, it can be abused, and
when it is, it degenerltteS into a mechanical pairing off of words.
But at its best it can reveal a perception of the underlying con- .
trasring aspects of Nature and simultaneously strengthen the
structure of the poem. The perfect antithetical couplet is natural,
not forced. and though the two lines form a sharp contnst, they
yet somehow seem to possess a strange affinity. like two people
of opposite temPeraments happily married, so that one might re
mark of the couplet, as of the eouple, "What a contrast, yet what a
perfect match!'

the preceding pages we have gone a long way in search of
answers to the questions raised at the beginning of the book.
We have e:u.mined ~ nature of the Oiinese language as a poetic
medium from various angles; we have discussed different schools
of Ollnese criticism, and derived from them a view of poetry
.which provided the main criteria for Chinese poetry. We have also
applied systematically the method of verbal analysis to imagery.
symbolism, and other poetic devices in Chinese. Such analysis.
when carried out In conjunction with the other aspects of language
discussed in the first part of this volwne (visual and auditory
e1fects. implications and associations of words. g.ramma.tical
structure. and underlying concepts), should prove a reliable basis
. for critical evaluation.
Thetehave been a nwnber of poems scattered throughout the
book as illustrations. The choice of these poems, while inBuenced
to some extent by personal taste and even memory (for as a rule I
quote and translate only poems I know by heart), has not been
entirely haphazard, but made with a view to redressing the some
what biased conception of Chinese poetry that seems to exist
among some English-speaking readers-that Chinese poetry is
simple, straightforward, and rather fiat in language, and re
strained and philosophical in tone. The poems I have chosen have
shown. I hope, that Chinese poetry is in theme as often romantic as
philosophical; in feeling as often passionate as restrained; in lan
guage more often subtle and complextbansimpleand direct; and in
form generally written in strict metres and not in the kind ofloose
timeless verse that easily lends itself to such parodies as those with
which Sir Alan Herbert has occasionally graced the pages of PllllfD.

Bells hanging under the eaves.

15I

And in the final scene of this play, when he sits alone iQ the paJace
after she has gone .to, Mongolia. he feels the loneliness of his
situation:
Under the painted eaves the 'iton hOtse8'l a.te clanging,
In theafbr::ous hall. the imperial couch is cold.
The f: .' leaves mstle in the chilly night.
The candle glimmers in th~ silent ptit.ce.
K'II8i'~ Apology, at the beginning of the play, the author
describes the scene in antithetical lines :

In Li

The mild wind gradually rises,
The evening rain hu just stopped.
The willow trees half hide the wine shop.
The peach blossoms brightly shine on the fishing boats.
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The Western reader should also be reminded that the majority
of Chinese poems, in spite of their having been written in d.Ufc:teat
centuries, have a contemporaneity for Chinese teadets. This is due
to the fact that the Chinese written language has changed little
during the last two thousapd years or so. Natutally the pro
llunciatiOIl of words has ~ and their use has become iIl
creasingly complex, but the actual written characters have not
c1umpt Hence the bulk of Chinese poetry can be, and is, read
and enjoyed without too much effort. Difficult poems of course
exist, but their difficulty is U8Ually attributable to obscure allu
'sions and personal symbolism lather than archaic language. It
requires less philological knowledge to read an~t Chinese
than ,classical ot mediaeval Ew:opean poetty, and at a gueSs I
would say that there are more 0Unese readers who read, Tht 1JofJJ:
oj Poltry (dr. twelfth to seventh centuries B.C.) for pleasure than
there are &.glish~ ones who read 'BIfnvtdf (seventh
centw:y A.D.) fot the'same purpose. The Western reader should
tb.erc£ore readjust his seQSe of historical pempective while read
iI1g Chinese poea:y, and refuse to be misled by the dates of the
poems into thinking that they are remote in feeling and expression
in proportion to their degree of antiquity. As a matter of fact,
most Chinese readers are far more familiar with poets of the
rang dynasty (seventh to tenth centuries) than those, say, of the
Ming dynasty, (fourteenth to seventeenthcenturles).
Having nearly reached the end of my task, I may now perhaps
be allowed the indulgence of some general reflections on Chinese
poea:y. 011 the whole, Chinese poetry c:xcels in short lyric ,and
reflective verse, but is relatively weak in oaa:ative verse. Ofcourse
aarrative poems do exist, but they Ilevet exceed. a few hunched
lines in length. As for dramatic ~ it is always mixed with
prose in usage. Thus, two of the main genres in Western:poetry,
epic and tragedy, are practically absetl;t ill Chinese. The feaSOllS
for ,this are worth discussing.
The first teaSOIl for the lack of epic and tragedy or iIldeed. any
other long poem in Chinese is, I think, the aatute of the language
itself. As we have ,seen, the language is full of monosyllabic
words and disyllabic compounds which, with their :Eixed tones
and rtfkrato rhyth.m, do Ilot lend themselves to loag composi
tions.1 Moreover, the abundan.ce of homophones also works

against poems of great length, for one would soon exhaust all
available rimes. A glance at the various verse fotlnS given in
Part I, Chapter 3, will show that none of them is suitable for epic
or poetic drama unmixed with prose.
Next, the absence of great epics and tragedies each embodying
a whole vision of life may also be due to the Buid nature of the
0Unese mind. It seems to me the Chinese mind is pragmatic
rather than dogmatic: quick in perception and apprehension. it
assimilates each experience as it occurs, but does not a:y to impose
a pre--conceived pattem. OIl all experience. The ancient Chinese

1

philosophers such as Conf'ucius and Mencius had a tendency to
deal with each problem as it arose, without attempting to formu
late comprehensive systems into which all human knowledge and
experience could be fitted, as did for instance Aristotle Ot Kant.
As for Chinese poets, most of whom were not great philosophers,
they naturally had their phllosophical and religious views, but
they were more..often eclectic than systematic, exhibiting Coa
fucian, Taoist, and Buddhist leanings at the same time, without
endeavouring to iategri.te them into oae consistent system.
~e poets ~ther used an existing religious and philosophical
system as the framework of their poetry, as Dante and Miltoll
di~ Ilot invented their own systems, as Blake did. Tu Fu's extant
poea:y, which represents but a fractiOIl of what he wrote, reveals
as many facets of life, as great a variety of human experience, as
profound a teading of human aature, as can be found ill any other
major poet of the world, yet he Ilcver thought it necessary to
relate all these to one system of thought ill a single work. Critics,
too, as we have ~ were liable to be unsystematic. The' present
writer's obvious tendencies towards systematization and analysis
are probably due to his contact with Western culture'at an early
age, and are in any case encouraged by the fact that he is ttying to
iatcrpret Chinese poea:y to Western te:adets in terms readily com
prehensible to them..
Another trait of the Chinese mind which is in. favow: of short
poemS is its concentration 011 the essence of an object or ex
periea~ rather than its details. The Chinese poet is usually iIltent
on capturing the spirit of a scene, a mood, a worl~' rather than
depicting its multifatious manifes1li.tions. In view of w:bat I said
in the last paragraph, the Chinese mentality presents something
of a paradox; as far as individual experience is concemcd, the

Cf. above, p. 58.
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the one hand; human limitations, frailties, and mortality on the

EpilolJll
Chinese n:iind is inclined to concentrate on the essence rather than
the appearance, and is therefore 'essentialise; but in its attitude

other. This aagic sense of life and of man's lot;, IS I pointed out
before, is often present in Chinese poetry, yet it has not been
developed into full..£ledged tragedy in dramatic form, probably
because Chinese P9CtS were reluctant to describe conflict. All the
three main ideologies in China were against conflict: Confucianism
counselled moderation. in all things; Taoism recommended in
activity and submission to Nature; Buddhism preached either
total annihilation of consciousness or, in its popular fo;m, re
. tribution throug~ rcincatnation. All these doctrines made conflict
undesirable or unnecessary, and without conflict tragedy in the
Aristotelian sense could nOt arise. The other ingredients of the
Aristotelian conception of tragedy, such as the tragic hero with
his harlJlatia. and the theory of catharsis, were also s&n to Chinese

to-wards life as a whole, it is more ~existentialist' than 'essentialist'
in so far as it concerns itself with actual living experience rather
than with Platoruc ideas or abstract categories.
One ~ore contributory cause to the absence of epic, or at least
heroic epic, in Chinese is the co-1ldemnation of the cult of personal
valour and physical prowess by Chinese .scholars. As Sir Maurice
Bowra remarked, 'the great intellectual forces which set so lasting
an impress on Chinese civilization were hostile to the heroic
spirit with its unfettered individualism and self-assertion! 1 How
ev-er, it is oruyfiUrto point out that the heroic tradition has not
been completely absent in China. During the Warring States
period (fifth to third centuries .B.c.), knights errant and political
assassins played such a1\, important role in contemporary affairs
as to warrant the inclusion of their biographies, for the most part
sympathetically written, by the great Ssil-ma Ch'ien in his monu
mental R,erJrdr of fni Hilfo1'itJgraplHtr (Shih Chi). Heroes of later
periods, especially the wuriors of the Three Kingdoms (second
to third centuries) and the outlaws at Liangshan at the end of the
Northern SUIlg period (twelfth centuty) have become household
names through popular t:alel!. In fact, the formation of the heroic
romance· about the Liangshan outlaws, the Shmi H1i ('On the
Water Margin'), commonly referred to by., the misnomer of
'novel', closely; resembles that ofa heroic epic or saga. It originated
from historical events, which, mingled with legends•. formed
several cycles of tales in an oral tradition. These oral tales were
then written down, and after undergoing successive stages of
compilation, expansion. and revision by dUferent hands, became
the work as we know it to--da.y. It seems, then, that the heroic
tradition was kept among the common people and hence reflected
in popular literature, but as it was di'scoutaged by official
ideologies. it was excluded &om polite letters.1 .
With rega;rd to tragedy, there may be futther' reasons for its
absence in" Chinese poetry. The essence of tragedy. as I see it, lies
in a view oflife which conceives of man's position hi the universe
as a paradoxical one: human dignity. power, aild intelligence on

thinking.

,
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H'!fJi; PtMlry, p. 14.
Cf. my article 'The Knight Errant in Chinese Literature', jOll1'naJ of Ibt
Ho"l KoI'IgBranth of IhI RDfti/ Aliatit Sod,1.Y, vol. I, '1961.
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Moreover, unlike Greek drama, Chinese drama had a secular
origin. It was &om first to last a form of entertainment, which
developed from singing, dancing, story-telling, bl#lOon.ery, and
acrobatics. Whether patronized. by the court or by a plebeian
audience. it had to cater for the mood of people out tQ have a good
time and ~g the ful6lment of poetic justice, the absence of
which would have outraged their momlsensibllity. Under these
circumstances was more difficult to deal with serious themes
and end playstragica1ly than in the Athens ofPeri~s. Of course,
Shakespeare too had ,to please a motley audience, but at least the
Eli2:abethan theatre was influenced by mediaeval miracles and
myste~s, so that it was easier to write tragedies in such a theatre
than in one of purely secular origin and chatacter. like the
Chinese.
However, despite the lack of epic and tragedy, Chinese poetry
as a whole is not more limited in scope or less profound in thought
and feeling than Western poetry. Though 'We may find it bard to
name an Iliad, a Diflim COIJI,tfy, an OtJiPIII, or a Fi4IIIkt in Chinese,
the entire body of OJinese poetry presents as rich and varled. a
panorama of life as any other poetry. While Chinese poetry may
fail to compare with Western poetry for magnitude ofconception
and intensity of emotion, it often surpasses the latter in sensi
tivity ofperception, delicacy offeeling, and subtely of expression.
As an explomtion of life, it can lead one into worlds Unknown or
unfamilia.r to Western readers; as an exploration of language, it
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pteSe1lts a fascinating display of vetbal ingenuity and BcxibllityJ
with a distinct music which may sound bba.rre to Western. ears
but which has. its own charms to those at:tuned to it. In China,
poetry has exerted greater inBuence on music and painting than
in the West, as Catl be witnessed by the fact that many Chinese
songs and pictures are poetic in conception rather than musical
or pictorial. It is no exaggeration to claim'that Chinese poetry is
one of the chief glories of ~ culture and one of the highest
achievements of the Chinese mind.
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NOTE ON ROMANIZATION
CHINESE words and names are roma n ;2'.ed according to the Wade
in MaJhnv/~ eMMIe-BIIglish Dittifitltlry, with a few

~ystem as found

modifications specified below.
The meaningless clrcumBex above the I in III and mg has been
omitted.
The supetfluous umlaut m.uk in.Jllll'l, JIIIIJ,. and.J1III has been
omitted, as there ate no sy~les with which these can be con
fused. However, I have retained it in.JiI .. to avoid confusion
with.JII dt.
Wade is rather inco.osistent in using ",j fot some syllables and
iii fot' others which have the same sound (e.g•• is spelt ht8i but
"If( is spelt !xii). I have consistently used ",; where Wade would
sometimes give iii instead. Thus, I write tstIIi,. 1Mi, etc., instead of
Ind, bIi, etc.
.
In one case I have modl6cd '"" to Iitm to show it is meant to
dm.c with .thatI (p. 3S).
When rlmhig syllables no longer appear as such in modem
pto:n~ciatio:n, I have added Kad.gren's reconstructed Archaic ot'
Ancient pronunciation, whichever is appropt.iate, as given in his
Grll1ll1lllJta SIri&1I Rlmua (Stockholm, 19S7), though I have
omitted some of the more subtle phonetic marks. When. riming
syllabl~ still rime in modem pr:onunciation, I have not thought it
qccessuy to append the early pronunciation.
In romanizing Chin.ese:names, I have usually given the fotmal
pcrso:na1 names (1IIifIg) of writers, even if they ate tefcrted to
by their courtesy names, official titles, etc., in works cited.
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